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1. REGULATORY AND SAFETY
This chapter describes the Oasis program and its conformance to various regulatory
standards. Relevant safety information is also provided.

1.1

Program Description

Oasis is an advanced visualization, quantification, and reporting software solution for nuclear
medicine diagnostic imaging. It integrates multiple modalities — SPECT, PET, and CT — for the
accurate interpretation of organ function and anatomy in a single, comprehensive
environment. The intuitive, user-centered environment guides the user while providing
configurable preferences for workflow personalization. The core functionality is to provide an
accurate environment for quantification and display of nuclear medicine images and
related other modalities. It supports a wide variety of study types, based on European and
North American published standards and guidelines. Oasis provides a non-manufacturer
specific solution for review of images from a wide variety of available scintigraphic cameras.
Data may be passed to Oasis either from a connected or integrated Oasis server/database
or from various commercially available PACS system databases. The system is intended for
use in imaging centers and hospitals by qualified nuclear medicine personnel trained in the
use of the Oasis product.
Users without normal color vision should use select non-quantitative greyscale color tables
and may require additional training.

1.2

Indications for Use

Oasis is indicated for processing and review of diagnostic medical images produced by
DICOM based multi-modality sources; in other words it provides the physicians with a tool to
get, format, store and display diagnostic image data in all traditional manners; to add threedimensional and multi-planar renderings to the displays; to fuse multimodality images and to
display certain kinetic attributes of the imaged organs and systems.
Analysis in Oasis is NOT intended to be used as a replacement for visual interpretation nor as
a diagnostic tool without other clinical and laboratory information.
Oasis is not used to treat the patient, to monitor vital signs or to give a direct diagnosis of
disease.

1.3

Regulatory Standards

The following standards have been applied in development of this product: ISO 13485:2016.
This product conforms to European Medical Device Directive; Health Canada requirements
for Class II Medical Devices in accordance with Medical Device Regulations Section 36; 21
CFR Part 820, US FDA Quality System Regulations; and ANVISA Resolution-RDC No 16 of March
28, 2013.
Caution: Federal US law restricts this device for sale by or on the order of a physician. In the
USA, this system should only be used with FDA-approved radiopharmaceuticals.
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1.4

CE Conformity

This product is classified as Class IIa. Segami Corporation declares that this product meets the
provision of the Council Directive 2007/47/EC for Medical Devices, and therefore bears the
CE mark of conformity.
This product is manufactured by:
Segami Corporation
8310 Guilford Road
Suite A
Columbia, MD 21046
+1-410-381-2311 – phone
+1-410-381-2320 – fax

1639

The authorized CE Representative for Segami Corporation is:
Emergo Europe
Prinsessegracht 20
2514 AP The Hague
The Netherlands
service@emergogroup.com

1.5

Applicability

These instructions refer to features and procedures related to Oasis Client Release 1.9.4.1 and
higher.

1.6

User Responsibility

This product will perform in conformity with the description contained in these Instructions for
Use and accompanying documentation when installed, operated, maintained and updated
in accordance with the instructions provided. The user of this Product shall have the sole
responsibility for any malfunction which results from improper use, faulty maintenance,
improper repair, damage or alteration by anyone other than Segami Corporation or its
authorized representatives. Unauthorized change or modifications could void the user’s
authority to operate the equipment.

1.7

Warnings

A warning is a notice about a potential hazard to patients or operators or to the system itself
that exists when the system is in operation. This device has no direct connection to or
physiological effects on a patient.
Keep the following warnings in mind for safe operation of this product:
Flammable Anesthetics
This software device and associated computer hardware was not designed for operation in
the presence of flammable anesthetics. To eliminate the risk of explosion, do not operate the
system in the presence of flammable anesthetics.
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Proper Operating Procedures
Operate the software only according to instructions provided in this user manual and other
user instructions provided by Segami Corporation, or according to instructions from Segami
authorized support personnel.
Acquisition Parameters
Some quantification protocols may require very specific acquisition parameters in order to
provide accurate assessment. It is the user’s responsibility to ensure these conditions have
been met for data being used in the Oasis Client.
Image Orientation
The Oasis system conforms to all published standards for display and interpretation of image
data; however a verification of image orientation should be performed when new camera
systems or data sources not previously used in the installed system are added.
Image Display Color
The display of nuclear medicine image data is dependent on the user selection of an
appropriate color table. Color tables may be quantitative, with each color having a specific
quantitative value and clinical meaning. Users who do not have completely normal color
vision capability may not appropriately assess the quantitative aspect of an image and
should be aware of the possibility of misdiagnosis as a result. Users who do not have normal
color vision should select non-quantitative greyscale color tables; additional training in the
use of the product may be required in some cases.
Adding or Disconnecting Components
Never add or disconnect any component or peripheral devices while the computer system is
operating. Additional peripheral components must be approved and installed by Segami
Corporation authorized service personnel.
Collimators and Reconstruction
When using fan beam type collimators, ensure that the correct properties of the collimator
have been configured in the system. Failure to provide accurate collimator characteristics
may result in incorrect reconstructed volumes.
Data Integrity
Accurate quantification such as linear and volume measurement, and some advanced
calculations such as ejection fraction are dependent on DICOM data containing correct
information regarding pixel size. Data from certain manufacturers, especially older gamma
camera systems, may report incorrect pixel size. If there is any uncertainly regarding the
accuracy of the pixel size reported, an external measurement/calibration of camera pixel
size is recommended.
Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS)
It is recommended that all systems be connected to a medical grade, approved
Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS). In the event of power failure, the UPS batteries will
provide power to the system to ensure that patient data is properly stored.
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Service and Support
The product is distributed only by Segami or its qualified Sales Representatives. Please
contact your local sales representative. Repairs, upgrades, maintenance and support should
be performed only by Segami Corporation authorized service personnel.
Safe Disposal of Components
Federal, State, Provincial or local disposal laws and regulations will determine the proper
waste disposal procedure. All waste materials should be reviewed to determine the
applicable hazards (testing may be necessary). Disposal requirements are dependent on
the hazard classification and will vary by location and the type of disposal selected.
The following items should be noted:
Electrical components and circuit cards in computers and monitors may contain
hazardous materials.
Internet Access Warning
The Oasis system may be provided with an Internet connection to allow remote access to
the system by factory service personnel. This does not imply that it is safe to access the
Internet from the Oasis workstation. Each facility is responsible for ensuring that Internet
connected systems are adequately protected from unauthorized access by appropriate
firewalls and safeguards.
Software Virus Protection
Files or disks written by other systems and files received from outside sources, including any
that are downloaded from the Internet, may contain viruses. Viruses can cause damage to
database files. Keep virus software provided with the system up to date. Users exchanging
files and diskettes should beware of the risk of software viruses.
Data Security
We recommend that you establish and monitor network security practices, including the use
of internet firewalls and other network password policies and procedures that are sufficient to
protect your system and data.
Data Storage and Backup
It is recommended that users establish and maintain data management procedures that will
protect files from accidental loss or corruption. It is recommended that you: review your site’s
policies and procedures for handling electronic files and media; establish regular, scheduled
backup procedures; establish a procedure for logging and tracking changes to your system
data and software versions; establish procedures for handling files and other data received
from other sources.
When storing data on disks select only the highest quality media and ensure that the media is
placed in an environmentally safe place, to protect it from such things as magnetic fields,
high heat and humidity, fire, water hazards, and so on.
If you use an offsite storage facility, ensure that the facility has the appropriate standards for
storing your data. In addition, ensure that your procedures for transferring data to the offsite
storage conform to your facility’s standards for protecting patient data. Establish procedures
for transferring, uploading, or providing data to others that will ensure patient confidentiality.
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Ensure that files are transferred over secure network connections, preventing access from
unauthorized individuals.
Software Modifications
User provided programs, protocols or scripts are NOT validated nor warranted by Segami. The
use of data obtained using such user provided programs, protocols or scripts is the sole
responsibility of the party using such programs or protocols.
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2. OASIS INTERFACE/PATIENT BROWSER
This chapter describes the Oasis display interface, its constituent parts and their general use.
Because the Oasis display is customized automatically for each protocol, the number of
screens, pages, and viewports rendered will vary, depending upon the application protocol
in use. This chapter will describe tools and interactions that are common to all applications.

2.1

Starting and Stopping the Program





Double-click the Oasis icon on the desktop.
Press [Configure] to change the path to the Oasis server if necessary.
Once the login screen appears, enter the username and password and click [Login]. The
patient/study browser screen will appear.



To close Oasis first close any application currently in use by clicking
in the top right of
the screen.
Then close the patient/study browser by selecting the File ► Logout menu or by clicking
in the top right corner.
Finally, click [Exit] in the login screen.




2.2

Patient Browser Themes

The appearance of the browser may be
customized by selecting a theme from the
Display pull-down menu.
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2.3

Patient Browser

All patients, studies and series residing in the Oasis Server database and which meet the
criteria of the currently set database filter will be shown in the patient browser. In addition,
the list of applications available for display and processing of the data will appear.
The top section of the browser window contains controls for filtering and sorting both the
content and appearance of the data shown. The top section of the list shows objects at the
study level. The bottom section shows the objects in the selected study at the series level. The
menu bar provides access to various functions such as importing of data, administrative
tools, application information and logging out.

Study Level Panel
This section shows patient studies. All images acquired for a particular patient which have
the same DICOM StudyUID will appear as a single study in the browser. Some acquisition
systems assign a different DICOM StudyUID to each acquisition, even when acquired as part
of the same study. These images will appear as separate studies in the study list. Images that
are part of a single study but which are acquired over several different days may also have
different StudyUID and will appear as separate entries in the list.
Note: All studies with the same patient ID can be loaded and displayed/processed at the
same time. It is not necessary to ‘merge’ studies together in order to process them as if they
were a single study.
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To customize the view of the study panel rightclick over one of the column headers any
study and select Columns ►. Choose which
columns appear on the panel.
The columns may be dragged to the desired
location in the panel.
The columns or may be sorted by clicking on
the column header.

Exporting Studies
Right-clicking on a study will also give access to
various options for exporting ALL series associated
with the selected study.
[Export to Folder] exports will export each series as a separate DICOM file in a location
specified using a file browser.
[Export to DICOMDIR] also exports each
series to a folder but also creates a
DICOMDIR file -which is required by some
systems for importing or reading the DICOM
data.
[Export to CD] exports will export all series in
the selected study directly to a variety of
recordable media and will include a DICOM
image viewer with the files.
To export multiple studies from the same patient, select the first patient, hold the [Shift] key
down, and select the second study. Rt-click and select [Export to CD].
Selecting the Anonymize option will remove patient information prior to exporting the files.
This feature is not present in PACS integrated versions of Oasis client.
Query/Retrieve
Selecting this from the right-click menu will open an Oasis server interface for querying other
configured systems for data associated with the selected patient study. This feature is not
present in PACS integrated versions of Oasis client.
Series Level Panel
This panel will display all series which exist for the study currently selected in
the study panel. If multiple objects, such as a group of secondary captures
or static images, have the same DICOM SeriesUID they will be shown as a
single series. To see more information about a selected series, right-click on
the series and select List Images. A pop up window will appear with the
series details.
 To customize the view of the series panel right-click over one of the column headers and
select Columns ►. Choose which columns appear on the panel.
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2.4

The columns may be dragged to the desired location in the panel.
The columns may be sorted by clicking on the column header.
To see the value of all fields in the DICOM header for a selected series right-click and
choose DICOM Dump. A text file will pop up containing the DICOM header information.
The Export options available for studies are also available for individual series from the
right-click menu.

Sorting Data in the Browser

When the browser window first appears a list of studies is created by querying the database,
or in the case of PACS integrated Oasis, by reading a list of files passed to Oasis by the PACS
system. The list is created based on criteria specified in the database filter. Depending on the
criteria used, the list may be quite long. To more easily find data the list may be sorted in a
variety of ways. To begin, with the columns may be sorted by date, or study, or by putting the
patient names in alphabetic order. Further refinement may be done using the Search List
feature.
Search List
The Search List section of the browser provides the ability to search for a specific study within
the list currently displayed. This feature does not perform a new database query; it simply
looks within the current list for specific items. To look for a specific patient begin typing the
name in the Patient Name field. The list will be dynamically filtered. Similarly a specific Patient
ID may be entered, or a specific Study Description may be entered. Use an asterisk (*) as a
‘wild card’.
Press [Clear Search] to remove the search parameters. Once data has been loaded into an
application the study list will be further filtered to show ONLY data that belongs to the same
patient. To remove this filter and show all studies again press [Reset Browser].
Database Filter
The database filter settings determine which studies are included in the study list by
default. To refresh the study list with new data that may have been received by the server
press the refresh button.

The currently set database filter will be shown in the database filter panel.
 Use the Select Filter… pull-down menu to select a different preconfigured filter.
 Use the Show Studies Since… pull-down menu to select a quick filter
based on dates.
 To configure a new filter or set parameters for a temporary filter press
[Filter Mgmt]. The filter dialog will appear.
 Set the desired criteria by entering a value in one
or more of the available fields and selecting an
operation using the operation button.
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Press [Apply] to apply the settings and leave the filter
dialog open.
 Press [OK] to apply the settings and close the filter
dialog.
 Press [Cancel] to close the filter dialog without
applying the changed settings.
 Press [Make default] to use the settings as the
default each time Oasis is launched.
 Press [Use Default] to reset the settings to the
currently set defaults.
 To save a newly configured filter for later use add
a descriptive name in the Filter Label field and
Press [Save Filter].
 To delete a saved filter select the filter from the
pull down menu at the top of the filter dialog and
press [Delete Filter].

2.5

Selecting an Application

The application panel contains a list of applications sorted in to various groups. To see the
applications in each group, expand the list by clicking the small [+] to the left of the group
name. To select an application for use doubleclick the application name.
Application Autoselect
Oasis may be configured to automatically
select the appropriate application using the
Customizer
Application.
Instructions
for
configuring Oasis are found in the Oasis
Technical Manual.
 The automatic selection is based on
matching the Study Description of a study
with a particular application.
 Double-click on any study in the study level
panel of the browser to see which
applications have been configured to
match the Study Description.
 If more than one application matches the
Study Description the list of matched
applications will be shown in the Filtered
Applications list.
 If only one application matches the Study
Description of the study selected then that
application will be automatically selected
and the loading bins shown.
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2.6

Selecting and Loading Data

There are a variety of ways to load data,
depending on the configuration of the
system. Data are loaded in units of ‘series’.
A clinical application contains instructions
for processing and/or display of each
loaded series.
 Input data for every application are
defined as a series of loading bins.
Matching a particular data series to a
loading bin identifies the series for
processing within the application.
 Loading bins have properties that
restrict the data that may be loaded.
To see what type of data should be
loaded in a particular bin right-click on
the bin and select Bin Details. The
Modality of the series, the Image Type
and whether more than one series
may be loaded into a single bin will be
shown. Data that do not match these
properties cannot be loaded in the
bin.
 To modify the data that have been
loaded, right-click on a loading bin to
clear one or more loading bins.
Alternatively, double-click on a loading bin to empty its
contents.
 Right-click on a bin and select Loaded Series… to see
the list of series loaded in a bin that accepts multiple
series.
 Press the [Go] button to start the application with the
loaded data.
Manual Load
 Series may be manually loaded into a bin by selecting the series and dragging it to the
loading bin. Multiple series may be selected by pressing [Ctrl] or [Shift] while selecting
series or by dragging the cursor over several series.
 It is not possible to load a series into a bin unless the Modality and Image Type match the
bin properties.
 When selecting multiple series the series will be loaded in the order in which they were
selected and placed into the loading bin.
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Automatic Loading
Oasis may be configured to select automatically series to load into a loading bin, using the
Customizer Application. Instructions for configuring Oasis are found in the Oasis Technical
Manual.
 The automatic loading is based on matching all or part of the Series Description to a
particular loading bin. Series may be prevented from loading into a particular bin in the
same manner.
 Press the [Auto-Load] button to automatically load the data.
 For bins that accept multiple series, the series will be loaded in the order in which they
appear in the browser. Change the sort order of the series list if needed to load in the
desired order.
 When more than one series matches a bin that accepts only one series, the first match
will be loaded.

2.7

File Menu Options

Import – Import data to Oasis server
This will allow DICOM format data (and optional Interfile formats) to be
imported to the Oasis server database. Press [Import] and browse to the
location of the files. Files may be imported from a folder and all subfolders.
This feature is not present in PACS integrated versions of Oasis client
Logout
Select to log out of the Oasis Client. The login screen remains open on screen.

2.8

Tools Menu Options

Administrative Tools – Server Interface
Selecting this option will directly access the Oasis Server
interface, using the login currently active in the Oasis client.
This feature is not present in PACS integrated versions of
Oasis client. Refer to the Oasis Server User Manual for
detailed instructions for using the interface.
**To exit from the interface use the exit button
in the upper right corner of the window.
DO NOT use the ‘Logout’ option in the interface as this will log out of the Oasis Client.**
Language
If the localization setting in Oasis has been enabled, and option to select a
language interface will be available on the Tools menu.
Customizer
Select to open the Customizer application to configure application selection,
automatic loading and application list appearance. Refer to the Oasis Client Technical
Manual for details instructions for use of Customizer application.
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Export Configuration Files
Use this option to save local configuration files to a disk location for backup or to use for later
installations.
Refresh
The database filter settings determine which studies are included in the study list by default.
To refresh the study list with new data that may have been received by the server, press the
refresh button.
Reset Browser
Removes currently loaded data and returns the browser to a non-filtered state without
leaving the currently selected application.
Monitor Configuration
The monitor configuration tool may be used to easily specify which monitor on a multimonitor system is used for display of the browser and application windows. The utility will
show the names of the displays and will indicate which one is considered the primary display
by the operating system. Use the checkboxes to select which monitor the Oasis browser
launches and which monitor the Oasis application launches.
To keep the task bar visible at all times, use the Custom Edge options at the bottom to
control the bottom of the Oasis windows.
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2.9

Help Menu Options

About
Press [About] to display information about the currently installed
version of Oasis and to access the EULA (End User License
Agreement) for Oasis.
Remote Support
Press [Remote Support] to activate a utility that will allow service and support specialist to
access and control the Oasis system. When this module is running support staff will be able to
connect to the system to provide real-time instant customer
service and support. The connection is encrypted and
password protected, and a connection can only be made if
the user specifically permits it, providing a high level of security.
Remote support requires an Internet connection. Certain types
of firewalls may block the use of this program; contact your
local network administrator for assistance with network
permissions. This feature is not present in PACS integrated
versions of Oasis client.
Instructions for Use
Press [Instructions for Use] to open the PDF document
Instructions For Use. This document is a condensed reference
guide for use of Oasis Client application.
View Hotkeys
Select [F1] View Hotkeys to open the PDF document that
displays the list of available keyboard/mouse shortcuts for use in
Oasis Client. The reference card shows the default configuration
of hot keys. Actual hot keys may vary if site-specific customizations have been made.
View Help
Opens the PDF document Oasis Client User Manual.

2.10 Workflow Acceleration/Optimization
Automatic Application Selection
Individual applications can be configured to be automatically selected based on specific
study criteria. Double clicking on a study in the browser will automatically select the
application.
To configure this, open the Customizer and select the tab ‘Application Auto-Select’. Select
the application first, then enter the study criteria:




Press [Add Scenario].
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Select the scenario and press [Add Condition].
Select the condition and then choose a DICOM tag, and operation to use for matching.
Enter value or values to be looked for in the selected DICOM tag to be used to match a
study to a particular application.
Selected scenarios and conditions may also be deleted. Refresh the tree to view the
current settings.

If all auto-loading and autoselect settings are properly configured, Oasis applications can be
configured to auto launch. Once all parameters are configured, double-click the patient in
the study level of the Oasis browser – the application will be selected automatically and will
launch.
In Oasis.exe.config, the flag must be true; add key="OneClickMode" value="true"
It is recommended that Segami applications personnel perform the configuration for this.

Accelerated Loading – Prefetch/Data Cache
Prefetch is a valuable functionality to be used when Oasis Server is present. Originally
designed to be used at sites with less than desirable network speed, it can also be used for
sites with full gigabyte networks that routinely read larger studies, such as PET CT. Loading
speeds for these large studies can potentially be reduced by 50%.
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This feature runs on Oasis Client as a separate utility. It will run as a tray application or a
service which is started either manually or may be
automatically started. The advantage to running
this as a service is that prefetch starts working
once the computer is turned on (Oasis does not
need to be running).

If for some reason, prefetch cannot be used,
local disk cache can be used as both prefetch and disk cache use a similar mechanism to
cache the files. The major disadvantage using disk cache is that the user must first fully load
the study to cache it, the first time a study is loaded there will be no acceleration but
subsequent loading of the same data will be much faster. Prefetch caches the study before
the user displays it the first time.
Disk Cache Configuration
Oasis local cache can be enabled by editing oasis.exe.config (and oasis2.exe.config, if
applicable), set UseDiskCache – true. When UseDiskCache is set to true, Oasis local cache
mechanism is configured by editing workflowOptimization.ini file as following:
[DataCache]
folderPath=c:\\OasisDataCache (this is the default value, can be configured to any folder
or drive.)
nbDaysToKeepFiles=12
nbSubFolders=100
*Additional details can be found in the Oasis Technical Manual.
Prefetch Configuration
Oasis Pre-Fetching can be enabled by editing oasis.exe.config (and oasis2.exe.config) by
setting UsePreFetch – True.
Oasis pre-fetching is configured by editing workflowOptimization.ini file.
[DataCache]
folderPath=c:\\OasisDataCache (this is the default value, can be configured to any folder
or drive.)
nbDaysToKeepFiles=12
nbSubFolders=100
[Prefetch]
prefetchDays=30 (Defines the age of data that will be retrieved from server)
secondsRefresh=30 (Defines how often the utility checks with server for new data to transfer)
modalities= (Defines which modalities will be fetched, empty means all modalities.)
For example: modalities=NM,CT,PT (if left blank, all modalities will be cached)
studyMatchStr_0= (These fields can be left blank or enter specific study descriptions)
studyMatchStr_1=
(…)
url=http://SERVERNAME:8080/oasis-server/rest – Defines the URL of the server from which the
data will be fetched
compression = false
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minimumGBonDisk=100 Defines the minimum remaining hard disk space at which point prefetching utility will stop
trace = false
[PreFetch]
userName=theuser (enter login credentials here)
userPassword=thepassword (enter login password here)
*Additional details can be found in the Oasis Technical Manual.

Interrupted Workflow- Session Interrupt
This feature allows an Oasis reading session to be temporarily suspended. When this feature is
enabled pressing [F12] key while using a clinical application will cause the Oasis window to
be minimized and the Oasis QuickView application to automatically appear. The QuickView
session can be used in the same manner as the primary Oasis application. When the
QuickView session is closed the original primary Oasis window will be restored. To enable this
feature set the Interrupted Workflow key in oasis.exe.config to true.
Note that PACS integrated versions of Oasis, QuickView will not be used. Instead, there will
be two instances of Oasis – Oasis.exe and Oasis2.exe.
Multisession Mode – Session Monitor
The Session Monitor functionality is primarily intended for DB mode integrations. This allows
users to open multiple sessions of Oasis which are managed by the Session Monitor. In PACS
integrations, the Session Monitor could be used to keep track of which patients were opened
in Oasis and Oasis2.
Session Monitor may be used for physician rounds where predetermined studies are opened
prior to display. Session Monitor can be enabled by editing oasis.exe.config:
"SessionMonitor" value="true"
"ContextualMode" value="true"
"ContextualProcessMonitoring" value="SessionMonitor"
When Oasis.exe is initially launched, SessionMonitor will launch simultaneously. Once the first
study is launching in an Oasis application, click [Start Oasis Session] on the Session Monitor,
which will launch the Oasis browser.
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As each new Oasis session is launched, the SessionMonitor automatically minimizes to the
task bar so as to not obstruct images. All opened Oasis sessions can be closed at once by
clicking the [Close All Oasis Sessions] button. To switch between studies, double-click the
study listed in the SessionMonitor. If a 3rd party application is launched, there will be a
checkmark in the box under the ‘3rd’ column.
Session Monitor may be used to load and adjust the display of several studies to be
presented on a projector or external monitor. This will often be done on a laptop which is
later connected to a projector. In this case click the checkbox next to ‘Update Oasis Display
Resolution.’ When this is enabled the Oasis application windows will be redrawn each time a
session is selected from the Session Monitor. This does not override the monitor configuration
settings that are in oasis.exe.config.
In the event that the presentation computer must be removed from the network after studies
are loaded, check the ‘Work Offline’ checkbox. This will prevent Oasis Client from stopping
when it no longer receives the regular signals from Oasis Server.
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3. GENERAL DISPLAY/PROCESSING
This chapter describes display features that are common to all clinical applications in Oasis.

3.1

General Interactions – Tools and Toolbars

Tool Bars
A standard set of icons always appears at the top of the display, and, depending upon the
analysis being performed, each separate window may have its own additional tool bars for
controlling saturation and intensity levels and other functions. Certain tools may be
unavailable for some pages, depending on the requirements of the particular application.

Some of the tools have multiple modes. To change the mode of a tool first select it, then right
click on it to view the modes. Rt-click on the ROI menu to select the type of ROI.

Rt-click on the Overlays tool to select between the Measurement tool and Arrow drawing
tool.
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Right Click or Context Menus
 Right-click on any viewport image to invoke a menu that offers a range of specialized
functions depending upon which protocol is being run and the context of the mouse
(when the mouse has been positioned inside a viewport).
 Tools appropriate to the context of the viewport are available from this right-clink menu.
The Context Menu also repeats the toolbar menu options to simplify their selection.
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Toolbar and Context Menu Options

Item/Button

Function

Triangulation

Switches to Triangulation. In this mode, move the cross hair to re-orient the
3D cursor within the data space. Scroll through slices displayed on other
axes as the cursor position changes.
Switches to Scroll mode. In this mode, pressing the left mouse button
and moving forward and backward will scroll through slices.

Scroll

Zoom

Pan

Magnify

Colorize

Window/Level

Reorient/Register

Overlays Measurement/Arrows

ROI Overlay

Switches to Zoom. Left click and move the cursor up and down to
increase and decrease the zoom level, as displayed in the upper
left corner of the viewport. Or Press the mouse wheel and scroll to
pan selection.
Switches to Pan. Left click and hold to drag an image to a different
position in the viewport.
Switches to Magnify. Left click to magnify a circular zone 2X or press the
mouse wheel to magnify 4X.
Switches to colorize. Left click to display a different palette on a circular
zone, press the mouse wheel to display a larger area with a different
palette. Scroll the mouse wheel while holding the left button to change
the palette.
Switches to Window Leveling. Left click and move the cursor down
to lower the window top level.
Switches to Reorient/Register. In this mode, you may click and drag an
image inside its viewport. As the image is moved, its position changes in
reference to the 3D cursor position. That change in position is translated to
the other synchronized axial planes, which also adjust their positions. You
may also use the mouse wheel to rotate the image 360 degrees either
clockwise or counter clockwise; the representation of data on the
synchronized planes also rotates in space. Viewing fusion images in this
mode, the mouse-wheel rotates both fusion images. [ALT]+mouse drag
translates the overlay image only; [ALT]+mouse-wheel rotates the overlay
image only.
Switches to Overlay mode. Right click to select the measurement
tool. Left click to create a start point and drag the cursor to an
endpoint. When the button is released a measurement line will
appear. The position of the line and the value may be adjusted. Right click
the tool to change to arrow mode. In this mode an arrow may be drawn
on a slice, the arrow will remain on the selected slice as does the
measurement line.
Switches to ROI overly mode. In this mode, you may draw one or more
Regions of Interest (ROI). Select from three types of ROI (Hand drawn,
Rectangular, and Ellipsoid) by right clicking on the tool in the toolbar.
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Item/Button
Eraser

Lesions Manager

Linking/Registration
Manager

User Manual

Annotation Editor

Function
Switches to the Eraser tool. Using this tool on planar images masks pixels.
Invokes the Lesions Manager Menu. This menu provides an itemized list of
all of the lesions that have been stored in the Oasis database, associated
with that particular patient. You may select one or more of those lesions
and delete them, or you may generate a tabular report on the lesions and
save that report to a file.
Invokes the Linking and Registration Manager. This module allows is used
to adjust the settings and methods used to co-register PT, CT, and SPECT
data from the same or separate studies. It is also used to set synchrony
between displayed datasets. By changing the linking options, you can
disable or enable synchronization between the viewports. When linked,
changes in one viewport will translate to other linked viewports.
Clicking this icon opens the Oasis User Manual in Adobe® Acrobat®
Reader.
Pressing F11 or clicking this icon opens the Annotation Editor.

Print
These icons allow the user to invoke the Print Editor Mode.
Save Results

Save Screen Capture

Exit

3.2





Clicking this icon allows the user to save the current session as a Results file,
to be loaded at a later time. This functionality saves ROI, color changes,
and other customizations made during a session.
Using this tool allows any display page to be saved as a screen capture
(SC), or in the instance that a page has dynamic, MIP, or tomographic
data, gives the option to save as a multi-frame secondary capture
(MFSC). *Rt-click on this tool to save predefined pages for a given
application by using [Auto-Save – Settings], and to save all SC as one
single series, use [Auto-Save – Save all]
Clicking this icon will exit the current application and return to the patient
browser.

Callout Feature
On any viewport of any type, including curves but not including tables, right click and
select ‘Full Screen’ to expand the selected viewport to cover the
entire screen.
Right click on the expanded viewport and select ‘Restore’ to return
to the original screen layout.
The keyboard shortcut [Z] may be used to expand and restore a
viewport as well. Simply place the cursor over the viewport to be
expanded and press [Z] on the keyboard.
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3.3

Hot Keys - Keyboard/Mouse Shortcuts

Press [F1] in any display screen to see a quick reference card for keyboard shortcuts.
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3.4

Navigation with Page Tabs



Oasis organizes viewports across pages using clickable tabs. The number and specific
character of each tab varies depending on the clinical application selected. Each tab
opens one or more pages associated with that protocol.



A tab that is currently displayed on a different monitor (for multiple monitor systems) will
be disabled on the current monitor.



Tabs are color coded when multiple studies have been loaded. Each tab that is specific
to a particular study will have the same color. Tabs that compare data from multiple

studies will have a different tab color.



To navigate between different tabs click on the desired tab at the top of the display
screen and select from the list of pages available on each tab. To switch between pages
simply press the [Tab] key, each page on a given page tab will be displayed in turn.



When many tabs have been created, not all may be shown at the top of the screen. To
show the tabs that are hidden press the
arrows to show the hidden tabs. The
currently displayed tab is indicated in the right corner of the page tab display.



3.5

For most applications a page will only appear if certain key data objects are present.
Pages will appear as the key data objects become available, so an application that
requires significant processing to create the objects may require several seconds before
all of the final pages appear. This also means that if a key object is modified, such as
when a post filter is applied to recon tomo data object, the page will disappear while
the data object is being recreated. It will reappear as soon as the key object is available
again.

Color Palettes and LUT (Look Up Tables)

To change the selection, right-click the mouse button while hovering over the LUT toolbar,
and choose the appropriate palette from the menu. The list that appears on the menu may
be customized for each application.
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Gamma Correction
 Use the tone scale adjustment to control the overall brightness of the
displayed image. Gamma settings affect the ratio between the colors
red, green, and blue.
 Depress the left mouse button and drag the curve upward to remap the
original tone.
Palette Invert/Expand/Truncate/Change Units
 With the cursor over a color bar control press [+]. The maximum of the color bar
control will become 150%; a green line will be added to the control to indicate
the 100% position. Press [-] to return to 100%. After adjusting upper and lower
levels press “Home” to reset to 0% and 100%.
 With the cursor over a color bar press the letter [I] (i) on the keyboard. The color
palette will be inverted. Press the letter [I] (i) again to invert again, returning to the
original palette.
 With the cursor over either an image viewport or a color bar press [~] or [`]. The
units of the LUT will toggle between %, Cts, and Cps.
 With the cursor over a color bar press [S]. The top value of the scale will be reset
to whatever the current value of WTOP is. For example, in an image with an area
of very high counts lower the window top until all parts of the image are clearly
visible. Press [S] to expand the entire color scale between 0 and the new window
top setting.
Normalize to Maximum Pixel Value
Selected images may be normalized either to the same W/L upper limit or to the
same maximum pixel value or the same count rate value. By default the
normalization of multiple images will be based on WTOP value. To use this feature
select the W/L tool. Press [~] or [`] to change to counts, count rate (or back to %)
mode. Press [Shift] + left click to select multiple viewports. Change the WTOP value on
the palette control to set all selected images to the same maximum count or WTOP
level.
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LUT in Viewports
To add the color bar to a viewport, select the viewport and
press L. To add the color bar to all viewports press [CTRL]+L.
The color bar will be included in the viewport when captured
for use in the Print Editor. This may be enabled by default for all
viewports in the Oasis configuration file.

3.6








Maximum Intensity Projection (MIP) Display
A common format for display of recon tomo or axial data
is the Maximum Intensity Projection (MIP) in which a series
of maximum voxel values are rendered in a sequence of
images shown in a repeating rotation.
MIP cine displays can be separated into their constituent frames, by pressing the [+] key
combination repeatedly. To return the MIP to rotation, press the [-] key repeatedly.
MIP may be created with a configurable number of projections, typically 64 but in some
cases 8, 16 or 32 instead.
Clicking on a rotating cine MIP display will cause the corresponding slice displays to
triangulate to the transverse slice clicked upon. When a MIP display is shown as frames
(more than 1 row and 1 column) clicking on a frame may cause the frames to shift
unexpectedly. This is a side effect of not linking the particular MIP display to the
corresponding slice display for triangulation. This is not a cause for alarm. If the display
becomes unsynchronized use the mouse wheel to scroll back to a more normal
appearance. Both a rotating cine and frame display of a MIP object are shown
below.
The orientation of a MIP is represented by a human shaped model in the lower left
corner of MIP viewports. When a rotating MIP is at specific positions, such as
anterior or right lateral the frame indicator will show the position.

Saving MIP Cine as Movie File
Any viewport containing MIP data may be saved as a movie file in .avi format by pressing [V]
when the viewport is selected. A dialog box for selecting the location for saving the file will
appear. A move file may be captured even when shown as individual frames, the movie will
be made of each frame available in the MIP object, regardless of whether it was displayed
as a cine at the time of capture or not. Alternatively, use the AVI button on the MIP cine
control to capture an AVI file.
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3.7

Isocontour Surface Images

These objects, also known as parametric objects or
data, are surface rendered displays of volumetric data.
 Left click and hold the mouse button while
dragging to change the orientation of the object.
The
orientation
is
shown
by
orientation model in the in the lower
right corner of the viewport.
 Use the threshold slider below the
viewport to optimize the appearance
of the object.
 Either the mouse wheel or the +/- keys may be used
to zoom the isocontour object.
 Right click on an isocontour object and select
Surface settings… to open the options form. The
colors and appearance of the isocontour object may be modified.

3.8

Volume (Slice) Displays

A viewport for each slice orientation, Sagittal, Coronal, and Transverse will be created. There
are multiple ways to navigate through the volume.
 Right click on the triangulation tool and select ‘Triangulate’. In this mode, click on any
point in any slice to center all viewports on the same point in three dimensions.
 Use the mouse wheel to scroll through the slices in two directions. The scrolling
direction is configurable in oasis.exe.config.
 Press the mouse wheel to engage the auto-scroll feature. In this mode move the
mouse up and down to scroll rapidly through the slices without pressing any
mouse buttons. This mode may be enabled/disabled in oasis.exe.config.
 Right click the triangulation tool and select ‘Scroll’. The cursor will change to a double
arrow shape. In this mode press and hold the left mouse button to scroll through the
slices.
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3.9












In the slice display viewport each slice is shown in a grid format. The number of rows and
columns in the viewport may be adjusted using the [+] and [-] keys on the keyboard.
To sum slices for display press the [A] key, to undo the summing press the [W] key.
In TRA viewports the slices are numbered and shown from head to feet by default. The
order of slice numbering is configurable in oasis.exe.config using
‘SliceNumberDisplayType’ Settings: 0=DICOM, 1=-Slice #1 at head, 2=Slice #1 at feet.
In COR viewports slices are numbered and shown by default from front to back.
In SAG viewports slices are shown from left to right.
Gated slices will be displayed in cine mode. Use the cine control panel to adjust the
playback settings.

Cine Display
Dynamic data, gated data and MIP data may all be displayed in cine format and in
‘splash’ format.
Any cine viewport containing MIP, planar gated or dynamic data may be converted
from cine format to frame display by pressing
[+] to increase the number of rows and
columns until the desired number of frames is
visible.
Cine viewports will have a cine player icon in
the lower right corner. Hover over the icon to
open the cine control panel. The speed and
direction of the cine playback may be
adjusted in the cine control panel.
In the ‘splash’ display viewport each frame of
a multiframe series is shown in a grid format.
The number of rows and columns in the
viewport may be adjusted using the [+] and [-]
keys on the keyboard. When the rows and
columns have been reduced to 1 row and 1
column the display will become a cine display.
To sum frames in the ‘splash’ viewport for
display press the [A] key, to undo the summing
press the [W] key.
Right click over a dynamic series and select ‘Reframe’ to trim frames from the start or
end, or to change the frame duration.
Right click over a dynamic series in either a ‘splash’ or cine viewport and select Save… to
save the selected viewport as an AVI movie file or as a DICOM secondary capture file.
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3.10 Cine Control Panel
The Cine Control may be used to stop and a cine,
or step through one frame at a time. It is also used
to enable/disable loop mode or set the cine speed.
The Cine control also includes a slider to step
through frames manually.
Frame Slider
Use this slider to manually move through frames.
Rock Function
Plays frames from the first to last, then repeats
instead of looping. Use [1] and [2] to limit the
rocking to a subset of frames.
Use [R] to reset the rocking to the entire set of
frames.
Save AVI
Press [AVI] to save the viewport as a movie file.

Angle Buttons
The angle buttons will
appear only if the data
is MIP.
MIP Slider
Slider to set MIP depth
weighting will appear
automatically if the
data in the viewport is a
MIP.
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3.11 Viewport Data Information
When images are displayed on the screen,
pressing [d] (for demographics) on the
keyboard or right clicking and selecting ‘Show
DataInfo’ will open an image information
panel. This panel can be moved to any
location on the screen. Put a checkmark in the
selection box next to any value to add the
particular information to the viewport as an
annotation, or uncheck a property to remove it
from the viewport. Close the panel using the [X]
in the upper right corner of the panel.

3.12 Saving and Viewing Secondary Screen Captures






Monochrome type DICOM SC series will be shown with a LUT control panel to adjust the
WL and color palette of the image. Note that a captured screen will behave differently
than raw data and the same precision in WL is not possible.
Color palettes cannot be window leveled if the screen capture is of type RGB.
A setting in oasis.exe.config may be set to show two SC per page, this is useful for viewing
SC created on systems with small monitors.
MFSC (multi-frame screen captures) are shown in cine viewports. The cine control panel
may be used to adjust the playback.

Creating Screen Captures
 A DICOM secondary capture may be created from any screen, either dynamic or static.
Begin by pressing the [Save] icon on the toolbar.
 When a screen contains no dynamic data the Save Screen Capture dialog will appear.
The capture may be saved in the image
database as a DICOM Secondary Capture file,
the series description may be edited and the
DICOM modality may be set manually. By
default the modality will be based on the
modality of the loaded data.
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Check the ‘Add Patient Demographics Header’ box to add a strip across the top of the
screen capture containing demographic information. Press [Save…]


When selecting the ‘Image File’ option the image may be saved in .bmp, .jpg or .png
formats to a desired disk or network location.
When a screen being saved contains dynamic data the Multi-Frame Screen Capture
dialog will appear. To save as a non-dynamic screen capture select the ‘Screen
Capture’ option, the Save Screen Capture dialog will appear.
To save a MFSC (Multi-Frame Screen Capture) to the database edit the series description
and modality as
needed. Add the
optional patient
demographic
header.
MFSC
Type selection will
be
dependent
on
the
capabilities of the
system on which
the MFSC will be
displayed.
One
File
is
the
recommended
type.
Multifile
may be required
for some PACS
systems.
Press
[Save…]. There is a configuration flag to save these larger MFSC as a single SC by
default.
When saving as an AVI movie file the
amount of compression for the file may
be selected. More compression will result
in a smaller output file.
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3.13 Line Profile Tool
Right click on the image and select New Line Profile.
Two cursors will appear on the image. Move the
upper cursor to move both lines together, move the
lower cursor to change the thickness of the profile
line. A Line Profile form will appear as shown below.
Right click and select New Line Profile to add another
line profile to the same image.






Adjust the size and position of the form and
create a screen capture to save the line profile
information.
Click on the line profile to set a vertical cursor,
adjust the position of the cursor to see the total
counts in the profile at that location. A
corresponding vertical line will appear on the line
profile over the image.
The line profile curve may be smoothed, or displayed with a Gaussian fit superimposed.
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3.14 Dynamic Motion Correction
The planar dynamic motion correction module will appear in the Motion Correction
Application. It will also appear in various other applications that may
require motion correction of dynamic sequences such as gastric
emptying and hepatobiliary analysis. It may also be accessible from
the right click menu on cine viewports.
 Prior to launching the motion correction module, a reference ROI
must be drawn. This ROI may be modified after motion correction
as required.
 Press [Motion Correction]. In some applications the module may
be launched from the right-click (context) menu instead of using
an on-screen button.
 Use the LUT control to adjust WL, or change colors, as needed.
 There is a configuration flag present to change the default
color used in the Motion Correction module.
 The original sequence time/activity curve is shown in the upper panel. The lower panel
shows the corrected sequence time/activity curve.
 The dynamic image viewport on the right shows the series after motion correction.
 Select one frame number at a time by rolling the mouse wheel to scroll through slices or
by using the pull down menu to select a starting frame.
 Select a group of frames using the end frame pull-down, or separate the vertical curve
markers on the original sequence time/activity curve.
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The default is set to correct X and Y by 1 pixel. To move the
frame by 10 pixels press [Up 10 pix] or [Down 10 pix]
To correct on X click [Left] or [Right]
To correct on Y click [Up] or [Down]
To scroll through individual images, press [Previous Frame], [Next
Frame], or highlight the frame number, and roll the mousewheel.
To View Original Sequence click [View Original Sequence].
To save the motion corrected series to the image database
press [Validate and Exit]. Note that in some applications the
button label may not be exactly as shown.

The original dynamic series in the application will be replaced
with the motion corrected series.

A separate motion correction application is provided for correcting
dynamic data outside the context of a clinical application.

3.15 Dynamic Series Reframing








To reframe or trim a dynamic series right click over a dynamic series in either a ‘splash’ or
cine viewport. Select the Reframe option to open the Reframe Form.
Set the start and end frames for the output series.
Set the frame duration, or leave the original frame duration to change the start/end
frames without temporal reframing.
Press [Reframe].
Press [Save in DB] to both display the reframed series as well as store it to the image
database for later viewing.
Press [Replace current and Exit] to display the reframed series without saving it to the
database.
Press [Exit (discard changes) to go back to the original display without applying any
changes.
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3.16 Regions of Interest (ROI)









Click the ROI overlay tool from the Oasis Toolbar or choose ROI from the right click menu.
Right click the tool to select the ROI type. The ROI may be hand
drawn, rectangular, and ellipsoid in shape or may be a small
crosshair.
Left click and begin drawing. Move the cursor then click to create a
segment. Continue to click and move until the ROI is nearly
complete. It is also possible to hold the left mouse button while
moving.
The ROI will close automatically when the two ends of the line
are within a few pixels of each other. Right click to close a
region manually when the start and end points are far apart.
When the figure is closed, the ROI will change color.
When the ROI is completed the ROI Manager will appear. The
ROI Manager allows the ROI to be identified specifically. If the
checkmark is already correctly selected simply press Enter on
the keyboard or [OK] in the manager dialog and proceed with
the next ROI, otherwise select the correct label for the ROI just
created and press [OK].
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A ROI may be moved to a new position using the left mouse button. Rectangular and
elliptical ROI may have size and shape adjusted by ‘grabbing’ the top/bottom or sides,
or corners and dragging to the desired position.



A point ROI is a special type of region that is represented by a small crosshair. This ROI
type is used to identify small points on an image, as, for example, when marking the top
and bottom axis of a thyroid lobe.

Processing ROI
This ROI type indicates those that are programmed into the application and which will
undergo some additional processing. It is important to correctly identify the ROI in the
Processing ROI tab of the ROI manager. When a ROI has been
defined it will appear in the upper section of the manager,
undefined ROI will appear in the lower section.
Annotation ROI
A ROI may be drawn on any viewport containing either static or
dynamic data when the ROI tool is available. Each ROI drawn
may
be
given
a
descriptive name and
assigned a specific
color. The text label
associated with each
ROI may be moved to
any location in the
viewport.
When a ROI has been created right click on the
ROI
to see the ROI options.
 Select Redraw to redraw the selected ROI
without opening the ROI manager.
 Select Delete to delete the ROI; if that ROI is
then redrawn the ROI Manager will appear to
allow the ROI to be identified.
 Select Copy to create a second ROI exactly like the selected ROI. Press [Ctrl]+V to paste
the ROI, then select the ROI to adjust its position.
 Select Mirror to create a second ROI that is a mirror image of the selected ROI.
 Select Modify to allow the shape of the existing ROI to be adjusted.
 To subtract a section of a ROI, draw a region that overlaps a portion of the ROI. Begin the
subtraction region outside the ROI being edited. Continue as if cutting the edge off the
ROI using scissors.
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To add to the ROI, draw a region which begins inside the ROI being edited and loops
outside of it before returning. When the figure is closed, the area of the figure that exists
outside of the ROI enlarges its perimeter.

ROI Manager
To see the statistics associated with a ROI, right click in
any viewport where an annotation ROI has been
drawn and select ROI Manager.
 Select a ROI in the list at the left of the ROI
Manager dialog.
 If not already labeled, edit the name of each ROI
by entering a label in the Annotation Text field.
 A selected ROI may be deleted or the color may
be changed in the ROI Manager dialog.
 If the ROI was drawn on a dynamic image, a
time/activity curve representing total counts, or
their min, max, mean, median or standard
deviation, can be displayed by selecting the
desired parameter.
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3.17 Curve Display Features




Right click on any curve to view a list of options available for curve
objects.
Select ‘To Print Editor’ to send the curve to the Print Editor.
Select ‘Full Screen’
to expand (callout)
the curve to fill the
screen area. Select
‘Save Curves…’ to
save
the
curve
points to a text file
or to send the curve
directly
to
Microsoft® Excel®
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Press [Save to Excel…] to launch the Excel® application and view the data points
already imported. Note that Microsoft® Office® or Excel® must be installed to use this
feature.
Press [Save as text…] and choose a location to save the text file containing the data
points for later use.
In the Theme.xml file (C:\Oasis\Users\DEFAULT), there are options to change the curve
type (Dash, Dotted, DashDot), curve color, and curve background color. *It is
recommended to have Segami applications personnel make these changes.

Select ‘Curve Properties’ to open
the Curve Properties dialog.
The axis labels, maximum values,
Title of the curve chart, and the
scaling may be edited.
Check the ‘Log’ box to plot the
curve on a logarithmic scale.
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A tab for each curve displayed on
the chart will be available. This tab
will allow you to modify the line
thickness, color, and type.



Apply curve smoothing using the Smooth FWHM pulldown.

3.18 Tables
Table viewports appear when there is either text or numeric data to be displayed. Some cells
within a table viewport may be editable. In some cases an editable text field is provided to
input values used in calculations, in others the editable cell is used simply to add text labels to
the screen.
When clicking inside of a non-editable table cell the entire cell will be highlighted.
When clicking inside an editable cell the text inside the cell will be highlighted and the cursor
will switch to text entry mode.
Highlighted text in editable cells
may be deleted using the [Del]
key. On screen instructions may
be in an editable cell. Delete
instructions prior to saving screen
captures.
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3.19 Screen Layout Editor Mode






To enter this mode press [Shift]+[!]
Viewports, including curves, tables
and text groups may be moved to
new locations on the screen or
resized.
Press [Delete] to remove a
viewport from the display.
Changes are valid only for the
current session. The next time the
application is launched the default
layout will be used.

3.20 Annotation Editor Mode
On any displayed screen, including screen captures text annotations may be added. To
enter annotation mode press [F11] or select the annotation tool from the toolbar.










Type text into the Input box or select a predefined text, and then click on the screen to
place the label. Click multiple times to place the same label more than once.
When in Annotation Mode the texts can be selected and moved, or selected and
deleted using the [Del] key on the keyboard. Place the cursor over the text to be
deleted.
To use a predefined text
select Annotation Tool to
enter Annotation Mode.
Select the desired label
from the list then click on
the screen to place the
label.
To place an
annotation
arrow instead
of text select
arrow mode.
Left click and drag the
cursor until the arrow is the
desired length.
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Create predefined texts for labels that are used frequently.
To create a predefined font type, press the [Font] button. Select a font color, size and
style then press [OK]. Press [Save] to add it to the list of predefined fonts.



Create a screen capture to permanently
record the annotations.

3.21 Print Editor Mode
The Print Editor can be used to compose a customized series of pages to be printed. Select
either individual viewports or entire screens and arrange the selections in a variety of
templates.
To select data for use in Print Editor:
 On any page press [CTRL]+[P] with the cursor over the desired
viewport to send the viewport to the Print Editor.
 On any page press [Alt]+[P] to send the entire screen to the Print
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Editor.
Right click on a curve and select ‘To Printer Editor’ to send a curve viewport to the Print
Editor.



To enable/disable the Print Editor press the Print Editor icon.



Select portrait




Select a layout template
Left click and drag the desired image on the right side of the screen to a page zone. The
image will be inserted into the page.

or landscape
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orientation



Press
to send the configured page to a DICOM or Windows printer. Press the floppy
disk icon to send the page to a DICOM screen capture. The modality and name of the
series may be configured in the MFSC dialog.

3.22 Image Processing – Utility Applications
Tools - Sum Tomo
This utility application accepts up to 10 tomo series as input. Each series is displayed as a
cine, with the sinogram, linogram and summed image to review each series for motion
artifacts.
Press the [Select tomo Datasets to Sum] button to select which of the loaded series should be
summed into a single tomo series.
Press [Sum…] to create the final tomo series.
Review the quality of the final tomo series on the Result Tomo display page.
Press [Save Result Tomo Dataset] to save the tomo series to the database.

Tools - Volume Subtraction
This utility application is designed to subtract one SPECT volume series from another. The two
series must be registered, such as those acquired at the same time as a dual isotope
acquisition. The resulting subtracted volume may be overlaid on an anatomic (CT) volume.
 applies a 3x3x3 median filter to the SPECT volume data prior to subtraction
 normalization is based on total counts in each volume.
 negative values are set to zero.
 Load the first isotope series (the series from which the second will be subtracted)
 Load the second isotope series (this will be subtracted from the first isotope series)
 Load the corresponding CT series (optional).
Tools - Extract Volume
This utility will extract a portion of a loaded PET or NM volume to be saved to the DB or to an
Interfile file as a new volume. An anatomical volume may be loaded as a reference.
 On the Functional Volume page adjust the upper and lower cursors on the emission
volume. Only the area between the two cursors will be saved as the resulting volume.
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Verify the position of the cursors on the anatomical volume.
Press [Save new Volume to DB] to save the volume to the image database.
To save the series in Interfile format to pass to external applications press [Save as
Interfile]. The resulting file9s0 will be stored in C:\Oasis\Results.

3.23 General Viewer Application
This generic application provides basic display of several NM modality image types:
 Static Series
 Dynamic Series
 Gated Planar Series
 2 Phase Dynamic Series
 Whole Body Series
 Raw Tomo Series
 Raw Gated Tomo Series
 Recon Tomo Series
 Recon Gated Tomo Series
 X-Ray Series
 Axial CT Series
 MR Series
 Secondary Captures
Processing options available include reframing of dynamic series, and generation of ROI with
display of ROI statistics.
Static Series Display
Static images are displayed labeled with the series description. The size of the image
viewport will depend on the number of images loaded. Each image will have a separate WL
and palette control. Each image viewport contains a single frame image. The ROI overlay
tool is available for creating annotation ROI. The Reorient, Pan and Zoom tools may be used
to adjust the appearance of the images on the screen.
Dynamic Series Display
Single phase dynamic series will be shown in three different types of viewport.
 In the composite, or summed viewport all frames of the dynamic series are summed
together to create a single static image frame.
 In the ‘splash’ display viewport each frame of a multiframe series is shown in a grid
format. The number of rows and columns in the viewport may be adjusted using the [+]
and [-] keys on the keyboard. When the rows and columns have been reduced to 1 row
and 1 column the display will become a cine display.
 To sum frames in the ‘splash’ viewport for display press the [A] key, to undo the summing
press the [W] key.
 In the cine viewport the frames are shown in movie mode. The speed and direction of
the cine playback may be adjusted in the cine control panel.
 Right click over a dynamic series in either a ‘splash’ or cine viewport and select Save… to
save the selected viewport as an AVI movie file or as a DICOM secondary capture file.
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Gated Planar Display
Each loaded planar gated series will be shown on a page with both a splash and cine
viewport.
 In the ‘splash’ display viewport each frame of a multiframe series is shown in a grid
format. The number of rows and columns in the viewport may be adjusted using the [+]
and [-] keys on the keyboard. When the rows and columns have been reduced to 1 row
and 1 column the display will become a cine display.
 To sum frames in the ‘splash’ viewport for display press the [A] key, to undo the summing
press the [W] key.
 In the cine viewport the frames are shown in movie mode. The speed and direction of
the cine playback may be adjusted in the cine control panel.
Tomo Data Display
Each loaded tomo data series will be shown on a page with both a splash and cine viewport
as well as a sinogram viewport to evaluate the data quality.
 In the ‘splash’ display viewport each frame of a multiframe series is shown in a grid
format. The number of rows and columns in the viewport may be adjusted using the [+]
and [-] keys on the keyboard. When the rows and columns have been reduced to 1 row
and 1 column the display will become a cine display.
 To sum frames in the ‘splash’ viewport for display press the [A] key, to undo the summing
press the [W] key.
 In the cine viewport the frames are shown in movie mode. The speed and direction of
the cine playback may be adjusted in the cine control panel.
Reconstructed Volume (SPECT) Display (Gated and Ungated)
Reconstructed SPECT volumes will be displayed in three different viewports:
 A MIP cine viewport.
 An isocontour (surface rendered) viewport.
 Three triangulation slice display viewports.
A viewport for each slice orientation, Sagittal, Coronal, and Transverse will be shown. There
are multiple ways to navigate through the volume.
 Right click on the triangulation tool and select ‘Triangulate’. In this mode, click on any
point in any slice to center all three viewports on the same point in three dimensions.
 Use the mouse wheel to scroll through the slices in two directions. The scrolling direction is
configurable in oasis.exe.config.
 Click the mouse wheel to engage the auto-scroll feature (if enabled).
 Right click the triangulation tool and select ‘Scroll’. The cursor will change to a
double arrow shape. In this mode press and hold the left mouse button to scroll
through the slices.
 The number of rows and columns in the viewport may be adjusted using the [+] and [-]
keys on the keyboard. When rows/columns have been reduced to 1 row and 1 column
the display will become a cine display.
 To sum slices for display press the [A] key, to undo the summing press the [W] key.
 Gated slices will be displayed in cine mode. Use the cine control panel to adjust the
playback settings.
 In TRA viewports the slices are numbered and shown from head to feet by default. The
order
of
slice
numbering
is
configurable
in
oasis.exe.config
using
‘SliceNumberDisplayType’ Settings: 0=DICOM, 1=-Slice #1 at head, 2=Slice #1 at feet.
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In COR viewports slices are numbered and shown by default from front to back.
In SAG viewports slices are shown from left to right.
NOTE: The application displays TRANSVERSE volumes. Cardiac oriented (Short Axis)
volumes will be displayed in standard TRANSVERSE orientation, not cardiac orientation.

Screen Capture Display
 Monochrome type DICOM SC series will be shown with a LUT control panel to adjust the
WL and color palette of the image. RGB type screen captures cannot have WL or color
palettes adjusted.
 MFSC (multi-frame screen captures) are shown in cine viewports. The cine control panel
may be used to adjust the playback.
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4. MULTIMODALITY DISPLAY
4.1

CT Window Levels

There are several Hounsfield unit ranges of CT windows that are available in Oasis. All CT
window level settings may be customized in a separate configuration file. The table below
illustrates the available CT Window Level settings when right-clicking on the LUT control for CT
data

Window Width/Level Values

Organ/Tissue

W500 / L20

Default

W800 / L400

Bones

W500 / L1000

Cortical

W600 / L-700

Lung 1

W1200 / L-400

Lung 2

W300 / L30

Abdomen

W500 / L20

Liver

W400 / L30

Kidney

W350 / L50

Blood

W200 / -100

Fat

W100 / L40

Brain

W4096 / L1024

All

W900 / L250

INFINIA

W600 / L300

Coronary

W2048 / L0

User 2

W3072 / L0

User 3

In addition, there are up to four keyboard CT Window shortcuts that
can be configured that allow the user to quickly toggle between
windows. For example, the user can select the “B” key on the keyboard to quickly move to a
Bone CT window.
The default shortcut keys for CT windows are:
 “B” (Bone)
 “L” (Lung)
 “N” (Neuro)
 “S” (Soft Tissue)
In Window Level (WL) mode
, move up and down
to change the level and side-to-side to change width.
The selected window level is shown in the lower left
corner of a CT viewport.
Additional information about the minimum, maximum
and average Hounsfield Units (HU) at the cursor
position is shown in the lower right corner of the CT
viewport. The diameter of the two dimensional cursor is
also shown.
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LUT for Fusion Data
Choose from among the three fusion modes:
 Alpha Blending – this mode applies translucency to the PET image, making it
more or less transparent.
 Threshold Mask – this mode emphasizes only the very active areas of the PET
dataset. Those areas of the PET that fall under a threshold SUV level are not
shown.
 Threshold Mask-Alpha Blended – This mode uses the same high values
obtained from the Threshold Mask mode, showing the most active area of the PET, but
uses partial transparency to blend it with the CT image on the Alpha channel.
The Alpha Blending scale is located on the bottom right portion of the screen below the LUT
control. This scale determines how much PET or SPECT (depending on the study) data and
how much CT data contribute to the image.
Fusion Hot Keys
Pressing [F] or [Alt] + [F] will
switch between PET/FUSION
and
CT/FUSION
quickly.
Alternatively, the default setting
may be changed to use a
three way toggle. When threeway toggle is enabled pressing
the [F] key will toggle through
three different preset fusion
settings. These settings may be
configured
in
the
Oasis
configuration file.
Fusion LUT Control
The LUT control for fusion
viewports controls the threshold
and window levels of the PET
data as well as allowing
adjustment
of
the
alpha
blending. To adjust the CT
window levels use the LUT
controls connected to the CT
data viewport.
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4.2

Multimodality Image Linking and Registration

Registration is the alignment in three dimensions of either two series, such as alignment of a
PET and CT series or the alignment of two studies, such as two separate PET/CT studies.
The Linking/Registration Manager combines controls for both image registration
and image linking. The Linking and Registration tab contains quick link buttons to
link loaded studies in groups of two, to link all studies or to unlink all studies. This tab
also contains quick settings for basic registration choices such as
manual/automatic and the type of automatic registration.
Left click on the blue chain-link icon to view the linking options:
 Linking/Registration Manager
 Link All Studies (automatic registration)
 Link All Studies (manual registration)
 Un-Link All Studies.
When two or more studies for a single patient are loaded, for example, a “current study”
along with one or more prior studies, both manual and automatic linking and registration
features are available.
The Automatic method is computed using anatomical markers to register all studies. Manual
Registration is computed by using the cursor-coordinates selected by the user (placing the
cursor on the same anatomical location on both studies).
Automatic and Manual Registrations (Study to Study)
A Study to Study (automatic registration and manual
registration) can be accomplished 2 ways in the
SPECT_CT applications and 3 ways in the PET_CT
applications.
Option 1:
For PET_CT applications ONLY. There is an option to “pre”
register (automatic registration) studies prior to launching
the application. Once the studies are fully loaded into
the application, they will already be linked and
registered.
Simply check the “Multi-Study Automatic Registration”
check box at the bottom of the application loading bins
to enable this feature. Once this setting is enabled, the
configuration will stick forever for all studies. Simply
uncheck the box to disable.
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Option 2
This is available in SPECT_CT and PET_CT applications. Left click on the blue chain-link
icon and select one of the registration options as shown below.

Selecting “Link All Studies (automatic registration)”, will trigger an instantaneous registration
as soon as the mouse is moved.
Note: When using the Manual Registration method, the registration is based on the crosshair
positions of the PETAC series or the SPECT series. Identify the same anatomical location on
each study prior to selecting Link All Studies (manual registration).
Once the cursor is positioned for all studies, then select “Link All Studies (manual registration)”
The registration matrix will be computed in such a way that the two cursor positions will be at
the same coordinates in the image space.
Option 3
This is available in SPECT_CT and PET_CT applications. Automatic and Manual registrations
can be accomplished by opening the Linking/Registration Manager.

When using the Automatic Registration method, select the Automatic option and then select
“Link All Studies”.
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To use the Manual Registration method, select “Manual based on Crosshair Locations”. Then
Link All Studies. The registration matrix will be computed in such a way that the two cursor
positions will be at the same coordinates in the image space.
Note: When using the Manual Registration method, the registration is based on the crosshair
positions of the PETAC series or the SPECT series. Identify the same anatomical location on
each study prior to opening the Linking/Registration Manager.

There are advanced linking
registration settings within the
Linking/Registration Manager.
Under
the
Linking
and
Registration tab, when the
Automatic
(MIRegister)
method is chosen, there will
be
an
option
to
set
“Automatic
Registration
Settings”.
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Registration Advanced Parameters
In the event that the registered image does not appear to be correct, advanced registration
parameters may be adjusted to obtain better results. Under the Automatic Registration tab
there are additional, advanced settings. These settings are defined and displayed in a
sample image below.
Registration Method
For the Automatic Registration Method, the available 3 options are:
1. Rigid Registration-CT to CT (based on lungs)
2. MIRegister Cursor offset-Translation Only
3. MIRegister Translation&Rotation (which is set by default).
Register On...
Select Volume, or Gradient. The Volume is set by default. The Gradient is designed to filter
the image by measuring the rate of change of color intensity in the X, Y, and Z direction of
each pixel.
Pyramid
The pyramid parameter controls the multi-resolution registration of the image. This will control
the precision of the registration along with image resolution. The higher the resolution value,
the longer the registration will take. The lower the resolution value, the faster the registration
will be. Recommended settings are Min default of 64 and the Max default of 128 for overall
better image quality.
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Series to Series Registration
To register series individually, select the reference study, then select the reference series. It is
recommended that the “reference study/series” be the modality with the better image
resolution. Next, use the “fusion series 1” drop down menu to select the series you would like
to register.
The” fusion 1 series” will be registered to the “reference series”. Optionally, register a third
series at the same time using the “Select fusion series 2” drop down.



Choose the weighting to be used for each series in the registration process.
Once all the correct series have been selected, click [Register Series].
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Registration Tools
The Registration Tools tab provides utilities for correcting various problems with image
alignment.

When data originates from different systems, the definition of the coordinates in the image
may not be compatible and the series will appear offset.


Select [Center All Series] or [Shift All Series…] as needed to realign the data.
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Un-Linking (Study to Study)
To
delete
the
Study
to
Study
linking/registration, select the “Un-link All
Studies” option by left clicking on the blue
linking
and
registration
icon.
(Note: this will DELETE the registration
completely).
Un-Link
All
Studies
can
also
be
accomplished
in
the
Linking
and
Registration Manager by selecting the RESET (unlink all studies) button. (Note: this will DELETE
the registration completely).

To temporarily disable the registration during your Oasis “session”, open the
Linking/Registration Manager. Navigate to the Linking and Registration tab, find the chain
link icon and click on the icon. This action will put a red “X” through the chain (Symbolizing
that the link is broken and the studies are no longer linked). Then close the
Linking/Registration Manager and the studies will no longer be linked. To turn the
linking/registration back on, just click on the “X” to re-establish the link.
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Saved Registrations

The Saved Registrations tab displays the current registration matrix as well as any other saved
registration matrices for each loaded study. The individual registrations for each series in the
study may be viewed using the series selector tabs. Saved registrations may be selected and
applied to the currently selected series or to all series in the study.
 The results of several automatic or manual registrations will be listed and may be
selected and applied to each series of a study individually.
 An individual registration or all registrations shown may be deleted for all series in a
study or for a single series.
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Linking Options
This tab provides several advanced options for adjusting the behavior of linked studies and
linked series as well as linked lesions.

On the Studies Level Linking tab, there is an option to view which studies are linked to the
reference study.

In the Series Level Linking tab, verify and control the linking status of individual series.
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In the General Linking Options tab, there are enable and disable tool bar functions that are
associated with linked studies. For example, if the user disables the “Zoom” tool. Then that
would mean that the “Zoom” tool would function independently. If the “Zoom” tool remains
enabled, then the Zoom function will affect ALL of the studies that are linked. Please see
reference image below.

Manual Series Alignment – Registration Tool
The Reorientation/Registration Tool when applied to fuse PET/CT images allows one to
move, rotate, adjust and realign the position of the PET image over the CT image. In
this mode, if one study is loaded the mouse wheel will control rotation of the PET layer.
Alternatively, translate the PET layer in any direction by holding down the left mouse
button, and dragging the image. To move and translate the CT image, the user must press
[Shift] and hold down the left mouse button and drag the image or rotate with the mouse
wheel. To translate or rotate the complete fused image, the user needs to perform the same
manipulations with the [Ctrl] key pressed.
If two studies are loaded, using the mouse wheel or dragging will affect the selected study,
PET and CT together. Press [Ctrl] while interacting with the data to affect only the PET layer.
To move and translate the CT layer, the user must press [Shift] and hold down the left mouse
button and drag the image or rotate with the mouse wheel.
To reset the PET layer to its original orientation, invoke the right-click context menu when in
Reorient/Register mode, and chose Reset Registration or press [R].
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4.3

MIRegister Application

Multimodality correlation is an important component of nuclear medicine practice. There are
many clinical advantages to adding the anatomical information of a diagnostic CT image to
a three-dimensional image of functional processes, or to transfer functional information of a
neurologic positron emission tomography study (PET) to a MR image reference. It could be
also of interest to register to NM tomography volumes together, for example a Bone and a
Gallium scan. MIRegister application provides the ability to co-register two sets of data to
provide precise fusion displays. This application will analyze and process up to two volumes
against a reference data volume. This application is meant to co-register three-dimensional
volumes only, static and dynamic images are not suitable datasets for this application. .
The algorithm used is based on voxel similarity. Such a technique would attempt to find the
registration by maximizing the information that one volumetric image provides to the
information in another image. The mutual information matching criterion allows for accurate,
robust and completely automated registration of multi-modality medical images. The
method is data independent and requires no user interaction, segmentation or preprocessing.
Data Selection and Loading
 The “Reference” Data is the volume set as a
reference – The base data to which other series
will be loaded. This may be a CT or MR modality
series, or a PET or NM series.
 The “Image to Register” data is the data to be
registered. The image will be manipulated to
match the reference data. One or two series to
be registered to the reference may be loaded.
 Screen Capture images can be loaded into this
application for review.
Load the data and press [Go] to launch the application.
 REGISTRATION page - Click the [Auto Registration] button to register the data using the
displayed parameters.
 Click [Parameters] to change the registration parameters.
 (optional) Set Limits Page - When data series are of different sizes outline the portion of
each dataset the registration should focus on.
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(optional) - Click [Registration (with set limits)] to register the data only if you previously
adjusted the limits. Otherwise just click [Auto Registration]
Review the results on the REGISTRATION or FUSION DISPLAY tabs.
If the registration is not perfectly accurate and needs to be adjusted manually,
select the Reorientation tool and align/rotate volumes to get a more precise
registration.
Click [Save New Series]. This will save a separate duplicate series with the modified
coordinates to the series list. You can update the series name to designate that it had
been modified with a new registration.







Mix Values
If you load 2 (image to register) at the same time, you will be given the option to set the mix
value. The mix value is used to determine how much weight to give to the first series when
two series for registration have been loaded. This is often used for dual isotope acquisitions
such as Indium/Technetium so data from both energy windows is registered to the anatomic
reference data. The data series with more anatomic information or with better data quality
should be given a higher weighting. If only one series to register has been loaded this menu
has no effect because the value is always 100%.
In the diagram the weighting of 60% means that the first series is given a weight of 60% and
the second series will be given weight of 40%
Registration Parameters
Registration parameters are available on the Registration Overlay tab. The pyramid settings
Min and Max are related to the matrix size and the image resolution. A higher pyramid value
will result in a more accurate registration; however it can also be time consuming. A
minimum of 64 is a good compromise between time and accuracy.
Selected References
1. F. Maes, A. Collignon, D. Vandermeulen et. al. Mulitmodality Image Registration by
Maximization of Mutual Information Proceedings of MMBIA '96 Proceedings of the 1996
Workshop on Mathematical Methods in Biomedical Image Analysis (MMBIA '96)
2. William M. Wells III, Paul A. Viola, Hideki Atsumi, Shin Nakajima, Ron Kikinis: Multi-modal
volume registration by maximization of mutual information. Medical Image Analysis
(MIA) 1(1):35-51 (1996)

4.4

Lesions and Lesion Manager

The PET_CT and SPECT_CT applications contain a Lesion tool to localize and quantify
precisely three-dimensional areas of the image. Single or multiple regions may be created
manually to obtain statistical information.
Those specific and particular surrounded areas will be
defined by right-clicking to open the context menu and
choosing the option: Mark Lesion.
A second option to define a lesion is to place the
cursor over the area of the image where you wish a
lesion to be marked and press the keyboard shortcut
[M]. (pictured right) is an example of the right-click menu Mark Lesion option.
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Automatic Lesion Definition
Oasis automatically generates a dotted outline of 20 mm on X, Y and Z plane around the
point where the mouse was clicked, and then it generates a lesion seen as a yellow grid on
the orthogonal views. The radius of the lesion is automatically adjusted as Oasis examines the
intensity differences and compares them to a threshold value set in the Lesion Dialog
window.
The default threshold value is set to 2.00 SUV in PET_CT. An algorithm computes the size of the
PET lesion by searching all pixel values within the radius defined by X, Y and Z values
corresponding to a higher SUV values than 2.00. As for the SPECT_CT applications, the
threshold ROI detection value is set to 50% of the highest-detected pixel value (in counts).

Adjust the automatic search parameters for defining the lesion
Adjust the sliders for X Size, Y Size, and Z size to increase or decrease the search area (red
dotted circle). The SUV threshold may be adjusted using the TH:SUV slider.
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The Lesion tool will only mark an area as a lesion (defined by the yellow grid) that is:
 Within the search area (red dotted circle)
 Higher than the SUV threshold.
By default the TH:SUV is set to 2, so only voxels with an SUV greater than 2 will marked as part
of the lesion.
The following attributes may be controlled:
Threshold
 Based on SUV values, % MAX, or % PEAK SUV
 Based on % from the maximum value within the area defined by X, Y and Z planes.
 Search area along the X, Y, Z planes
Lesion Linking
 Determine if the created lesion quantification would be applied to PETAC only (No
Linking), to all series of a single study or to all series of all registered and linked
studies to create a lesion “follow up”.
Lesion Name
Availability of a list to pick predefined anatomical lesion labels. The predefined labels can be
customized within the file Lesions_Names.xml (located in C:\Oasis\Users\DEFAULT).
Manual Lesion Definition
Oasis provides functionalities to manually generate 2D and 3D regions of interest. In the
Lesion Marking dialog window, the Manual tab is offering 3 options:
3D quantification
 3 ROI Intersection: The user must draw ROI contours on each orientation view; TRA-CORSAG, and the software computes the lesion grid with the intersection of those 3 areas.
Once ROIs are drawn, the user must press Compute Manual Lesion button to get
statistical information from his process.
 Stack of TRA ROI: The lesion is defined by TRA ROI contour and COR ROI height (defines
the Z size of the VOI). Again once ROIs are drawn, the user must press Compute Manual
Lesion button to get statistical information.
2D quantification
 Single TRA ROI: The user must draw ROI on the TRA plane and the 2D ROI lesion will be
based on that single transversal slice. The Compute Manual Lesion button needs to be
pressed to obtain computations results.
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Simple Lesion Marking
An alternative workflow for lesion marking may be enabled in Oasis.exe.Config.
To set
‘Simple Lesions’ as the default, change the flag in Oasis.exe.config to add
key="SimplifiedLesionMarking" value="true”.
When enabled the workflow used to mark
a simple lesion is:


Triangulate to the lesion and mark the
lesion either by right click > [Mark
Simple Lesion] or click the [M] key.



Adjust the sphere by rolling the
mouse-wheel. The location of the
sphere can also be adjusted at this
point by middle mouse click (if the
push-scroll tool is selected) or left
mouse click (if standard triangulation
is selected.



Right mouse click to finalize. The
marked lesion will remain for the
lifetime of the study unless it is
manually deleted.
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Lesion statistics can be viewed in the Lesion Manager. If two studies are loaded, once coregistered, the lesion will be automatically propagated to the new study. If MS Office is
loaded, a graph will appear Lesion Manager.

Reference Lesion (PET only)
The Lesion Manager item “Mark Reference Lesion” allows users to create a liver or aorta
lesion to be used to compute the search threshold for lesions. There is an option in the Mark
lesion dialog to allow using the PERCIST reference lesion threshold to create new lesions.
PERCIST recommends use of the SUV-method; LBM. PERCIST also relies on the use of a
reference VOI to compute the threshold setting of a lesion. The reference is based on a 3cm
diameter sphere positioned in the right lobe of the liver. In case the liver is not healthy, a 1cm
x 2cm cylindrical VOI shall be used on the descending aorta. A dataset can only have a 1
PERCIST reference lesion: either liver or aorta (creating another one will replace a previous
one). To incorporate this workflow:
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Find the area of liver or the aorta, right click and select Mark Lesion, or
select the M key
Select the “Reference Lesion (PET only)” tab, this will draw the PERCIST:ReferenceLiver
lesion.
Save the PERCIST:Reference Lesion and close.
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After creating the Reference Lesion, create a lesion be selecting Mark Lesion. When the
dialog box appears, click the PERCIST button, then [Save Lesion and close]. The SUV will be

calculated from the PERCIST threshold.
When a Liver reference lesion is marked and a subsequent
lesion VOI is created, two additional ratios are displayed.
These ratios are calculated using the following formula:
SUVmax (VOI of lesion) / SUVmax (liver)
SUVavg (VOI of lesion) / SUVavg (liver)

These values are displayed in the viewport after the lesion is marked, and in the Lesion
Manager.
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Once a reference lesion is marked,
these two ratios are also displayed
based on the SUVmax and SUVavg of
the voxels within the cursor.

Wholebody Lesion Tool Functionality (PET and SPECT)
The Lesion Marking Tool can be expanded to an ellipsoid up to 5000 mm. To use this feature,
triangulate to the preferred location in the PET volume, and select the M key, or rt-click and
select Mark Lesion.
This opens the Lesion dialog box. Place a check next to ‘Whole body volume’, then adjust
the threshold and size of the sphere.
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Selected References
1. Richard L. Wahl et.al. From RECIST to PERCIST: Evolving Considerations for PET Response
Criteria in Solid Tumors. JNM Vol 50 No.5 (Supplement) May 2009, pages 122S - 150S.
Save Lesion Marking as a Secondary Capture
To save a DICOM screen capture of the display page
where the lesion was created, check the option Store
SaveScreen. Once the lesion has been created and
saved the Secondary Capture file will be stored to the
database. Please see image below.

Lesion Editor
A lesion that has been created in Oasis may also be edited prior to exporting as RTSTRUCT.
The lesion editor permits addition and removal of pixels to the created lesion to accurately
quantify the area.
Select
the ROI
tool
from the
toolbar
then
open
the right
click
menu
and
select the option ►ROI - Draw Pixel. On the transverse viewport of either the Lesion Marking
window or the transverse data itself, click outside the lesion and hold to erase/remove
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selected pixels. To add pixels to that lesion, first click and hold outside the lesion area then
slide the green cross over new pixels. When lesion editing is complete select Validate/Save
Lesion to save the modified lesion in the lesion manager. Lesions may also be exported to
text or Excel files (requires optional MS Excel). Lesions may be edited in TRA viewports only.
COR and SAG views will be updated automatically after editing the transverse viewport.
Lesions Manager
Invoke the Lesion Manager from the tool bar menu or from the context menu. Once the
lesions are associated with a patient, they become part of the patient dataset. Whenever
that patient’s dataset is loaded, the lesion information is made available for display.
Statistical information associated with each lesion is also stored in the database as part of the
dataset. This may be seen in the database as an ‘Oasis Storage File’.
The Lesion tab is displaying the lesion volume and Min, Max and Avg SUV results on graphs
labeled “Lesion volume over time” and “Lesion statistics over time”. If several exams are
registered and linked in comparison, statistics information from all exams will be shown on
those graphs to get a better representation of the follow-up.
The Lesions tab in the Lesion Manager lists all created lesions and their statistics. Original
lesions were created on the dataset shown, linked lesions were created on another dataset
and copied to the dataset shown. If the dataset on which the lesion was created has not
been loaded in the current session the lesion may be displayed but will not be available in
the lesion manager.
The Data Information tab in the Lesion Manager shows all DICOM information going along
with each loaded series such as the global information of the patient, the study acquisition
details, calculation numbers needed for algorithm formulas, etc.
The lesion manager allows the deletion of selected or all lesions, or copying of lesions from
one dataset to another. The lesion properties and statistics may be exported from the lesion
manager in a variety of formats.
[Show Lesions in Excel] requires MS Excel to be installed on the system. The lesion data will be
automatically shown directly in Excel with graphs showing the change in SUV over time.
[Save Lesion to Text file] will export the lesion data to a semicolon delimited text file which
can be imported into any version of MS Excel or to another spreadsheet or statistical
application. When importing the data into another application ensure that the application is
set to recognize semicolon delimiters.
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The Max SUV variation within the lesion is
displayed when priors are loaded and
registered.

After marking a lesion, the total lesion glycolysis (TLG) is displayed
within the lesion manager as well. TLG is calculated by multiplying
the metabolic tumor volume (MTV) by the SUV(mean).
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Current literature suggests that qPET is an approach to semi-quantify the Deauville Score by
using the SUV(peak) of the lesion and the SUV(mean) of the liver. The qPET value is the
quotient of the mean standard uptake value of the tumor residual SUV(peak) and the
SUV(mean) of the liver and the resulting value is translated to the Deauville Score. To enable
this feature, "ShowQpet" value must be set to true in Oasis.exe.config.

In addition to saving the lesions with the original study in the original modality lesions that
have been created in Oasis may be saved to the database in RTSTRUCT (Radiotherapy
Structure Set) modality using [Save Lesions to RT]. RTSTRUCT files may also be imported into
Oasis and displayed. If the RTSTRUCT option does not appear in the lesion manager the
system may not be configured to allow use of this feature.
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SUV Calculation Method
The Data Information tab in the Lesion Manager shows detailed information about the data
loaded. It also permits the selection of the SUV calculation method. The choices are:
 Weight (W)
 Body Surface Area(BSA)
 Lean Body Mass(LBM)

The SUV method drop down menu will only be available when an attenuation corrected PET
series is selected at the top of the data information tab. Note that some PET/CT systems
export the data already converted to units of SUV. In this case the method will not be
displayed in the viewport, nor will it be possible to change the
method.
The method currently in use will be shown as part of the SUV
displayed in the lower right corner of the viewport. The
appearance may vary depending on the currently installed
version of Oasis.
SUV values are calculated only when the necessary information is available within the
DICOM file. This includes injected dose, patient height and weight, time of injection and time
of imaging, and rescale slope. For data from some manufacturers the SUV will be calculated
based on a specific SUV Conversion factor. In these cases the SUV method will not be
displayed, nor will it be selectable.
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SUV normalized for body weight is calculated as follows:
SUVBW =

tissue concentration (MBq/mL)
injected dose (MBq)/body weight (g)

Corrections may also be applied for lean body mass (LBM) and body surface area (BSA),
calculated as follows:
SUVBSA =
tissue concentration (MBq/mL)
injected dose (MBq)/BSA (m2)
BSA (m2) = 0.007184 x body weight(kg)0.425 x body height(cm)0.725
SUVLBM =

tissue concentration (MBq/mL)
injected dose (MBq)/LBM (kg)

LBM (female) = (1.07 x body weight) (kg) - 148 [body weight (kg)/body height (cm) ]2
LBM (male) = (1.1 x body weight) (kg) - 128 [body weight (kg)/body height (cm) 2 ]
Cursor Statistics (2D and 3D mode)
By default, the SUV values are computed in 3D mode, meaning the Min, Max, and Avg SUV
values displayed represent all voxels within the cursor sphere, which includes the Axial,
Coronal and Sagittal views. This also applies to SPECT, CT and MRI, statistics.. If the radius is
over 100mm the PT and NM stats are from the cursor cube, for performance considerations.



In 3D mode, press the [3] key to jump to the hottest slice within the sphere.
Press the [2] key to toggle between 3D and 2D SUV values.

In 2D mode, it will compute statistics based on the voxels within the circle on any particular
axial slice. In 2D mode, the hottest pixel within the circle will be represented as a white dot.
2D mode can be set as the default in Oasis.exe.config. Set "Use2DcursorReadout” to true.
Modifying Study/Patient Parameters
To enable this feature, please contact support@segamicorp.com
It is possible that incorrect or missing parameters such as injected dose or patient
height/weight are registered incorrectly in the series DICOM header. This may result in
incorrect SUV readings.
In these instances, it’s recommended that the study be deleted from PACS and/or Oasis
Server, correct the erroneous values on the camera workstation, and resend the study.
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If this is not possible and the study must be interpreted, the values can be modified in the
Oasis Browser


In the series list, right-click on the
PET attenuation corrected (AC)
series to be modified.



Select “PET SUV Editor”

The SUV Editor window will open for
editing the available parameters.
WARNING: Modifying any of these values, will directly affect the computed SUV values!
After updating the incorrect values, click [Save New Series]





The PET AC series must be in the units of BQML. If the PET series is in another unit such as
CNTS, you must first enter the activity conversion factor before modifying any other
values. It is recommended to contact the camera manufacturer to determine the
correct conversion factor. Entering an incorrect value will result in incorrect SUV values.
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This process will create a duplicate of the original PET AC series, however it will contain the
newly modified patient/study parameters. The new series description will contain the phrase
(UPDATED) to distinguish the original series from the new modified series.


Press [F5] to refresh the browser and display the new series.

Proceed to load the PET_CT application as usual, however be sure to load the (UPDATED)
series.

4.5

Image Processing – Utility Applications

Split Multi-Acquisition Series
Sometimes a single MR or CT modality DICOM file will contain more than one image. In these
cases it is necessary to split the acquisitions into separate files to use for multi-modality
registration. The clinical application Split Multi-Acquisition Series will perform this separation of
data within the loaded series.
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5. SPECT & SPECT-CT RECONSTRUCTION
The features described in this chapter are common to all applications that provide
reconstruction. Oasis provides both filtered back projection and iterative reconstruction
methods. There are three OSEM-type reconstruction methods: OSEM1D
(without any collimator blurring correction), OSEM2D (convolution slice
by slice) and OSEM3D .Although computationally intensive, significant
acceleration is achieved (>50 fold) by the Oasis GPU implementation,
keeping reconstruction times low. The OSEM3D algorithm includes
‘resolution recovery’ also known as ‘collimator deblurring’. For
meaningful results, it is essential that the correct camera/collimator
information is entered into the software. The required parameters are
camera intrinsic resolution and the collimator resolution at 10cm; these
values are specified by the camera manufacturer.
Oasis also provides ‘Hybrid’ Reconstruction, which includes CT based
attenuation correction and a scatter correction option (using
Jaszczack method) which requires a separately acquired scatter
window.

5.1

Reconstruction Application - Input Data Loading

The data loading options include:
 Tomo series
 Secondary Captures
Up to two tomo series from one study may be loaded and reconstructed at the same time.

5.2

Reconstruction Application - Review Projection Data Quality

On the Projections Page the projection cine, sinogram, linogram and summed projections
viewports may be used to evaluate the data for motion that may cause artifacts.
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5.3






SPECT Motion Correction – Optional Feature
Use the Sinogram, Linogram and Summed Frames views on the Projections page to
determine whether motion correction is required.
Press the [Motion Correction] button to launch motion correction.
The CSMC Cardiac Suite MoCo module will be launched if a valid license is present. In
MoCo press [Save] to save all series with motion correction applied. Press [Exit] to return
to the Projections Page with motion corrected series active.
After exiting from the MoCo module the motion corrected datasets will replace the
original loaded data in CardioGam and will be used for all further operations.

An optional feature, the MoCo module from Cedars Sinai Medical Center Cardiac Suite is
integrated into several Oasis applications. Note that ALL loaded tomographic data will be
sent to the MoCo module. If any changes are made to any of the loaded tomo datasets all
will be returned from MoCo with the notation -mc appended to the Series Description, even
if no changes were made to that particular dataset.
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Cedars-Sinai Motion Correction
MoCo (Cedars-Sinai Motion Correction) is an application
for the automatic and manual correction of SPECT
acquisition motion artifacts. Pattern matching and
segmentation algorithms are used in conjunction to
minimize motion error metrics over the set of acquired
projections; the resulting motion corrected projections
are then presented to the operator for validation or
modification. MoCo is constructed from the following
components:
Viewport Display
Color Control
Dataset Selector

Images and results display
Selects current color scale and
intensity mapping.
Selects the currently displayed
dataset.

Viewport Control

Controls display of viewports

MoCo Control

Controls automatic and manual
motion correction processing and
validation.

Viewport Display
The interface, which does not include externally
accessible exit or save functionality as it is intended
primarily to be embedded in a containing application, is
constructed from the following components:

Original
Projection
Viewport

Corrected
Projection
Viewport

Original
Sinogram
Viewport
Corrected
Sinogram
Viewport
X-axis Motion

Displays a single projection from the
uncorrected dataset. The current projection is
selected by its corresponding scrollbar;
horizontal motion reference lines are moved by
dragging.
Displays a single projection from the corrected
dataset. The current projection is selected by its
corresponding scrollbar; horizontal motion
reference lines are moved by dragging. The
motion correction x and y axis offsets are also
displayed.
Displays a single sinogram from the
uncorrected dataset. The current sinogram is
selected by dragging the sinogram reference
line in the corresponding projection viewport.
Displays a single sinogram from the corrected
dataset. The current sinogram is selected by
dragging the sinogram reference line in the
corresponding projection viewport.
Displays the current x-axis motion correction
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Graph
Y-axis Motion
Graph
Motion
Cursor

offsets.
Displays the current y-axis motion correction
offsets.
Manually selects the x and y axis motion
correction offsets. Also selects the current
projections for the Original and Corrected
Projection Viewports.

Color Control
The Color Control is used to select the current color scale and intensity mapping. The color
scale is selected by clicking on the color scale option menu and choosing from the ensuing
list of available color scales. The intensity mapping is set using two parameters, the lower and
upper levels, either of which can range from 0 to 100 percent. They together specify that
portion of a dataset’s dynamic range that is to be mapped onto the full color scale.
The lower and upper levels of the intensity mapping, represented with the lower and upper
level bars, can be set through the color scale viewport, which supports the following
interactions:
 Left drag either level bar to move it.
 Left drag any other point on the viewport to move both level bars simultaneously.
 Middle click or drag any point on the viewport to move the closer level bar to that
point.
 Double left click anywhere in the viewport to reset the level bars to 0 and 100.
The following features are also provided through the option menu:
Reset

Resets lower and upper levels.

Invert

Toggles the sense of the lower and upper levels.

Step

Toggles color scale discretization.

Gamma

Toggles display of color scale gamma control.

Expand

Toggles dynamic range expansion of lower and upper levels.

Normalize

Toggles automatic dataset normalization based on segmentation
results.

Dataset Selector
At start up the application is passed a list of one or more datasets as input. The dataset
selector selects from this list the current dataset, i.e. the dataset to be viewed. It allows the
user to page through the datasets by clicking the arrow buttons. In addition, the user can
jump directly to a dataset by clicking on the dataset option menu; this pops up a list of
available datasets from which the desired dataset can be selected.
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Viewport Control

Label

Enables viewport labeling including slice and projection numbers and
motion reference lines.

Enhance

Applies a spatial filter designed to enhance motion artifact
visibility to the original and corrected projection sequences.

Spin

Toggles projection cine.

Scan

Toggles the sinogram cine.

Rock

Toggles bi-directional projection cine for sub 360° acquisitions
(with spin also enabled).

Rate

Selects the cine and scan speeds.

MoCo Control
The MoCo Control is used to control automatic and manual motion correction processing
and validation. The following controls are available:

Cyclogram

Enables cyclogram display mode. When enabled the sinogram
viewports are replaced with their corresponding cyclogram
viewports. A cyclogram is constructed by compositing the set
of vertical strips defined by the intersection of each projection
in the projection sequence with a plane constrained to be
perpendicular to the projection and to the transverse plane
and further constrained to intersect a user specified point in the
transverse plane. A cyclogram accentuates horizontal (x-axis)
motion artifacts in a manner analogous to a sinogram’s
accentuation of vertical (y-axis) motion.

Correct

Initiate automatic or semi-automatic motion correction.

Clear

Reset all motion correction offsets to zero.

X-axis

Enable x-axis motion correction.

Y-axis

Enable y-axis motion correction.

Mask

Enable masking mode. When enabled an additional transverse
slice viewport is enabled allowing the user to define a
transverse volume delimited by an ellipse and lower and upper
slice bounds upon which the motion correction algorithm
should focus its efforts.

Det

Selects the number detector heads, permitting differing
constraints to be used by the motion correction algorithm
based on the camera geometry.
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5.4

Reconstruction Method and Parameters

To select the reconstruction method and parameters for each loaded tomo dataset:
 Press [Reconstruction] to open the Reconstruction Parameters Form.
 Select the tab corresponding to the data.
 Select one of the predefined options from the Preset Configuration selector.
 If a suitable preset configuration is not available select either FBP (filtered
backprojection) or OSEM3D (iterative) from the reconstruction method pull-down menu.
 Set the number of iterations and subsets for OSEM3D or select a filter type, order and
cutoff for FBP.
 Press [Save as Preset] to add this configuration to the list of predefined settings if desired.
 Press [Reconstruction] to reconstruct the loaded data using these settings.
 Press [Save as Default the current application] to set these settings as the default for the
application in use.
 Press [QC] to see the detailed image information from the DICOM header of the series
and a map of the camera trajectory.
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5.5

OSEM3D Configuration

To obtain high quality iterative reconstruction the characteristics of each camera and
collimator combination should be configured in Oasis. This is done using the Reconstruction
form.
The following information is required:
 Camera/Collimator
 RotationRadius
 Camera Resolution
 Camera Resolution at 10cm
 Collimator Focal (for fanbeam collimators only)

The Camera/Collimator names are found in the corresponding field in the DICOM header of
the file being reconstructed (008,1090) and (0018,1180). These will automatically be read
from the loaded data.
RotationRadius is usually found in the DICOM header of each file, some cameras may not
include this information in which case a default value will be used.
CameraResolution is given by the manufacturer in the specification or technical information
documentation.
Camera Resolution at 10cm is a value commonly given by manufacturers to describe the
collimator resolution. It may be referred to as Resolution at 10cm in the specification
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documentation. If this value is not available it can be calculated using the collimator hole
diameter and length (depth) in the following equation:

Rc 

dist  hole
depth

With Rc = Camera Resolution at 10cm, hole = size of the holes in mm, and depth =collimator
depth in mm. dist is the distance from collimator, so use 100mm to obtain the value needed
for the configuration file.
Collimator Focal is the focal distance of a fanbeam collimator. This is given by the
manufacturer in the specification documentation. It MUST be set in the configuration file for
fanbeam reconstruction to work correctly. If a value for FocalDistance is provided in the
DICOM header of the file being reconstructed, then this value will be used instead of the
value in the configuration file.
Fanbeam Reconstruction
DICOM header information is not always correct. Older systems in particular sometimes
include a value for FocalDistance, even when a parallel hole collimator was used, and not
all DICOM headers include the CollimatorType field. To avoid using incorrect information the
Oasis OSEM3D reconstruction will not use fanbeam reconstruction unless there is a value for
Collimator Focal set in the configuration file. The following logic will be applied:







If the field Collimator Focal in the reconstruction configuration file is not present or
equal to 0, the collimator is assumed to be parallel.
If the field Collimator Focal in the reconstruction configuration file is set and there is
NO FocalDistance field in the DICOM header the Collimator Focal in the
reconstruction configuration file is used.
If the field Collimator Focal in the reconstruction configuration file is set and there IS
a value for FocalDistance field in the DICOM header then the FocalDistance value
from the DICOM header will be used.
If projections have been rebinned, a check box need to be selected in the
Reconstruction Parameters Form. The collimator focal parameter can be edited to
the real distance.

OSEM Default Values
A warning message will appear in the reconstruction form whenever a camera/collimator
entry is not found in the configuration file for the data being reconstructed. These default
values will be adequate in most cases; they can be configured in the
reconstruction_predefineds.xml file. Each camera/collimator definition contains a default
RotationRadius, which will only be used if the RotationRadius is not found in the DICOM
header of the data being reconstructed. DICOM header information is not always correct. To
avoid using incorrect information; the following logic will be applied:




If radial positions from the DICOM header are not available a message will warn the
user that a default value will be taken. The reconstruction method will then assume a
circular orbit.
If some radial positions from the DICOM header are invalid (value =0), the mean of the
non-zero values will be used as the default for the wrong positions.
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5.6

Post Filter Reconstructed Data

Postfiltering may be applied at the time of reconstruction by selecting the type of filter and
filter parameters in the Post Filter section of the Reconstruction
form.
Alternatively the post filtering may be applied after the data is
reconstructed and viewed.


Press [Post filter] on the volume display page.

 Select a predefined filter from the list or set parameters for the filter.
 Press [Apply].
To add a new filter to the list of predefined filters set the parameters and press [Add].
The post filter that is
displayed on the page is
that which has been
applied during the current
session, not to any post
filters that may already
have been applied to
loaded
reconstructed
volume data. Filter type
available are: Butterworth,
Gaussian,
Hamming, Hann, Parzen,
Shepp & Logan, Wiener.

5.7








Reorientation
The Reorientation tool will be selected by default on
the Reorientation page.
Press the left mouse button and drag the volume to
center it over the crosshairs.
Scroll the mouse wheel to rotate the volume. Use [+]
or [-] to change the amount of rotation for each click
of the wheel (Rotation Step).
Press [Alt] and drag the left mouse button up or
down over the volume calto increase or decrease
the data zoom.
Press [Apply] to reorient
the volume.
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5.8

Masking

Volumes may be masked to eliminate activity outside of
the area of interest that may be affecting image
scaling. This is most useful for cardiac and brain imaging
but may also be used for any volume. Note that in some
applications the reorientation and masking steps are
combined into a single step procedure.
 On the masking page the volume will be displayed
in three orthogonal views. On each view drag the
green square handles to set a mask around the
Press [Apply] to apply the masking settings and
create the reconstructed volume for display.

5.9






Save Volumes

Press [Save] to open the volume saving dialog box.
Select the volumes to be saved.
Select the orientation of the saved volume.
Select whether the reorientation (transformation matrix) should be applied to the saved
volumes.
Press [Save] to save the volume to the database. Press [Cancel] to close the dialog
without saving.

5.10 Reconstruction with CT Attenuation Correction
Reconstruction may also be performed with attenuation correction using a CT series
registered to the emission data. A separate application – Hybrid Reconstruction – is provided
for this situation. This application includes:
 CT based attenuation correction
 Scatter correction
 3D collimator deblurring (resolution recovery)
 Registration of misaligned EM and TR data
Hybrid reconstruction may be used to reconstruct tomo data from Hybrid SPECT/CT cameras
or AC correct tomo data with separately acquired CT. The CT data is degraded to match
SPECT resolution and is converted into an isotope-specific attenuation map (μmap).
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Overview
The SPECT projections are reconstructed with OSEM3D algorithm a first time without
attenuation correction to obtain a volume can be used for the registration. Reconstruction
limits can be set to limit reconstruction to upper and lower bound the slices of the data.
These limits are by default set to the limits of the CT to avoid reconstructing slices without
corresponding attenuation maps.
If necessary the reconstructed volume is then registered with the SPECT volume using Mutual
Information Registration (MIRegister). Manual fine tuning of registration is performed as
needed and a transformation (registration) matrix is generated.
As CT data usually has higher resolution than SPECT data, the CT is down sampled to the
same size and pixel resolution as the SPECT data. The transformation matrix is applied to the
data at the same time.
The next step involves conversion of Hounsfield Units to linear attenuation coefficients. This
conversion is isotope specific, the energy value for the isotope is computed using the middle
value of the energy window specified in the DICOM header for the SPECT data. This value is
used to obtain the linear attenuation coefficient of water in a pre-computed table. Other
linear attenuation coefficients can be calculated from this value:
With H the Hounsfield value and

the linear attenuation coefficient of water. We bound

values below to 0 to 0.
SPECT projections are reconstructed again with OSEM3D using the attenuation map data
with linear attenuation coefficients.
Dual energy window scatter correction using the Jaszczak window subtraction method may
be done if the tomographic data are simultaneously acquired within the primary photopeak
energy window (e.g. 140 keV, 20% for 99mTc) and within a secondary lower Compton window
(e.g., 92-125 keV).

5.11 Hybrid Reconstruction Application
Input Data
Up to two separate tomo or gated tomo series may be reconstructed at the same time i.e.
stress/rest or two FOV (fields of view).
 Tomo Series – load one or more tomo series. The series may be multiple
photopeaks, or multiple acquisitions of the same photopeak. All series will be
summed into a single tomo series for reconstruction.
 Tomo Series Gated – load one gated tomo series.
 CT for AC – Load a CT series to be used for creating the μmap. The series may be
acquired on a SPECT/CT system, or and externally acquired CT series.
 Tomo Scatter – load one or more tomo series acquired at the same time as the
primary tomo series but with scatter energy window(s). All series will be summed
into a single series which will be subtracted from the primary energy window series.
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Tomo Scatter Gated – load a series acquired at the same time as the Tomo Gated
series, but with a scatter energy window.
Press [Go] to launch the Hybrid Reconstruction Application.


Scatter Correction
The Scatter Correction page displays the original projection data, the loaded scatter
projection data and the scatter-corrected data. By default the scatter subtraction
coefficient is set to 0%. This means that no scatter correction will be applied.
 Click the scatter subtraction coefficient value and enter a value between 0 and 100. The
optimum value is site-specific and is often determined experimentally using phantom
studies. The scatter correction will be applied immediately and the resulting corrected
projection data will be shown.
 Proceed with reconstruction of the scatter-corrected data.
Reconstruction
 Review the Projections/Set Limits page to evaluate the tomo series for motion.
 On the SPECT NAC/CT page (in the Registration group) press [Motion Correction] if
needed to correct for motion. The motion corrected tomo series will be reconstructed
again.
 Press [Post Filter] if needed to apply a post reconstruction filter to the data.
 On the SPECT NAC/CT or Big Registration pages verify that the registration between CT
and SPECT series is correct.
 Press [Automatic Registration] if needed to register the series. If desired press [Params] to
adjust the registration parameters prior to registering the data.
 Press [Reset Registration] to cancel registration changes and go back to the original
registration between the series.
 Press [Change Rec. Parameters] to review or modify the reconstruction settings, verify
that the correct collimator information is being used.
 Review the μmap if desired on the CT vs ATN page (in the Registration group).
 Press [Reconstruction AC] to perform the reconstruction with attenuation correction.
 Review the reconstructed data on pages in the Comparison AC/NAC group.
 On the Fusion SPECT AC/CT page press [Save] to save the reconstructed AC and NAC
volumes to the database.
 If desired, adjust the orientation of the volume on the Reorientation page. Press [Save
Reorientation] to the save the volumes with the transformation matrix applied.
 If desired, mask parts of the volume on the Masking page. Press [Save Masked] to save
the masked volumes to the database.
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6. PET_CT APPLICATIONS
The PET-CT applications are featured multimodality applications that may be used for
comparison of multiple studies and multiple modalities.
The PET_CT_Onco application is designed for faster review of PET studies in Oncology. The
PET_CT_Onco application contains the same displays and utilities as the full PET_CT
application, but is more streamlined.
The PET_CT Dual_FOV application is designed to more conveniently display PET studies where
an extra table position has been acquired, and the typical PET Whole Body displays are not
convenient.
The appearance of loading bins and display pages may vary significantly from what is
described in this manual due to site specific configuration changes.
Several types of data may be loaded in the PET_CT application:
 PET (May be attenuation corrected or non-attenuation corrected
 CT
 Diagnostic CT
 CT Scout
 SPECT volume
 MRI
 Static
 Screenshots or Save Screens
 RTStruct
As many as four studies may be loaded simultaneously for comparison. As PET-CT data tends
to be very large, a system with better than average specifications is required for best
performance when loading multiple studies. The general PET_CT application contains the
greatest variety of display options, compared to other PET_CT applications included with
Oasis.
The following data types may be loaded in the PET_CT_Onco application:
 PET AC
 PET NAC
 CT
 CT Scout
 Screenshots or Save Screens
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The following types of data may be loaded in the PET_CT Dual_FOV application:
 WB PET AC
 PET AC 1st FOV
 WB CT
 PET AC 2nd FOV
 PET NAC 2nd FOV
 CT 2nd FOV
 Screenshots or Save Screens
The PET_CT Dynamic application displays dynamic PET data and provides some tools for
generating regions of interest and time/activity curves. The following types of data may be
loaded:
 PET AC Static
 PET NAC Static
 CT Static
 PET Dynamic
 Diagnostic CT
 MRI
 Dynamic MRI
 Secondary Captures
PET_CT Bones application is described in the chapter on bone display and analysis. PET_CT
Neuro application is described in the chapter on brain display and analysis. PET_CT Cardiac is
described in the chapter on Cardiac Display and Processing.

6.1

Display Pages

A very wide variety of display pages is provided to accommodate almost any user’s need.
By default all pages will be displayed. The applications may be customized to show only the
specific pages required at each site or for each user.
The pages will be dependent upon the type
and quantity of data loaded. For both PET
and CT data both slice display pages as well
as triangulation pages will appear. MIP
images will automatically be created for both
PET and CT.
PET Only Displays
Several pages will be created to display the
PET AC and PET NAC data. Some pages
contain both slice and MIP images, others
contain MIP only.
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CT Only Displays
Several CT only layouts are provided, some pages contain CT MIP images other contain slices
only. Single large slice displays can be easily changed to multislice displays by pressing the
[+] and [-] keys.
Fusion Displays
If both PET and CT data have been loaded fusion pages will
be created. If both AC and NAC have been loaded then
the fusion pages will be duplicated, once with AC and
once with NAC data.
3D fusion pages show the anatomic and functional data
as a volume. The 2D fusion pages are slice displays. A
specialized LUNG PAGE shows the same data twice, once
with a CT window for lung and again with another CT
window.
Comparison Pages
When more than one study tab has been loaded
comparison pages will be created. These are identified with
the tab color orange. Various combinations of the loaded
studies will be displayed on a single page for easy
comparison.
Dynamic PET Pages
When dynamic PET data is loaded the Dynamic PET tab group will appear. The data will be
displayed in both summed and cine format.
The dynamic VOI TAC page displays a time activity curve for the volume defined by the
three dimensional cursor sphere. To change the size of the sphere, scroll the mouse wheel
while pressing and holding the [Ctrl] key.
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7. SPECT_CT APPLICATIONS
The SPECT-CT applications are featured multimodality applications that may be used for
comparison of multiple studies and multiple modalities.
In addition to the SPECT-CT applications, several organ-specific applications also
accommodate SPECT-CT displays.
SPECT_CT Application
This application is a general application that should fit most needs for displaying a wide
variety of data:
 Tomo
 SPECT AC and NAC recon tomo
 SPECT Wholebody AC and NAC recon tomo
 CT
 MR
 Planar Wholebody (ant and post)
 Blood flow dynamic (ant and post) and static images
 Static images
 CT Scout
 Secondary Captures
If unreconstructed tomo data is loaded it will automatically be reconstructed using the
default reconstruction method and parameters.
 Press the [Reconstruction] button on the Projections page to modify the current or
default reconstruction parameters.
Pseudoplanar images are also created and displayed in the TOMO tab group.
 Press [Save Planar Images] to save the pseudoplanar to the database as static images.
Both planar and SPECT wholebody data may be displayed. Blood flow and pool data may
be loaded and displayed.
SPECT_CT Multi Application
This application is designed to display data from studies that have multiple acquisitions, such
as those requiring imaging at various time points or those that have multiple isotope
acquisitions such as bone and gallium studies.
SPECT_CT Multiple FOV Application
This application is designed to display data from studies that have multiple volume
acquisitions, such as those requiring imaging at various time points or those that have
multiple isotope acquisitions such as bone and gallium studies. This application can display
up to 10 SPECT/CT acquisitions and up to 4 Wholebody SPECT_CT acquisitions. For this reason,
the pages are grouped per field of view (FOV) in this application.
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SPECT_CT Prostascint
This application has pages optimized for the display of studies acquired with Indium In 111
capromab pendetide (ProstaScint®; Cytogen Corporation, Princeton, NJ).
The following data types may be loaded:
 Wholebody (ant and post)
 Static Images (Tc99m and In111)
 Reconstructed SPECT volumes ((Tc99m and In111)
 CT Axial for localization
 Diagnostic CT
 MRI
 Secondary Captures
This application contains special display pages for fusion of the Tc99m and In111 volumes. In
addition an anatomical reference atlas page is also provided. (below)

SPECT_CT Somatostatin
This application displays:
 Static Images (4hr, 24hr, 48hr)
 Wholebody Images (4hr, 24hr, 48hr)
 Recon tomo data (4hr, 24hr, 48hr)
 CT Axial (4hr, 24hr, 48hr)
 Diagnostic CT
 MRI
 Screen Captures
This application provides various layouts for comparison of data at different imaging times
(4hr, 24hr, 48hr).
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SPECT_CT Parathyroid
This application is described in the chapter on thyroid and parathyroid imaging.
Image registration and lesion tools are available, and are further described in the
Multimodality Display and Processing section.

7.1

Display Pages

SPECT Only
Several display pages showing only the SPECT
data will be created. Various pages
containing three views for triangulation, MIP
frames and/or MIP rotating cine
viewports will appear, as well as
TRA/SAG/COR display pages.
When both NAC and AC data are
loaded the pages will be
duplicated, displayed with and
without attenuation correction.

CT Only
Several pages showing only the CT data will be created. This will include axial and three view
pages, as well as CT MIP viewports. The average Hounsfield Units (HU) within the crosshair
circle (sphere) will be shown in the lower corner of the viewport.
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SPECT CT Comparison
 Depending on the
data
loaded,
various
pages
showing both the
SPECT data and the
CT data will be
created.
 The viewports are
all equipped with
cross
hairs
for
triangulation.
When
in
Triangulation mode,
the
orthogonal
views are linked,
and
the
SPECT
projections are linked to the
CT projections.
 Movement of the cross hair
in one view of the display will
automatically adjust the
location of the cross hair in
the other associated views.

SPECT CT Fusion
Several different fusion display pages will be available, depending on the data loaded. At a
minimum the SPECTCT Fusion page will appear for each loaded study. In addition, TRA or
other
fusion
displays
may also
appear.
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Whole Body and Dynamic Display
Whole body and dynamic blood flow series will be displayed in a manner similar to the
display pages found the in the Bones application. Refer to Chapter 8 - Bone Display and
Analysis for more detailed descriptions of these pages.
WB QC
This page allows the masking of areas of high activity that may be affecting the image
scaling.
 The ROI tool will be
automatically selected
when
entering
this
page.
 The default ROI type is
hand drawn, right click
to select rectangular or
ellipsoid ROI.
 Refer to Error! Bookmark
not
defined.
Error!
Reference source not
found.
for
detailed
instructions for creating
multiple masking ROI.

WB Dual Intensity and Dual Zoom Displays
A display of the anterior and posterior views with two different WL settings and two different
zoom settings. The total counts and maximum counts of each are displayed beneath.
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Dynamic Blood Flow Display
The non-quantitative 3Phase Bone page found in the Bones application will appear when
dynamic and blood pool data has been loaded. This page will display either one or two (for
dual head flow studies) dynamic series and one to four blood pool static images, depending
on the data loaded.
Two pairs of ROI will be created automatically and the time-activity (TAC) curve will be
shown. The ROI may be adjusted in size and position as previously described. To redraw the
ROI, delete the leftmost of
the pair (green/purple) and
redraw. The other ROI of the
pair will be recreated
automatically.
The TAC will by default be
smoothed using an 11 point
smoothing filter. The number
of points for the smoothing
filter can be customized
(select 3, 5, 9, 11 or 17) by
local applications support
personnel.

Projection Data Display
The tomographic projection page displays the raw, unreconstructed tomo data. The data
are shown in a rotating cine animation to help highlight any patient motion or artifacts in the
data. To the right of the
cine, the individual frames
are shown. The SPECT_CT
application
does
not
provide
tools
for
reconstruction
of
the
tomographic
data.
Reconstructed data must be
loaded before launching
the application.
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8. BONE DISPLAY AND ANALYSIS
8.1

Input Data Loading

The Bones application is designed to provide all the display pages and quantitative analysis
commonly required for reporting nuclear medicine bone studies.
Several data types may be loaded for display and/or analysis:
 Planar Whole Body series
 Planar Static (Spot) series
 Dynamic Blood Flow series
 Planar Blood Pool Static series
 Tomographic Projection series
 Tomographic Reconstructed Volume series
 Secondary Captures (ScreenSaves)
Image processing options include:
 Reconstruction of tomo projection series
Specific types of quantification/analysis may be performed:
 SI joint ratio on whole body or static image
 Quantification of dynamic flow and blood pool series plus a delayed static series
 Quantification of a static or whole body series with ROI
Any combination of input data may be loaded; the display pages that appear will depend
on the data loaded.

8.2

Image Processing – Reconstruction

When tomo data has been loaded without a corresponding recon tomo the data will be
reconstructed using the default reconstruction parameters for the application.
 A page showing the projection data and various QC images will be shown. Press the
[Change Recon Method] button] on this page to open the Reconstruction Parameters
form to change the reconstruction parameters or to set the default reconstruction.
 The Reorientation page provides tools to reorient and mask the reconstructed volume.
 Press the [Save] button on the SPECT DISPLAY page to save the volumes to the database.
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8.3






8.4

Wholebody Display Pages
The WB Dual Intensity page displays anterior and posterior wholebody images with two
different WL settings. The WL tool is selected by default on this page.
The WB Dual Zoom page displays anterior and posterior wholebody images with two
different zoom settings. Adjust the zoomed image as needed using the pan tool, or the
zoom tool. The pan tool is selected by default on this page.
When static images as well as wholebody images are loaded a page showing the two
image types together will be created.
When SPECT data is also loaded a page showing the wholebody data with 8 MIP frames
will be created.

SPECT Display

When SPECT studies are present, several pages displaying slices in three orientations (coronal,
sagittal, and transverse) will be created. MIP and projection data will also be displayed.

8.5

Three-Phase Bone Display

This page will display either one or two (for dual head flow studies) dynamic series and one to
four blood pool static images, depending on the data loaded.
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8.6

Image Analysis – SI Joint Ratio

Standard 3 ROI Method
The static image on this page will depend on what has been loaded. If a static image of the
posterior pelvis has been loaded into the SI Ratio Static-Quant loading bin this is the image
used for SI ratio quantification. If no specific image has been loaded then the posterior whole
body image will be used instead.
 Click in the viewport then click again to begin creating the left ROI.
 Use the Mirror or Copy functions to create two more ROI.
 Adjust the position of each ROI until it is in the approximately correct location.
 Adjust the size of the ROI by grabbing the lower right corner of each ROI and pulling or
pushing the corner as needed.
 If necessary, switch to the zoom or pan tool to enlarge the posterior WB image (or
posterior pelvic spot) until the SI joint is clearly visible and centered in the viewport.
 Reselect the ROI tool and continue the adjustment of ROI size and position.

Optional 4 ROI Method
It is possible to select a four ROI method for calculating sacroiliac joint ratios. Local
applications support personnel can make this configuration change. The four ROI can be
created and adjusted in both size and position as described above. The left SI ROI (red) will
be compared to the left reference ROI (light red/orange) and the right SI ROI (green) will be
compared to the right reference ROI (light green/cyan).
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8.7

Image Analysis - Blood Flow

The 3Phase Quantitative page is enabled by
default. Contact local clinical application support
to disable it and use the non-quantitative 3Phase
page (which allows for display of dual head
images) instead.
To use the 3Phase quantitative analysis load a dynamic, an immediate blood pool static and
a delayed static series all corresponding to the same anatomical location of interest. Press
[Go].
 On the Quantitative 3Phase page, create the first ROI on the summed dynamic viewport.
 Adjust the cursors on the time/activity curves to create a clear summed image for
positioning the ROI.
 Draw or copy up to three more ROI. Adjust, redraw or modify the ROI as needed.
 The ROI shown on the Early Static (Blood Pool) image will be linked to the summed image
and should not be adjusted.
 On the Delayed Static image adjust only the position of the ROI.
 The annotation tools may be used to add further labeling to the screen (as shown
below). Labels R1, R2, R3 and R4 appear as a legend at the bottom of the screen. Using
the layout editor mode [Shift]+[!] the labels may be moved onto the image close to the
ROI, if desired.
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8.8

Image Analysis - Frame Quantification

To perform more detailed quantification of a
particular whole body or static image load the
image into the Frame Quantification
loading bin. This loading bin is disabled
by default; local support personnel
can enable the bin easily if it is not
visible. Press [Go]. The FRAME
QUANTIFICATION page will be found in
the SPOT VIEWS tab group.
 Adjust the zoom and position of
the image using the zoom or pan
tool until the area of interest is
displayed optimally.
 Use the ROI tool to draw up to four
regions of interest. The ROI may be
drawn individually or mirrored from
the previous ROI.

8.9

Bone Studies with F18 (PET/CT)

A separate application is provided for the display of bone scans acquired with F 18
radiopharmaceutical. A variety of multi-modality display pages will be created.
Input Data
 PET AC corrected
 PET non AC corrected
 CT Axial
 CT Scout
 Secondary Captures (ScreenSaves)
Any combination of the above data may be loaded. The display pages that are created will
depend on the loaded data.
PET AC vs NAC Display
 This page displays the attenuated corrected PET images in the top viewports and the
non-attenuated corrected PET images in the bottom viewports.
 The viewports are all equipped with cross hairs for triangulation. Also the mouse wheel
can be used to scroll through the slices
 The W/L and LUT can be adjusted by clicking on the W/L button on the Oasis toolbar or
choosing it from the Context Menu.
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Big Fusion + MIP
 This page displays the PET/CT
fusion images in the transverse,
sagittal, and coronal axis and
the MIP cine
 The viewports are all equipped
with
cross
hairs
for
triangulation. Also the mouse
wheel can be used to scroll
through the slices
 The cine image can be
manipulated by right-click,
and select Show Cine Control.
 On fusion images, selecting
the W/L tool gives the user access to the Alpha Blending tool.
3xTRA Fusion Display
The viewports are all equipped with
cross hairs for triangulation. Also the
mouse wheel can be used to scroll
through the slices.
 The W/L and LUT can be
adjusted by clicking on the W/L
button on the Oasis toolbar or
choosing it from the Context
Menu

Quad MIP & Cine Display
 This “Quad MIP” page shows the
rotating MIP in the rightmost
viewport and four specific
frames from the MIP (Ant, RL, LL
and Post) in the other viewports.
 The cine image can be
manipulated by right-click, and
select Show Cine Control.
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8.10 Wholebody Viewer
The Wholebody Viewer application is designed
to display wholebody and static images, up to
a total of 8 studies.
For
each
anterior/posterior
wholebody
combination is loaded, 4 pages are created:
Wholebody Dual Intensity, Wholebody Dual
Zoom, Wholebody Original And Normalized
Ant to Post, and Wholebody Masking.

When more than 1 study is loaded, appropriate comparison pages are displayed.
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On the Wholebody Masking page, the user has the option of drawing a ROI around a Hot
Spot (bladder, injection site, etc). This mask is automatically applied to the same image on
other display pages.
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9. LUNG DISPLAY/PROCESSING
Oasis provides applications for the display and quantification of planar, SPECT and SPECT-CT
lung scans.
Planar Lung Quant – for planar static images, supports perfusion only, or ventilation only
studies. A variety of pages for visual review are provided along with optional quantification
based on either 2 or 3 ROI for each lung.
Lung SPECT – for SPECT and SPECT-CT lung studies. Various combinations of data are
supported. Perfusion only, ventilation only, or both may be processed and displayed. Fusion
displays will be created with either one or two CT series. If only one CT series is available both
the ventilation and perfusion data will be registered and displayed with the same CT.
PulmoGam – Lung SPECT with Lund Quantitative Analysis. Suitable for SPECT data only, this
application creates ratio volumes that highlight areas of mismatched ventilation and
perfusion.

9.1

Planar Lung Scan Display and Processing

The application Planar Lung Quant provides a wide variety of display layouts for perfusion,
ventilation and V/P comparison. X-ray images may also be loaded and displayed for
correlation. Some pages also show lung segmental diagrams for correlation.
Internal, site-specific display settings may be configured to ensure optimum image size,
especially useful for very large field of view cameras. If no quantification is desired, the
display pages related to ROI drawing and quantification results may be disabled.
Data Loading
 Load up to eight perfusion, or perfusion and ventilation static images.
 A dynamic flow series may also be loaded in the Perfusion Flow Dynamic Series loading
bin.
 For Xenon-133 ventilation studies anterior and posterior equilibrium and two washout
static images may be loaded for display.
 A dynamic series for ventilation washout may be loaded for evaluation of clearance
time.
 CR and DX modality x-ray images may also be loaded for comparison purposes, and
may be used for fusion with perfusion/ventilation data.
Lung Image Processing – Masking
The QC masking page may be used to mask very hot areas of the image, such as mouth or
esophageal activity on aerosol ventilation studies. The masked version of the image will
replace the original data on all display pages.
 On the QC Image for each view draw a ROI around the area to be masked.
 Press and hold the [Ctrl] key while drawing a second ROI on the same image if needed.
 The position of the ROI may be adjusted on the QC image. Press and hold the [Ctrl] key
while moving ROI on images with more than one ROI.
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Lung Image Processing – Dynamic Analysis Ventilation Washout
Each loaded series will have two display pages. The first is display only and will show a cine of
the dynamic series, a splash view and a summed image. The second page may be used to
generate curves and calculate the washout half-time.
 On the WASHOUT CURVES page draw a ROI around right and left lungs (or portion of
lung) on the summed dynamic Image.
The time-activity curve will be shown and the time to half maximum will be calculated and
displayed.
Lung Image Processing – Dynamic Analysis Flow Series
Each loaded series will have two display pages. The first is display only and will show a cine of
the dynamic series, a splash view and a summed image. The second page may be used to
generate curves and calculate the washout half-time.
 On the BLOOD FLOW CURVES page draw a ROI around right and left lungs (or portion of
lung) on the summed dynamic image.
A time-activity curve will be displayed for each ROI.

9.2

Planar Lung Quantification

The appearance of the Draw ROI page is dependent on the loaded data. If perfusion only is
loaded then only one viewport containing perfusion data will be shown. When both
perfusion and ventilation are loaded both will be shown with ROI for quantitation.
When both anterior and posterior images are loaded they will be combined into a geometric
mean image for quantification. When only anterior or only posterior images are loaded the
quantification will be based on the single view.
For both the anterior and posterior images, the lung contour boundaries are determined (by
thresholding) and traced automatically over the images. Each lung is then subdivided into
three ROI or “segments”.






Perform hot spot masking if needed.
On the Draw ROI page redraw or adjust the position of the automatically created ROI on
the PERFUSION image as needed.
The ventilation ROI will be derived from the perfusion ROI. Adjust the position of the
VENTILATION ROI if needed.
Each lung ROI will automatically be divided into three segments. The number of
segments may be changed to 1, 2 or 3.
Press [Save Study Result] to save the ROI and modified data for later viewing.

Quantification Results
A variety of pages will show the results of quantification
for either the geometric mean of anterior and posterior,
or anterior only and posterior only.
For each of the anterior, posterior and geometric mean
images the following ratios are calculated and
expressed as percentages:
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9.1

Lung SPECT Workflow

Various combinations of data are supported. Perfusion only,
ventilation only, or both may be processed and displayed. No
reconstruction is performed in this application.
Data Loading
After selecting the Lung SPECT application, a series will be selected
at random and the application will proceed to a second loading
screen.
As a minimum, at least one volume must be loaded on the
second loading screen.
If tomo series have been loaded the PROCESSING/QC page
will show the data with cine, sonogram, linogram and
summed projection views.


Review the quality of the acquired data.

The REGISTRATION-LINKING page will show the ventilation
volume, the perfusion volume and a fusion display with both
ventilation and perfusion data.


Press the Link button on the toolbar to
automatically register the ventilation and
perfusion volumes, and to link all
associated triangulation cursors.



If the data is significantly different, it may be necessary to
position the cursors on the same landmark in each image, and use
manual registration on the utilities menu.
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Right and Left Volumes
In addition to the usual ventilation and perfusion volumes, this application automatically
creates separate SPECT volumes for each lung. This is sometimes useful when viewing slices in
the sagittal orientation.
Display Pages
The ventilation and perfusion images will be presented in a variety of layouts. The number of
layouts and their appearance will depend on local configurations, they will be grouped into
categories (page groups) in the display.
9.1.1.1 Quick View Group
This category contains pages that present all data in one glance, combining triangulation of
volumes and viewing of pseudoplanar images into one display.
9.1.1.2 Reprojection Group
This category displays the pseudoplanar views, which are derived from the maximum
intensity projection (MIP) of the volume data. There are several layouts for comparing
ventilation with perfusion, similar to those used for planar lung imaging. Segmental diagrams
of the lungs are also included.

9.2

Lung SPECT-CT Workflow

In addition to ventilation and perfusion SPECT volumes, one or more CT series may also be
loaded. If only one CT series has been acquired both ventilation and perfusion will be
registered and displayed with the one CT. If a CT series was acquired with both ventilation
and perfusion, each will be registered to and displayed with its corresponding CT.
If tomo series have been loaded the PROCESSING/QC page will show the data with cine,
sonogram, linogram and summed projection views.


Review the quality of the acquired data.

The REGISTRATION-LINKING page will show both ventilation and perfusion CT (the same CT
twice if only one has been loaded) and the ventilation and perfusion SPECT volumes. The
cursors in each viewport will operate independently.


Press the Link button on the toolbar to automatically register the ventilation
and perfusion volumes, and the perfusion CT to the ventilation CT, and to
link all associated triangulation cursors.

If the data is significantly different, it may be necessary to position the cursors on the same
landmark in each image, and use manual registration on the utilities menu.
In addition to the previously described display pages, a fusion display showing the ventilation
SPECT-CT and perfusion SPECT-CT will be created.
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9.3

PulmoGam – Lung SPECT

This application is used with lung SPECT data, and when additional information using the
Lund method is required. This is an optional item, and may not be enabled on all
configurations.
Input Data Loading
The data loading options include:
 Ventilation Tomo series
 Perfusion Tomo series
 Ventilation Recon Tomo series
 Perfusion Recon Tomo series
 CT Axial
 Static series
 Secondary Captures (ScreenSaves)
Static images loaded will be displayed without
analysis.
Reconstruction
 Use the Sinogram, Linogram and Summed Frames
views on the Projections page to evaluate the
quality of the data.
 To set the reconstruction limits bring in the
horizontal lines around the lungs using the
Triangulation tool. Place the limits close to heart to
eliminate activity that may affect image scaling.
 To select a different reconstruction method or
filter press [Reconstruction].
 Right click on a projection data viewport to apply
motion correction as needed.
 Press [Post Filter] on the Triangulation & Planar page to post filter the volume.
 Press [Save] to save the volumes to the database.
Series Registration-MIRegister
If there has been movement of the patient between the ventilation and perfusion
acquisitions the two series may be registered to one another.
 Select the Registration page. Press [Register]. The data will be registered, this may take a
few seconds during which the data will shift visibly on the screen.
 Select the Reorientation tool to perform additional manual adjustments of the
registration if necessary.
 Press [Validate] to apply the registration (transformation matrix) to the data and update
the display pages.
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PulmoGam Display Pages
A variety of display pages will be available including:
 Triangulation&Planar
 Vent/Perf MIP Frames – 16 MIP frames
 Pseudo-Planar-including Perf/Vent count ratio of evaluation of image quality
 Slices – three orthogonal view display
 Coronal Slices- Coronal views only-linked triangulation between Vent and Perf.
Pseudoplanar images are created by summing three consecutive planar projections from
the loaded tomo series at each of eight angles. The resulting planar images may be saved to
the image database as static series.

9.4

PulmoGam – Lund Quantitative Analysis (LundSPECT)

This application is a direct implementation of a quantitative method for lung scintigraphy
developed and validated at the University of Lund in Sweden. A detailed explanation of the
methodology is provided at the end of this chapter. It is intended for use as an adjunct to the
usual SPECT display of images.
Data Acquisition
The methodology has been validated with specific acquisition parameters. It is
recommended that these parameters be followed as closely as possible. The method was
developed with ventilation and perfusion acquisitions taking place without movement of the
patient between acquisitions. It is not known how results would be affected if manual or
automated image registration is performed on the acquired data prior to quantification.
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64X64 matrix
128 projections over 360°
10 sec/projection for ventilation
5 sec/projection for perfusion
Pixel size 6.8 mm
Ventilation dose 30MBq
Perfusion dose 100-120 MBq

Data Processing
Data processing is entirely automatic. Correction and normalization of images takes place
and the MIP data is generated. There may be a noticeable delay after the data is loaded
and prior to the first display pages appearing. During this time the application is performing
all required image processing.
LundSPECT Display Pages
A separate tab grouping of pages contains all displays relevant to the Lund quantitative
analysis.
Triangulation
The triangulation page consists of a number of viewports:
 2 projections (ventilation and perfusion)
 Transverse slices (ventilation, perfusion, V/P ratio)
 Coronal slices (ventilation, perfusion, V/P ratio)
 Sagittal slices (ventilation, perfusion, V/P ratio)
 MIP Images (ventilation, perfusion, V/P ratio)
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This page displays images of the lungs, from the three projections (transverse, coronal, and
sagittal) with viewports for ventilation, perfusion, and the ventilation/perfusion ratio. The
ventilation and perfusion images are acquired; the V/P ratio images are calculated.
To produce the Ventilation/Perfusion Ratio images, the ventilation and perfusion datasets are
registered and the hot spots subtracted from the original ventilation data. The lung borders
are statistically delineated and the pixel intensity values are automatically renormalized
between 0 and 4000 to arrive at the V/P Quotient image set.
Coronal Page
The coronal page displays
the
ventilation
and
perfusion images in the
top two sections, and
displays
the
ventilation/perfusion ratio
images directly below
them. The crosshair may
be by left clicking on any
image; the set of images
will
be
automatically
scrolled,
and
the
reference image aligned to the center. All other cross hairs are automatically repositioned.

Sagittal Page
The sagittal page
displays the images
into rows: right lung
ventilation / left
lung
ventilation,
right lung perfusion
/ left lung perfusion,
and right lung v/p
ratio / left lung v/p
ratio.

Transverse Page
The transverse page displays the ventilation and perfusion images in the top two sections,
and displays the ventilation/perfusion ratio images directly below them.
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MIP Page
The MIP page provides a
rotating cine of the
ventilation,
perfusion,
and V/P ratio images.
The rotation may be
stopped, advanced in
single
frames,
or
reversed by invoking the
Cine settings toolbar with
a right click on any MIP
cine

QC Page
The QC page displays the original ventilation, original perfusion, corrected perfusion, hot
spots map, and corrected ventilation. The images are drawn from the original ventilation
images. They are positioned in opposition to the hot spot map, whose values will be
subtracted
from it to
produce
the
“corrected
ventilation”.
The
resulting
“corrected
ventilation”
images
display the
data
with
hot
spots
removed.
The
corrected
images are
used in the computation of the V/P ratio.
At the time of the perfusion acquisition, some residual activity from ventilation acquisition
which preceded it may still remain. Before the V/P Ratio can be calculated, this ventilation
background activity is removed from the perfusion data. The QC page permits you to
examine the original perfusion image and compare it to the corrected version.
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PulmoGam Page
This page displays three sections: three coronal views, one each for ventilation, perfusion,
and V/P ratio, and two sections devoted to sagittal views of the right and left lungs. The
counts, and count rates are displayed for ventilation and perfusion.

9.5

LundSPECT-Clinical Background and Rationale

Ventilation-Perfusion tomography
Pulmonary scintigraphy is used to display regional ventilation (V) and perfusion (P). In the
healthy persons there is a balance between regional ventilation and perfusion to get optimal
gas exchange. The most important application of lung scintigraphy is the diagnosis of
pulmonary embolism (PE). Pulmonary embolism causes areas with perfusion defects. Because
other cardiopulmonary diseases, including lung inflammation, obstructive lung disease,
tumor, asthma and left heart failure may cause deficient perfusion, imaging is combined with
ventilation imaging to improve the specificity for PE diagnosis. In pulmonary embolism a
perfusion defects is due to an embolus blocking blood flow. Ventilation remains normal, as
tissue viability is maintained by the bronchial circulation. Hence, diagnosis of PE is based on
absent perfusion with preserved ventilation, a so-called mismatch. When interpreting
combined ventilation and perfusion images, it is possible to identify characteristic patterns of
other diseases than pulmonary embolism (1-4).
Studies of ventilation and perfusion scintigraphy are still generally based on planar imaging
although single photon emission tomography (SPECT) signifies a new era in nuclear medicine
making planar imaging obsolete in several fields.
For lung function studies
ventilation/perfusion tomography (V/P SPECT) has undeniable advantage over planar
technique such as very low non-diagnostic findings and high sensitivity and specificity (2-8).
Unfortunately, obsolete planar scintigraphy caused by non-standardized method and
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probabilistic interpretation(9) is still used for comparison with up to date contrast enhanced
computed tomography (CTPA).
The crucial problem in studying diagnostics of PE is that an accepted gold standard is
missing. Angiography is no longer in common use due to limitations (10). The results of clinical
strategies in terms of clinical outcome have been used to illustrate the power and limitations
for diagnosis of PE (11).

9.6

LundSPECT - Radiopharmaceuticals

Ventilation Scintigraphy - Gases
Ventilation can be performed with radioactive gases or labelled aerosols. A particular
aerosol is Technegas, regarded as a pseudo-gas because of its very small particle size
yielding aerodynamic properties simulating a gas.
The radioactive gases include 133 Xenon and 181 Krypton. These gases have reduced clinical
utility due to limited commercial accessibility, high cost, and in the case of 181Kr the
impracticality of a daily generator.
Ventilation Scintigraphy - Radioaerosols
The distribution and the deposition of aerosols in the lungs depends on the particle size.
Commercial nebulizers that are available provide particles of appropriate size. The ideal
ones are in the range of 0.1-0.5 microns. Particles larger than 2-3 microns tend to settle out on
99mTclarge airways and regional activity therefore reflects not only ventilation.
diethylenetriaminepentaacetate (DTPA) is frequently used agent. The average size is 1.2-1.6
microns. It is hydrophilic and grows in size within the conducting airways. It has normally
relatively fast clearance from the lung (T 1/2 ca 70 min).
99mTc Technegas has hydrophobic particles with size 0.005-0.2 microns. These particles
penetrate to alveolar level similar to a gas which makes them preferable for studying
ventilation.
Perfusion Scintigraphy
Perfusion scintigraphy is based on microembolization with radio-labelled particles injected in
peripheral vein. The commercially used particles are labelled macro-aggregate of human
albumin (MAA). They are sized 15-100 microns and will lodge in the pulmonary capillaries and
pre-capillary arterioles. The particle distribution accurately illustrates regional perfusion. The
number of injected particles is essential. Minimum of 60,000 is required to obtain an even
distribution of activity reflecting regional perfusion. Normally the range should be 200,000 –
700,000. The routinely administered particles will result in obstruction of only small fraction of
pulmonary vessels. However, a special preparation of 100,000-200,000 particles is usually
given to patients with known pulmonary hypertension, right to left shunt or after single lung
transplantation.

9.7

LundSPECT - V/P SPECT Quantitative Method

Acquisition
The lung scintigraphy should always include V and P in order to increase the specificity, lung
delineation and the pattern recognition typical for other lung diseases than PE.
A large fields of view dual head gamma camera and low-energy, all-purpose collimator; a
64 x 64 matrix zoomed to a pixel size of 6.8 mm, are used with 128 projections over 360°. In
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supine position the patient inhales the aerosolized Technegas or DTPA until 30 MBq are
deposited in the lungs. Each projection takes 10 s. Immediately thereafter and without
patient movement, 100-120 MBq of 99mTc-MAA is given i.v. for the perfusion study. Perfusion
tomography follows in which each projection takes 5s.
Data Processing
If the ventilation study is performed with 99mTc-DTPA, clearance is calculated from the initial
and final SPECT projections, and is used for correction of the ventilation projection set prior to
reconstruction. Hot spots if present are removed in 2 contexts: first in the copy of the planar
projections used for the clearance calculation and second, 3-dimensionally, in the
reconstructed ventilation slice set (2). Iterative reconstruction is performed using OSEM with 8
subsets and 2 iterations. The ventilation background is subtracted from the perfusion
tomograms, and a normalized V/P image set calculated. In clinical routine the procedure is
made fully automatic. In short, the main consideration in the creation of quotient images is to
define a suitable scaling factor between the reconstructed and appropriately smoothed
ventilation and perfusion data sets. The scaling was designed with the aim of producing
quotient images that would be displayed in a fixed grey-scale value in lung regions deemed
to be normal based on a simple automatic criterion. In the original work (2) the normal region
was selected by threshholding from the maximum count after automatic hot-spot removal in
the reconstructed volumes. In the last version a more robust normalization threshholding was
applied. Thus, the reconstructed volume was first truncated at a lower threshold of 10% of its
maximum value. An upper threshold was then obtained by iteration to the count level at
which 90% of the lung volume was included. The voxels within the count range 50 – 100% of
the upper threshold were used to define a preliminary ‘normal’ sub-volume. This process was
applied to ventilation and perfusion independently. The volume in which both ventilation
and perfusion were ‘normal’ comprised the final normalization volume. When, in exceptional
cases, no such common volume was recognized, each region was used separately. The
average voxel count in the normalization volume was scaled to be equal for ventilation and
perfusion. The final display was set to always span a quotient range of 0 to 4000, with equality
being represented by 1000 (12).
Ventilation, perfusion and V/P quotient tomograms are simultaneously presented in 13.6 mm
thick coronal, sagittal and transverse slices, and as rotating volume rendered “Maximum
Intensity Projection” images. The computer display allowed adjustment of thresholds and
colours.
The time needed for V/P examination is about 30 minutes including acquisition time of 16
minutes. Reconstruction, automatic processing including all slices and 3D rendered cine
images takes approximately 9 minutes. Interpretation and reporting takes 5-10 minutes.

9.8

LundSPECT - Interpretation Criteria

Tomographic images are related for interpretation to anatomical charts of lung segments. A
holistic principle of clinical image reading is applied in the interpretation of PE using the
following guidelines:
 No embolism, negative for PE: Absence of unmatched perfusion defects.
 Embolism, positive for PE: mismatch of at least >1 segmental or sub-segmental defect i.e.
at least 2 points.
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Other pathology than PE: P and V defects showing match or reversed mismatch. Pattern
typical for other lung diseases such as pneumonia, left heart failure, obstructive lung
disease or tumor.
 Non-diagnostic, ND: Grave V/P defects rendering the judgment of mismatch impossible.
Readers consider the number of mismatched areas, their distinctness, peripheral or central
position as well as segmental or non-segmental orientation.
It is important to notice that mismatch patterns not having segmental character are not
representing PE. Non segmental mismatch defects imply that the perfusion defects do not
conform to segments and are not wedged shaped (except medial lobe and lingula). Non
segmental patterns are observed in patients with tumor, mediastinal adenopathy, postradiation therapy and left heart failure.


Quantification of Ventilation and Perfusion
Management of PE was previously confined to in-hospital therapy. Patients with deep venous
thrombosis have concomitant PE in 20-55%, which is usually not diagnosed because
symptoms of PE are lacking. Outpatient hospital therapy of patients with deep venous
thrombosis, which is perceived as a safe routine, implies that also many patients with PE are
treated at home. Quantification is becoming important for choice of therapy, i.e.
thrombolysis or conventional anticoagulants, and more importantly for identifying patients
suitable for out-patient treatment. Patients with up to 40 % perfusion defects and not more
than 20% of ventilation defects are safely treated at home (13). Up to now more than 1000 PE
patients have been treated based on V/P SPECT quantification. This routine makes for
happier patients and saves about €2000.00 per patient. Moreover, quantification allows the
referring clinicians a choice to either observe or to treat patients with very small PE. Applying
a method as sensitive as V/P SPECT, requires close contact with the clinicians so that undue
therapy may be avoided in carefully selected patients with small emboli and potentially false
positive PE.
The degree of abnormalities are routinely quantified in terms of “RoVent” points (Reduction
of Ventilation) and “RoPer” points (Reduction of Perfusion). A segmental reduction or a
subsegmental total loss of function is attributed 1 point; a total segmental loss of function is
attributed 2 points. The lungs are considered to have 18 segments. Thus, a theoretical total
loss of function would yield 36 points. Areas with loss of perfusion and with preserved
ventilation were likewise scored as mismatch point.
Follow up
The importance of follow up of patients is essential for both clinical and scientific reasons.
Follow up is needed in order to assess the need for prolonged therapy beyond 6 months, in
case of extensive remnants of PE. It allows differentiation between new and old PE where
there is suspicion of recurring PE and may explain physical incapacity after PE in cases of
permanently damaged lung function. It can also evaluate and compare drugs and
therapeutic strategies.
Sensitivity and specificity of V/P SPECT
The sensitivity for V/P SPECT was tested in a porcine model using latex emboli labeled with
201Tl to enable precise localization of the emboli, sized 2.2-3.7 mm in diameter.
With the
planar modality, sensitivity among the 3 readers was on average 64% and specificity was
79%. On tomographic images, sensitivity was on average 91% and specificity was 87% (14).
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In clinical study, 53% more mismatch points were identified with V/P SPECT as compared to
planar technique (15). Similar results have been found by Reinertz (16).
The number of non diagnostic findings are 1-3% (3-5, 7) compared to 65% in the PIOPED study
(9). In clinical data Leblanc et al (7) showed high negative predictive value and Bajc et al
showed high negative and positive predictive value in 1785 patients followed up clinically for
6 months (17).
Radiation exposure
A very important part of the PE diagnostic algorithm is the radiation risk aspect. The effective
radiation dose is 1.8mSv and the absorbed dose to the female breast is 1mSv, when using 30
MBq for ventilation and 120 MBq for perfusion SPECT respectively (18). Estimation of exposure is
easy when short lived isotopes are used in nuclear medicine. On the other hand, competitive
procedures such as CTPA give an effective radiation dose of 10-20 mSv and an absorbed
dose to the female breast of up to 80 mSv (19).

9.9
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9.10 Shunt Applications
There are a total of 6 available Shunt applications is Oasis.







Brain-Lung Shunt
HepaticAV_Shunt
Hepatopulmonary Shunt
Lung-Liver Shunt
Perfusion Shunt Analysis
RtoL_Shunt

Brain-Lung Shunt
Four static images are required for Brain-Lung Shunt
evaluation: Anterior/Posterior Lung static, and Right
Lateral/Left Lateral brain statics.
A single ROI are drawn for both lungs on the anterior
image. The ROI is automatically mirrored to the
posterior image, while the quantification is performed
on the geometric mean image.
A ROI is drawn on the right lateral brain image and
mirrored to the left lateral brain image. Background
ROI are optional in this application.
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Hepatic AV Shunt
Anterior and posterior wholebody images are required.
Static images for display may also be loaded.



On the posterior wholebody image, draw
right and left ROI, along with a liver ROI.

Background ROI are optional. Posterior ROI are
automatically mirrored to the Anterior image – adjust if necessary.
The Hepatic AV Shunt Results page is displayed.
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Hepatopulmonary Shunt
Required images:
 Anterior/posterior wholebody images
 Right/left lateral brain statics
 Anterior/posterior lung statics.







On the first ROI page, draw right and left anterior
lung ROI, which are automatically mirrored to the
posterior lung static (reposition if necessary).
Draw right lateral brain ROI, which is automatically
mirrored to the left lateral brain image (reposition if
necessary).
Background ROI are optional.
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On the second ROI page, reposition lung and brain ROI, then draw wholebody ROI on
the anterior wholebody image, which is automatically mirrored to the posterior
wholebody image.

The two results pages appear as follows:
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Lung-Liver Shunt
Four static images are required for Lung-Liver Shunt evaluation:
 Anterior/Posterior Lung static
 Anterior/Posterior Liver static.
A single ROI is drawn for both lungs on the anterior image.
The ROI is automatically mirrored to the posterior image,
while the quantification is performed on the geometric
mean image.
A ROI is drawn on the anterior liver image and mirrored to
the posterior liver image. Background ROI are optional in
this application.
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Perfusion Shunt
Required images:
 Anterior/posterior wholebody images.
 Anterior/posterior lung statics.

 On the first ROI page, draw right and left ROI
on the anterior lung static.
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On the Whole Body ROI and Ratios page, reposition the Lung ROI, and draw an ROI on
the anterior wholebody image.

The Results page appears as follows:
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R to L Shunt
Required images:
 Anterior/posterior
images.




wholebody

On the ROI page, draw the left and right
Lung ROI on the posterior wholebody
image
On the ROI page, draw a whole body ROI
on the posterior wholebody image.
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The right to left shunt results page appears as follows:
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10.

BRAIN DISPLAY AND PROCESSING

Oasis provides a suite of applications for display and processing of a wide variety of brain
studies:
 CerSPECT
 NeuroGam
 PET_CT Neuro
 SISCOM
 DaTscan™
The CerSPECT application provides motion correction and reconstruction of projection SPECT
data. Volume and slice display pages optimized for brain visualization are provided.
NeuroGam is an advanced application that registers patient data to the Talairach space for
detailed quantification of uptake in cerebral structures. Comparison to normal and abnormal
populations and subtraction (delta) images of is also included in this optional application.
PET_CT Neuro is one of the suite of PET_CT applications provided with Oasis. It is similar to the
other PET-CT applications except that the viewport size and aspect ratio is optimized for brain
display.
SISCOM (Subtraction Ictal SPECT Co-registered to MRI) accepts as input two SPECT volumes
and an MRI. The SPECT volumes are registered to one another, a subtraction (delta) volume is
created and the delta volume is superimposed on the MRI for anatomical location of
epileptic foci.
The DaTscan application provides reconstruction with Chang
attenuation correction and semi-quantitative analysis of SPECT
dopamine transporter studies.

10.1 CerSPECT Application and Displays
Several kinds of image may be present in the datasets loaded
for the CerSPECT application:
 Raw Tomo Series (Baseline and Activation)
 Recon Tomo Series (Baseline and Activation)
 Secondary Captures
Reconstruction for Baseline and Activation
 On the Projections tab, review the Sinogram, Linogram,
Summed image, and projection cine.
 Press [Motion Correction] if needed.
 Press [Chang Correction] to correct for attenuation.
 Select the Reconstruction tab, and adjust the upper and
lower mask limits as needed.
 If needed, press [Recons. Method] to change the
reconstruction parameters.
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Segami recommends using either OSEM1D or Filtered Back Projection as the
reconstruction technique for Tomographic Brain studies.
Segami does not recommend the use of OSEM2D or OSEM3D for Brain
reconstruction.
Reorientation for Baseline and Activation
 Press [Post-Filtering] to apply or modify the post reconstruction filtering as needed.
 Adjust the volume position and orientation if needed.
 Mask the volume by adjusting the green handles if needed
 Click on “Apply Masking/Reorientation changes” to continue.
 Right click on any viewports to save the reoriented volumes
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Chang Attenuation Correction
Attenuation occurs when a photon interacts with tissue. The consequence of attenuation is
that there are less photons detected from deeper structures in the body than from tissues
near the body surface. Reconstruction of a uniform source will demonstrate that counts are
low towards the centre. For example, in reconstruction of brain scans there will be lower
counts from the deeper structures in the brain (basal ganglia). In the case of the brain, where
attenuation can be considered to be constant, then a relatively straightforward means of
correction can be applied. Chang AC is only an approximate method, which simply
calculates the average attenuation for photons travelling from each point in the body at
different angles. The method involves multiplication by a correction factor at each point,
with typically slight over-correction, even when using an effective attenuation coefficient.
Operators must ensure that the correct body boundary is selected for the part of the body
being corrected, since the algorithm will assume a constant m within that boundary. For
example, the required boundary is the edge of the head (including scalp), not the edge of
the brain, and this boundary is different in each transverse slice through the head. The
selection of the attenuation coefficient is dependent on the method of Chang
implementation. Typical attenuation coefficients (μ) for Tc99m are 0.12 to 0.14 cm-1. Oasis uses
a body contour determined by a threshold, a different contour is used for each projection
which increases the accuracy of the correction. For this implementation the use of an
attenuation coefficient of 0.12 cm-1 is recommended.



Press [Chang Correction].
On the Chang QC page
adjust the lower and upper
threshold to obtain the binary
mask of the brain.

The default lower threshold is 12.
The binary brain mask corresponding to the selected thresholds
is displayed on the lower right of the page (Masked Projections).
 Click on [Validate Threshold] to continue.
The binary brain mask is reconstructed using a FBP method
(order = 4 and cutoff = 0.5f).
The attenuation coefficient is read from a configuration file (Oasis\chang.config) for each
isotope. If the isotope name is not found in the DICOM file
or if the attenuation coefficient is not found in the
configuration file, a form will appear to enter the
attenuation coefficient value. The default value is 0.12.
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Cerebellum Normalization for Baseline and Activation






This page allows the user the ability to normalize the entire volume to a user-defined
cerebellum region.
Adjust the cursors until the summed range slice viewport shows the cerebellum. Use the
ROI tool to draw a ROI around the cerebellum. The volumes displayed in the rest of the
application will be normalized to this ROI
The cerebellum ROI may be moved or modified and the normalization will be updated.

MTV Views (Baseline and Activation)
A variety of display pages showing slices, multi-threshold volumes and MIP images will be
available. The specific pages available will vary depending on local configuration.
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10.2 PET_CT_Neuro
This application is essentially the same as all other PET CT
applications; however it is optimized for display of brain data.
Input Data Loading
Several kinds of image may be present in the dataset loaded
for bone analysis:
 PET AC corrected
 SPECT Recon Tomo
 CT Axial
 MRI
 Secondary Captures (ScreenSaves)
Display Pages
A variety of display pages from the full collection of available
pages have been selected for use in this application.
The pages that appear will be dependent on the type of
data loaded and will include separate pages for each
modality as well as fusion and comparative pages.
PET/CT Pages
 The viewports are all equipped with cross hairs for triangulation. Also the mouse wheel
can be used to scroll through the slices
 The W/L and LUT can be adjusted by clicking on the W/L button on the Oasis toolbar or
choosing it from the Context Menu
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PET/CT Fusion






The viewports are all equipped
with cross hairs for triangulation.
Also the mouse wheel can be
used to scroll through the slices
The W/L and LUT can be adjusted
by clicking on the W/L button on
the Oasis toolbar or choosing it
from the Context Menu
The image in the third viewport is
the PET/CT fusion image.

Big Fusion
The viewports are all
equipped with cross
hairs for triangulation.
Also the mouse wheel
can be used to scroll
through the slices
 The W/L and LUT
can be adjusted
by clicking on the
W/L button on the
Oasis toolbar or
choosing it from
the Context Menu
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PET/CT Fusion Slice (SAG/COR/TRA) Display






The viewports are all equipped with
cross hairs for triangulation. Also the
mouse wheel can be used to scroll
through the slices
The W/L and LUT can be adjusted
by clicking on the W/L button on
the Oasis toolbar or choosing it from
the Context Menu
Use the [+] and [-] buttons to
increase or decrease the number of
slices

PET AC Display






PET TRA/SAG/COR Display
 The viewports are all equipped with
cross hairs for triangulation. Also the
mouse wheel can be used to scroll
through the slices
 The W/L and LUT can be adjusted by
clicking on the W/L button on the
Oasis toolbar or choosing it from the
Context Menu
 Use the [+] and [-] buttons to increase
or decrease the number of slices
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This page displays the
attenuation corrected PET
images in the transverse,
sagittal, and coronal axis
and the MIP cine
The
viewports
are
all
equipped with cross hairs
for triangulation. Also the
mouse wheel can be used
to scroll through the slices
The cine image can be
manipulated by right-click,
and select Show Cine
Control.

CT TRA/SAG/COR Display






SPECT/MRI Fusion
 The PET/CT Neuro application can
also be used to view SPECT, MRI
and create SPECT MRI fusion
images
 If needed, the images can be reregistered using the registration
manager or the reorient tool.
 On fusion images, select the W/L
tool gives user access to the Alpha
Blending tool.

SPECT Display
 This page displays the
SPECT images in the
transverse,
sagittal,
and coronal axis and
the MIP cine
 The viewports are all
equipped with cross
hairs for triangulation.
Also the mouse wheel
can be used to scroll
through the slices
 The cine image can
be manipulated by
right-click, and select Show Cine Control.
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The viewports are all equipped with cross hairs
for triangulation. Also the mouse wheel can be
used to scroll through the slices
The W/L and window can be adjusted by
clicking on the W/L button on the Oasis toolbar
or choosing it from the Context Menu
Use the [+] and [-] buttons to increase or
decrease the number of slices

SPECT TRA/SAG/COR Display
 The viewports are all equipped with cross
hairs for triangulation. Also the mouse wheel
can be used to scroll through the slices
 The W/L and LUT can be adjusted by clicking
on the W/L button on the Oasis toolbar or
choosing it from the Context Menu
 Use the [+] and [-] buttons to increase or
decrease the number of slices.
SPECT Isocontour MTV Display
 This page contains an MTV
(multi-threshold view) three
dimensional display
 The user is able to adjust the
dual thresholds with the
scroll bar
 The left scroll bar controls
the surface structure and
the right scroll bar controls
the
interior
functional
structures
MRI Display
This page displays the MRI
images
in
the
transverse,
sagittal, and coronal axis and
the MIP cine
 The
viewports
are
all
equipped with cross hairs for
triangulation.
Also the
mouse wheel can be used
to scroll through the slices
 The cine image can be
manipulated by right-click,
and select Show Cine
Control.
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10.3 SISCOM
A combination of SPECT and MRI imaging may be used for improved diagnosis of areas of
regional activation in the brain during seizure. This technique, called SISCOM, for Subtraction
Ictal SPECT COregistered to MRI, takes advantage of the transient focal increase in cerebral
blood flow in the region of seizure focus to image and localize the part of the brain involved
in the seizure activity.
Two types of semi-quantitation are provided in this
application, SPECT and PET, registered to MRI. (A CT series
can be used in the absence of an MRI series)
Data Loading
For the SPECT workflow at a minimum two SPECT (ictal and
interictal) series as well as an MRI series must be loaded in
the baseline and activation loading bins.
For PET workflow, a single PET series may be loaded. If a PET
series is loaded in addition to SPECT series it will be ignored.
Only one workflow may be used at one time.
Load an MRI
localization.

series

for

registration

and

anatomic

SPECT Workflow
 Masking – Draw a ROI around areas of excess extracranial activity.
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Registration – Press [Registration] to begin the automatic registering of each SPECT series
to the MRI data.




Verify that the ictal and interictal data is correctly registered using the linked cursors.
If necessary, activate the reorientation tool from the toolbar and adjust the SPECT data
as needed to improve the registration.
Adjust the [Parameters] only if necessary to obtain a satisfactory registration result.
Press [Apply Registration] to validate and save the registration.
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Delta Results – These pages display the two SPECT volumes as well as the difference in
standard deviations between the two loaded SPECT volumes. The threshold can be
changed on this page, with most sites preferring 50 – 65%.



ANAT Fusion Results – These pages shows the delta image superimposed on the MRI data
using a color scale to specifically highlight the areas of greatest difference between the
two SPECT volumes.
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PET Workflow
The workflow for PET data is exactly the same as the SPECT workflow. The only difference is
that instead of performing a comparison of ictal to interictal data the application will
highlight asymmetry by comparing right to left patterns of uptake.

SISCOM Methodology in Oasis
SPECT Workflow
First the interictal SPECT data is registered (non-elastic) to the MR data. The ictal data is also
registered to the MR data. Manual adjustments of each SPECT volume may be made if
necessary.
Both baseline and activation volumes are compacted (downsampled), which reduces noise
in the delta volume. The activation volume is normalized to the maximum of the baseline
volume. A threshold value is created by multiplying a clipping value (by default 0.25) with the
maximum value of the baseline data. This threshold value is used to clip the lower values from
both the baseline and activation data.
A new volume that represents the interictal/ictal ratio of pixel values is created and adjusted
to show only the positive ratio values. This results in the delta volume, which is registered to
the MRI data and displayed as a fusion image with MRI for precise anatomic localization of
areas increased regional cerebral blood flow on the ictal data, compared to the interictal.
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PET Workflow
The loaded PET data is mirrored from right to left, creating a second PET series. The original
PET data and the L/R mirrored data are then subjected to the same series of operations as for
the SPECT workflow. The resulting delta image shows areas of significant difference in blood
flow from right to left (instead of baseline to activation).

10.4 DaTscan™
DaTscan™ is a radiopharmaceutical indicated for striatal dopamine transporter visualization
using single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) brain imaging to assist in the
evaluation of adult patients with suspected Parkinsonian syndromes (PS). DaTscan may be
used to help differentiate essential tremor from tremor due to PS (idiopathic Parkinson’s
disease, multiple system atrophy and progressive supranuclear palsy). DaTscan™ is an
adjunct to other diagnostic evaluations. Various semi-quantitative and quantitative methods
may be used to evaluate DaTscan™ images.
Oasis provides two different semi-quantitative methods for evaluation of DaTscan™ images.
The first method is a simple comparison of counts in manually placed caudate and putamen
regions of interest to counts in an occipital region of interest. The caudate and putamen
uptake represents specific binding to dopamine receptors compared to non-specific binding
represented by uptake in the occipital region of interest. The second method (resolution
independent) avoids the variability of quantitative results due to partial volume effects using
a method developed at University Hospital Ghent, Ghent, Belgium.
F-18 agents can also be loaded into the DaTscan application for quantification.
workflow is the same as SPECT workflow.

The

General Workflow – Data Preparation
 Load a single tomo series, or a series which contains multiple tomo rotations.
 Merge Rotations - When multiple rotations are loaded the Merge Rotations processing
page will appear. Select the particular rotations to be included in the reconstruction,
save the merged series if desired.
 Reconstruction - review the quality of the projection data. Press [Reconstruction] to open
the reconstruction parameters form and adjust parameters as needed. Press
[Reconstruction] in the form to create the reconstructed volume.
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Chang Correction – adjust the saturation level slider until the rotating outline of the brain has
smooth contours. Begin with a low saturation level and increase the level just until the
brain outlines are smooth. Do not increase the level such that the brain outline becomes
smaller.
 Press [Validate saturation level] to apply the Chang attenuation correction. The
attenuation coefficient used is 0.13 and is not configurable.
 Press [Save Chang Volume] to save the attenuation corrected volume in the database.
 Reorientation – The reorient tool will be selected by default. Drag the volume in the top
rows until the putamen and caudate are centered in transaxial and coronal views and
the brain is rotated so that the base of the brain is horizontal. Press [Apply Reorientation].





Press [Save Reoriented Chang] to save the
attenuation corrected and reoriented volume
back to the database.
Proceed to ANALYSIS

Count Based Quantification
This is the classic semi-quantitative method for
evaluation of striatal uptake.
 Adjust the upper and lower limits to just
encompass the striatum.
 On the ROI Definition viewport adjust the position
of the circular caudate ROI.
 Adjust the position of the occipital ROI as needed.
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On either the ROI Definition or Specific Binding viewports draw manual ROI around the
right putamen.
Right click on the right putamen ROI to mirror and copy the ROI for left putamen OR
manually draw a left putamen ROI.

Resolution Independent Quantification
 Adjust the upper and lower limits to just encompass the striatum.
 Adjust the position/size of the whole brain ROI as needed.
 Draw a loose ROI around the right striatum.
 Adjust the position of the left striatum ROI as needed (see below).
 Edit/enter the Injected dose MBq and the camera calibration factor (sensitivity) in
cpm/MBq.

Note that for the right and left uptake values to be
calculated raw projection data must be loaded,
even if reconstructed data has been loaded.
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11.

NEUROGAM

11.1 Input Data Loading
The Patient Load Procedure is as follows:
 Choose the Patient by clicking on the row in the patient
browser in the upper section
 Choose the Application (e.g. “NeuroGam) from the list
 Drag the required series from the patient detail section into the
Application Inputs Section or just click on Auto – Load
 Click the [Go] button to start the NeuroGam application
Loaded Data Display

This page displays the Baseline and Activation images that were loaded. In Triangulation
Mode use the cross hairs or mouse wheel to scroll through the slices.
Min, Max, and average number of
counts – This is within the circle for
the contours data.
Diameter – This indicates how big
the circle is. You can interactively
change it with [Ctrl]+mouse wheel
scrolling.

Dialog boxes will appear to allow
selection of the radiopharmaceutical
used for each loaded dataset, if this
information is not available in the
DICOM
file.
Choices
of
radiopharmaceutical are:
HMPAO,
ECD, or other.
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11.2 Talairach Registration QC

On the Registration QC page, the data appears without normalization and
with the Talairach template overlaid to evaluate the registration quality for
each loaded data as well as the Talairach atlas. In Triangulation Mode use
the cross hairs or mouse wheel to scroll through the slices.
Right click to Save Registered Volumes back to Oasis

11.3 Normalization
Data may be normalized in a variety of ways:
The default is To Min (Max in Cortex, Max in
Cerebellum). Which means computing the
maximum of perfusion in the cortex, let’s say for
example is MaxCortex.
 Computing the maximum of perfusion in the
cerebellum, let’s say for example is
MaxCerebellum.
Then it compares them:
 If the maximum in the cortex is lower
than the maximum in the cerebellum (MaxCortex < MaxCerebellum) then it
normalizes to the maximum in the cortex (MaxCortex)
 If the maximum in the cortex is higher than the maximum in the cerebellum
(MaxCortex > MaxCerebellum) then it normalizes to the maximum in the
cerebellum (MaxCerebellum)
Other ways data may be normalized:
 To Max in Cortex
 To Max in Cerebellum
 To Max in Entire Brain
 To 1.5 X Brain Median
 To 1.5 X Brain Mean
 To Brain 99th Percentile
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11.4 Profile Type
The user is able to select a profile
type. The profile type describes the
function used to create the 3D
surfaces from the volume. The default
value is average profile type meaning
that on the ray perpendicular to the
cortical surface and through the 2.5
cm of the cortex we take the
average value and display it on the
surface.
When using Maximum
profile, the software displays the
maximum value of that ray.

11.5 Adding Parametric Objects (cerebral structures)



Press [Quantify all ROI] to add all available
parametric objects to the quantification.
Right click and select a specific predefined
Brodmann area or arterial terrain.

Add Baseline to Population
 Right click and select Add Baseline to
population.
A dialog box to the select the population to be
modified will appear. The choices are Standard
Normal, User Normal, User 3-10
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11.6 Display Pages
Baseline 3D Perfusion and Activation 3D Perfusion

On the 3D Perfusion pages, we display the brain average activity sampling normalized to the
normalized chosen. By default we use: Minimum of maximum in cortex and maximum in
cerebellum
Right click to choose Normalization, Profile Type, Add parametric objects, or Add Baseline to
Population
The cortex is shown in 7 projections (Left Medial View, Right View, Anterior View, Superior
View, Right Medial View, Left View, and Posterior View)
There is also an interactive display located in the bottom right portion of the screen. To
activate the interactive function, place the cursor in the interactive screen area, click and
hold. The direction of the rotation may be altered by dragging the cursor to the position you
like.
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3D Perfusion

Displays the Baseline, Activation, and Delta Images
Right click to choose Normalization, Profile Type, Add parametric objects, or Add Baseline to
Population
The Delta Images are the normalized Test Data minus the normalized Baseline Data
The cortex is shown in 5 projections (Right View, Anterior View, Superior View, Left View, and
Posterior View)
There is also an interactive display located in the right portion of the screen. To activate the
interactive function, place the cursor in the interactive screen area, click and hold. The
direction of the rotation may be altered by dragging the cursor to the position you like.
Baseline 3D Perfusion (Big) Right and Baseline 3D Perfusion (Big) Left

Displays Medial Views
There is also an interactive display located in the left portion of the screen. To activate the
interactive function, place the cursor in the interactive screen area, click and hold. The
direction of the rotation may be altered by dragging the cursor to the position you like.
Right click to choose Normalization, Profile Type, Add parametric objects, or Add Baseline to
Population
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Activation 3D Perfusion (Big) Right and Activation 3D Perfusion (Big) Left

Displays Medial Views
There is also an interactive display located in the left portion of the screen. To activate the
interactive function, place the cursor in the interactive screen area, click and hold. The
direction of the rotation may be altered by dragging the cursor to the position you like.
Right click to choose Normalization, Profile Type, Add parametric objects, or Add Baseline to
Population
Baseline 3D Ganglia and Activation 3D Ganglia

On the 3D Perfusion pages, we display the brain average activity sampling normalized to the
normalized chosen. By default we use: Minimum of maximum in cortex and maximum in
cerebellum
Right click to choose Normalization, Profile Type, Add parametric objects, or Add Baseline to
Population
The Ganglia is shown in 5 projections (Superior View Lentiform Nuclei, Superior View Caudate
Nuclei, Superior View, Left View, Superior View Thalami)
There is also an interactive display located in the bottom right portion of the screen. To
activate the interactive function, place the cursor in the interactive screen area, click and
hold. The direction of the rotation may be altered by dragging the cursor to the position you
like.
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Ganglia 3D

Displays the Baseline, Activation, and Delta Images
The Delta Images are the normalized Test Data minus the normalized Baseline Data
Right click to choose Normalization, Profile Type, Add parametric objects, or Add Baseline to
Population
The ganglia is shown in 5 projections (Superior View Lentiform Nuclei, Superior View Caudate
Nuclei, Superior View, Left View, Superior View Thalami)
There is also an interactive display located in the right portion of the screen. To activate the
interactive function, place the cursor in the interactive screen area, click and hold. The
direction of the rotation may be altered by dragging the cursor to the position you like.
Baseline 3D Quantification and Activation 3D Quantification

Right click to choose
Normalization, Profile Type,
Add parametric objects, or
Add Baseline to Population
Predefined
regions
of
interest are divided into
categories:
Brodmann’s
areas,
Structures
and
terrains.
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The variables are defined as follows:
 #Elts: The number of elements in each corresponding region of interest
 Area: The area of each corresponding region of interest expressed as a
percentage of
the entire volume
 Max: The maximum pixel value in each corresponding region of interest expressed
as a percentage of the maximum pixel value in the entire volume.
 Min: The minimum pixel value in each corresponding region of interest expressed
as a percentage of the maximum pixel value in the entire volume
 Mean: The mean pixel value in each corresponding region of interest expressed as
a percentage of the maximum pixel value in the entire volume
 St dev: The standard deviation of the value in all pixels in each corresponding
region of interest

3D Quantification
Display
Baseline
Activation
Images
described above.

and
as
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Baseline Volume Quantification and Activation Volume Quantification
On the Volume Quantification
pages, we display the same
images as on the Registration
QC page.
In Triangulation Mode use the
cross hairs or mouse wheel to
scroll through the slices
Right
click
to
choose
Normalization,
Add
Arterial
Terrains, Brodmann areas, and
Cerebral Structures
Predefined regions of interest
are divided into categories:
Brodmann’s areas, Structures and terrains. The variables are defined as follows:
 Max: The maximum pixel value in each corresponding region of interest expressed as a
percentage of the maximum pixel value in the entire volume.
 Min: The minimum pixel value
in each corresponding region
of interest expressed as a
percentage of the maximum
pixel value in the entire
volume
 Mean: The mean pixel value
in each corresponding region
of interest expressed as a
percentage of the maximum
pixel value in the entire
volume
 St dev:
The standard
deviation of the value in all pixels in each corresponding region of interest
Comparison vs Normal Database
The color bar to the left of the images denotes the number of standard deviations of the
perfusion data from the normal distribution
 Grey: the area between -2SD to +2SD
Normal
 Red: from +2SD to +3SD
hyperperfused
 Pink: from +3SD to +4SD
hyperperfused
 White: above 4SD
hyperperfused
 Green: from -3SD to -2SD
hypoperfused
 Light Blue: from -4SD to -3SD
hypoperfused
 Dark Blue: from -5SD to -4SD
hypoperfused
 Black: below -5SD
hypoperfused
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Baseline 3D Pop Comparison and Activation 3D Pop Comparison
Right
click
to
choose
Normalization, Profile Type, Add
parametric
objects,
or
Add
Baseline to Population
The cortex is shown in 7 projections
(Left Medial View, Right View,
Anterior View, Superior View, Right
Medial View, Left View, Posterior
View)
There is also an interactive display
located in the bottom right portion
of the screen. To activate the
interactive function, place the
cursor in the interactive screen
area, click and hold. The direction of the rotation may be altered by dragging the cursor to
the position you like.
Pop Comparison
Displays
both
Baseline
and
Activation images.
Right click to choose Normalization,
Profile
Type,
Add
parametric
objects, or Add Baseline to
Population.
The cortex is shown in 5 projections
(Right View, Anterior View, Superior
View, Left View, and Posterior View)
There is also an interactive display
located in the right
portion of the screen. To
activate the interactive
function, place the cursor
in the interactive screen
area, click and hold. The
direction of the rotation
may
be
altered
by
dragging the cursor to the
desired position.
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Baseline 3D Pop Comparison (Big) Right and Baseline 3D Pop Comparison (Big) Left

Displays Medial Views. There is also an interactive display located in the left portion of the
screen. To activate the interactive function, place the cursor in the interactive screen area,
click and hold. The direction of the rotation may be altered by dragging the cursor to the
position you like.
Right click to choose Normalization, Profile Type, Add parametric objects, or Add Baseline to
Population
Activation 3D Pop Comparison (Big) Right and Activation 3D Pop Comparison (Big) Left

Displays Medial Views. There is also an interactive display located in the left portion of the
screen. To activate the interactive function, place the cursor in the interactive screen area,
click and hold. The direction of the rotation may be altered by dragging the cursor to the
position you like.
Right click to choose Normalization, Profile Type, Add parametric objects, or Add Baseline to
Population
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Baseline TRA Slice Pop Comparison and Activation TRA Slice Pop Comparison

In Triangulation Mode use the cross hairs or mouse wheel to scroll through the slices
Use the [+] and [-] buttons to increase or decrease the number of slices
Right click to choose Normalization, Profile Type, or Add parametric objects
Baseline COR Slice Pop Comparison and Activation COR Slice Pop Comparison

In Triangulation Mode use the cross hairs or mouse wheel to scroll through the slices
Use the [+] and [-] buttons to increase or decrease the number of slices
Right click to choose Normalization, Profile Type, or Add parametric objects
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Baseline SAG Slice Pop Comparison and Activation SAG Slice Pop Comparison

In Triangulation Mode use the cross hairs or mouse wheel to scroll through the slices
Use the [+] and [-] buttons to increase or decrease the number of slices
Right click to choose Normalization, Profile Type, or Add parametric objects
Baseline 3D Quantification to Population and Activation 3D Quantification to Population
Right click to choose
Normalization,
Profile
Type, Add parametric
objects, or Add Baseline
to Population
Predefined
regions
of
interest are divided into
categories:
Brodmann’s
areas,
Structures
and
terrains

The variables are defined as follows:
 #Elts: The number of elements in each corresponding region of interest
 Area: The area of each corresponding region of interest expressed as a
percentage of
the entire volume
 Max: The maximum pixel value in each corresponding region of interest expressed
as a percentage of the maximum pixel value in the entire volume.
 Min: The minimum pixel value in each corresponding region of interest expressed
as a percentage of the maximum pixel value in the entire volume
 Mean: The mean pixel value in each corresponding region of interest expressed as
a percentage of the maximum pixel value in the entire volume
 St dev: The standard deviation of the value in all pixels in each corresponding
region of interest
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Baseline Volume Quantification to Population and Activation Volume Quantification to
Population

Right click to choose Normalization, Profile Type, Add parametric objects, or Add Baseline to
Population
Predefined regions of interest are divided into categories: Brodmann’s areas, Structures and
terrains
The variables are defined as follows:
 #Elts: The number of elements in each corresponding region of interest
 Area: The area of each corresponding region of interest expressed as a
percentage of
the entire volume
 Max: The maximum pixel value in each corresponding region of interest expressed
as a percentage of the maximum pixel value in the entire volume.
 Min: The minimum pixel value in each corresponding region of interest expressed
as a percentage of the maximum pixel value in the entire volume
 Mean: The mean pixel value in each corresponding region of interest expressed as
a percentage of the maximum pixel value in the entire volume
 St dev: The standard deviation of the value in all pixels in each corresponding
region of interest
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11.7 SPECT data with MRI
When MRI (or CT) volume
data is available and the
data
has
been
registered,
the
anatomical images are
used to establish the
Talairach boundaries
Loaded Data
Displays
Baseline,
Activation,
and
Anatomical Images
In Triangulation Mode use
the cross hairs or mouse
wheel to scroll through
the slices.
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12.

CARDIAC DISPLAY/PROCESSING

Oasis provides a suite of applications for reconstruction, display and quantification of
myocardial perfusion as well as cardiac blood pool studies. Optional quantification
packages including CSMC Cardiac Suite, Emory Cardiac Toolbox and Corridor4DM may also
be integrated directly into Oasis.

12.1 Data Processing
The application CardiacREquant provides all the necessary features for reconstruction and
display of gated and ungated cardiac SPECT data, as well as planar data (Lung/Heart
Ratio).
Input Data
 Stress Gated Tomo Series – Gated tomo series acquired at stress
 Rest Gated Tomo Series – Gated tomo series acquired at rest
 Delay Gated Tomo Series – Gated tomo delayed, or redistribution series
 Stress Ungated Tomo Series – the ungated series corresponding to the Stress Gated
Tomo if provided by the imaging system. If no ungated tomo is loaded Oasis will
create an ungated tomo series by summing the time bins of the gated tomo.
 Rest Ungated Tomo Series Series – the ungated series corresponding to the Rest
Gated Tomo if provided by the imaging system. If no ungated tomo is loaded Oasis
will create an ungated tomo series by summing the time bins of the gated tomo.
 Delay Ungated Tomo Series Series – the ungated series corresponding to the Delay
Gated Tomo if provided by the imaging system. If no ungated tomo is loaded Oasis
will create an ungated tomo series by summing the time bins of the gated tomo.
 Static Series – static images to use for calculation of Lung/Heart ratio.
 Secondary Screen Captures – for display
The loaded data may be any combination of the allowable data types. It is not necessary to
load both gated and ungated tomo data, gated tomo data will automatically be summed
and both summed and gated volumes will be created. Note that the loading bins that
appear may not be exactly as described if the application has been customized. Loading
bins which are not normally used should be set to ‘disabled’ to hide them from view.
Gating Quality Evaluation
The Projections QC page contains information
about the quality of gated data.
The Stress/Rest Total Activity Curve shows the total
counts in each R-R interval time bin. A decrease in
counts in the last time bin(s) indicates that the heart
rate may have increased during the acquisition
and that the gating quality may be poor. This may
also cause ‘flashing’ when displaying beating
slices.
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The Stress/Rest Beat Histogram will be shown when
the input DICOM file contains this information. A
narrow peak indicates that the heart rate was
relatively stable during the acquisition; a wide or
irregular peak on the histogram indicates poor
quality gating.

Tomo Quality Evaluation
 Use the Sinogram, Linogram and Summed Frames views on the Projections QC page to
determine whether motion correction is required.
 Press [Moco] button for either series 1 or 2.
 The CSMC Cardiac Suite MoCo module will be launched if a valid license is
present. In MoCo press [Save] to save all series with motion correction
applied. Press [Exit] to return to the Projections Page with motion corrected
series active.
 After exiting from the MoCo module the motion corrected datasets will replace the
original loaded data in CardioGam and will be used for all further operations.
Reconstruction
 On the processing page adjust the upper and lower limits. Place
the limits close to heart to eliminate extracardiac (gut) activity
that may affect image scaling. The position of the reconstruction
limits will also have an effect on the automatic reorientation of the
myocardial volume.
 Grab outside the limit to adjust one limit at a time. Grab inside the
limits to adjust both upper and lower limits at the same time.





Fine tune the placement of limits on the rest study.
To select a different reconstruction method or filter press [Change Recons. Method].
Press [Reconstruct] to reconstruct the data using the configured default parameters.

Reorientation and Masking
In the CardiacREquant application the data will be automatically zoomed, centered, and
reoriented in standard cardiac planes, manual fine tuning of the data may still be required.
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The Reorientation tool will be selected by
default on the Reorientation page.
Press the left mouse button and drag the
volume to center it over the crosshairs.
Scroll the mouse wheel to rotate the volume.
Use [+] or [-] to change the amount of rotation
for each click of the wheel (Rotation Step).
Press [Alt] and drag the left mouse button up or
down over the volume to increase or decrease
the data zoom.
Drag the green square handles to set a mask
around the volume to eliminate extracardiac
activity, if desired.
Press [Apply Reorient & Mask] to apply the
reorientation and masking settings and create
the reconstructed volume for display.

To apply a post filter, review the slices on the individual
series slice display pages. Press [Post Filter] to select
parameters.
Right click on a slice display to save the reconstructed
volumes.

Lung/Heart Ratio
A page will be created for each loaded tomo/gated tomo
series showing the anterior projection from the series.
The ROI tool will be selected by default.
Draw ROI around the heart and the lung area. The ratio of
the two ROI will be calculated and displayed.

Cardiac Options
In the CardiacREquant application right click on a
data viewport and select Cardiac Options to
select default settings for certain aspects of the
application.
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12.2 Cardiac Slice Displays
For each gated series loaded a gated slice display page will be created. A non-gated slice
display page will be created for each non-gated dataset loaded OR the summed slices from
each gated dataset loaded. If both stress and rest series are loaded a page showing nongated stress/rest comparison will be created. If both stress and rest series were gated a gated
slice comparison page will also be created.
Slice displays follow the AHA-ACC-SNM-Standardization of Cardiac Tomographic Imaging
guideline:
 Three sets of images are displayed: Short Axis, Vertical Long Axis and Horizontal
Long Axis.
 The short-axis tomograms are displayed with the apical slices to the far left with
progression of slices toward the base in a left-to-right fashion. APEXBASE
 The vertical long axis is displayed with septal slices on the left and progression
through the midventricular slices to the lateral slices in a left-to-right fashion.
SEPTALLATERAL
 The horizontal long-axis tomographic display are shown left to right from the inferior
to the superior (anterior) surface. INFERIORSUPERIOR. (May be labelled as
Posterior to Anterior)
 Sequential images (eg, stress and rest, rest and redistribution), are displayed
aligned and adjacent to each other serially.
Each slice display page also includes a display of the raw projection data and a MIP display
of the volume.

12.3 Quantification with Optional Third Party Cardiac Applications
Right click over a displayed volume to send the data to CSMC
Cardiac Suite, Corridor4DM or Emory Cardiac Toolbox
quantification programs (requires separate license).

12.4 Quantification with CardioGam
The Oasis CardioGam application is an evolution of the programs for review and analysis of
SPECT myocardial perfusion originally designed and released on the Segami Mirage platform.
Although the user interactions are significantly updated, the basic philosophy of the analysis
remains the same.
In Segami software, developed with Stanford University and Dr. Michael Goris, the location of
the myocardial wall is defined by statistical parameters and not by edge detection. The
algorithm operates in the three-dimensional space and determines the center of the
myocardial wall, which is defined as the center of gravity of each activity profile plotted from
the center of the left ventricular cavity outward. This method has been validated against
planar equilibrium radionuclide angiography.
This application provides a single set of tools for both display and quantification of the
volumetric data.
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The main features of this application are:






Simultaneous reviewing of gated and non-gated stress/rest/redistribution data.
Either dual isotope or single isotope protocols are fully supported.
Either manual or automatic reorientation of myocardial volumes may be used with
full user control over the final reorientation.
Automated myocardial wall definition is accomplished via a moment-based
analysis of the activity distribution across the myocardial wall. Over 3000 samplings
are used in a three-step process.
o The first step simply provides an initial construction of the 3D myocardial wall
object. This step is accomplished via a spherical sampling.
o The second step defines the myocardial wall geometry. This step is
accomplished via a surface normal sampling – normal to the 3D object
surface defined in the first step.
o The third step is a maximal perfusion sampling within the myocardial wall
geometry defined in the second step.
Co-registered perfusion and functional quantification. This sampling of the
myocardial activity distribution through the cycle is then used to simultaneously
quantify the myocardial perfusion, the myocardial wall motion and the relative wall
thickening. The wall motion and wall thickening are quantified using Fourier phase
and amplitude analysis.

Input Data Loading
The CardioGam application will accept a wide
variety of both raw projection and reconstructed
volume series.
When only raw projection (tomo) series are loaded
they may be reviewed for quality. No reconstruction
will be performed.
The loaded data may be any combination of the
allowable data types. It is not necessary to load both
gated and ungated tomo data, gated tomo data will
automatically be summed and both summed and
gated volumes will be created.
Note that the loading bins that appear may be
customized, those which are not normally used should
be set to ‘disabled’ to hide them from view.
Data Review
The Projections QC page allows for evaluation of
quality of the acquired data. The Reorientation page
is provided to allow for adjustments of the volume
orientation if needed. Press [Apply Reorient mask] to continue with reviewing slice displays
and quantification.
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12.5 CardioGam Quantitative Perfusion Results
This is a quantitative perfusion analysis report. The idea behind this quantitative analysis is to
“put a number on what the eye sees”. Consequently, a segmented quantification is
performed on a pixel-by-pixel basis.
Polar Plots
Three short axis slices (basal, mid-level,
and apical) are segmented into
sections
following
the
recommendations
of
the
AHA
Scientific Statement on Standardized
Myocardial
Segmentation
and
Nomenclature
for
Tomographic
Imaging of the Heart.
The pixels in each section are then
quantified relative to the maximum
counts in the myocardium.
Base Definition
Polar maps and volume calculations
are dependent on correct definition of the basal limits of
the myocardium. Always ensure that the limits are
correctly positioned.
 On the HLA view place the top line at the base of
the septal wall and place the bottom line at the
base of the lateral wall for each series.
Perfusion Results
Myocardial perfusion defects are usually characterized
in terms of Extent and Severity.
 Extent
–
Proportion
of
myocardium
hypoperfused
 Severity – Degree of hypoperfusion
On this page a defect is defined as any area of
contiguous pixels in the myocardium that contain less
than 50% of the maximum counts in the myocardium. This is the threshold against which the
severity of a defect may be determined.
The defect extent (size) of individual perfusion defects will be shown as a percentage of the
entire area of the myocardium that is hypoperfused. Adding the percentages from all
defects will give a number representing the entire area of the myocardium that is
hyperperfused.
The defect severity will be shown relative the defect threshold. By default the threshold is 50%
of the maximum counts in the myocardium. The defect severity defines how much below this
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threshold the pixels in the hypoperfused area are on average. As an example, a defect
severity of 10% indicates that on average the counts in the pixels in the defect are 10% below
the threshold (i.e. are 40% of maximum counts).
The defect extent and severity give an overall picture of the significance of a defect. A
defect with extent of 40% and severity of 2% represents a large area of myocardium but only
equivocal hypoperfusion. A defect with extent of 40% and severity of 50% represents a large
and very striking hypoperfusion.
To interact with the Perfusion page:
 Click in any slice viewport and use the mouse wheel to scroll through the slices.
 Click in any 3D object viewport and use [+] and [-] to increase or decrease the size of the
3D object.
 Right click over a displayed volume to send the data to CSMC Cardiac Suite, Corridor
4DM or Emory Cardiac Toolbox quantification programs (requires separate license).
The 3D or parametric objects are displayed by default with the anterior surface of the heart
facing forward and the surface shown represents the median wall i.e. the surface mid-way
between endocardium and epicardium. The color palette used is the Rainbow color palette.
The orientation of the 3D objects may be adjusted by clicking the left mouse button in the
viewport and dragging the object until the desired orientation is shown. The current
orientation is shown by the colored arrows in the lower right corner of the viewport. The green
arrow points in the direction of the base, the blue arrow in the direction of the anterior
surface and the red arrow pointing in the direction of the lateral wall.
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12.6 CardioGam Quantitative Function Results
Base Definition
Polar maps and volume calculations are dependent on correct
definition of the basal limits of the myocardium. Always ensure
that the limits are correctly positioned.
 On the HLA view place the top line at the base of the septal
wall and place the bottom line at the base of the lateral
wall for each series.
Function Results
This page displays a selection of End Diastolic and End Systolic
HLA, VLA, and SA slices for each gated dataset loaded. In
addition a 3D object with the motion amplitude and phase will
be shown. The 3D Stress Function viewport shows the End
Diastolic surface as a ‘shadow’ behind the volume surface.
To interact with this page:
 Click in any slice viewport and use the mouse wheel to scroll through the slices.
 Click in any 3D object viewport and use [+] and [-] to increase or decrease the size of the
3D object.
 Right click over a displayed volume to send the data to CSMC Cardiac Suite, Corridor
4DM or Emory Cardiac Toolbox quantification programs (requires separate license).
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12.8 Optional Package - Corridor4DM
Oasis fully supports Invia’s Corridor4DM and available options.
required.
Loading the Data
 The Patient Load procedure is as follows:
 Choose the Patient by clicking on the row in the patient
browser in the upper section
 Choose the Application (e.g. “Corridor 4DM”) from the
list.
 Drag the required series from the patient detail section
into the Application Inputs Section or just click on AutoLoad
 Click the [Go] button to start the Corridor 4DM
application


Once the loading process is complete, the main
application screen appears



When you have made
the fine adjustments
required, press process
button found at the
top line menu
Corridor
4DM
generates
the
diagnostic views of the
reconstructed cardiac
Tomo
studies
and
populates the various
pages
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Additional licensing is



To edit the patient information, click the Patient Info button on the left menu



Once you have completed your edits, press the Save button to save the data in its
current state, including any changes made to the patient information
As Corridor 4DM saves its data, it displays its progress on a status dialog. Those datasets
that have been successfully stored appear with the status “Successful”
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Running Two Instances of Corridor4DM on Oasis Client
It is possible to configure Oasis to open two instances of Corridor4DM, one on each of two
monitors. It is also possible to configure which data will be available in which instance, for
example the attenuation corrected data may be loaded into the first instance and the nonattenuation corrected data may be loaded into the second instance.
Corridor4DM Review
Corridor 4DM allows you to load the processed data, rather than reloading the original
datasets. The processed data provides the information necessary for the physician to read
the analysis, or to reprocess it, without the raw data.
To load the saved results from the database, use the oasis patient browser to select the
processed datasets and drag them into the bucket

12.9 Optional Package - CSMC Cardiac Suite
Oasis fully supports Cedars Sinai Medical
required.

Center Cardiac Suite.

Loading the Data
 The Patient Load procedure is as follows:
 Choose the Patient by clicking on the row in the
patient browser in the upper section
 Choose the Application (e.g. “CSMC_Cardiac_Suite”)
from the list.
 Drag the required series from the patient detail section
into the Application Inputs Section or just click on
Auto-Load
 Click the [Go] button to start the Cedars application
 Once the loading process is complete, the main
application QGS and QPS screens appear
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Additional licensing is
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Click Raw to view projection images in cine mode
Click Slices to review stress and rest datasets side by side
Click Splash to review stress and rest interleaved data in the splash page
Click the Score button to bring up regional perfusion score boxes, determine scores using
automatic and/or manual scoring
Click Surface to review data in the Surface page
Click Results to view the results page
Click Manual if contour refinement is required and to visually validate the LV contours
Click limits to bring up the perfusion normal limits selection dialog
Click Movie to save a movie of the current dataset to a movie file (AVI)
Click About to view the current version and copyright information
The default editor is used to display, edit, reset and save the default application launch
configuration.

There are two tab choices for saving, Results and PowerPoint. Selecting the Results tab allows
saving of process results as a dataset within the patient study. Selecting the PowerPoint tab
allows saving of results and application configuration information in a format that allows for
fast and easy launching of case studies directly from a PowerPoint presentation.




Save all – saves all results for all selected studies
Save current – saves results for the currently display study
Cancel – exits the dialog without saving the results

To save a Cedars screen capture to the Oasis patient database:
 Click on the print button in QPS or QGS.
 The format should say DICOM SC
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Press ok.
Exit out of Cedars
Click on the Refresh button
The screen capture will appear in the
patient database.

If data is loaded into the QBS loading bin,
the QBS application will appear.
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CSMC Cardiac Suite Review
 CSMC Results files are created in the CSMC
program, and contain all data to review and
report the cardiac study.
 Select only QPS, QGS, or QBS results files and
screen capture series
 Press Go.
 The appropriate CSMC application will appear
depending on the type of data loaded.

12.10 Optional Package - Emory Cardiac Toolbox
Oasis fully supports Syntermed’s Emory Cardiac Toolbox.
Additional licensing is required.
The Patient Load procedure is as follows:
 Choose the Patient by clicking on the row in the patient
browser in the upper section
 Choose the Application (e.g. “Emory”) from the list.
 Drag the required series from the patient detail section
into the Application Inputs Section or just click on Auto-Load
 Click the [Go] button to start the Emory application
 Once the loading process is complete, the main application screens appear
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The Study Verification Dialog Box shows the list of user-selected files. The user can examine
this list and change the file type by selecting another entry from the drop-down list.
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To process the studies and display the results, the user will perform the following steps:
In the parameters Window: Verify the computer-selected LV center for both the rest and
stress short-axis (SA) images. If you wish to change either of these: use the mouse cursor to
manually select the LV center. Note that the LV Center is defined independently for both the
Stress and Rest SA datasets. Correct positioning of the radius and center is necessary, to
ensure that only the myocardium is selected and processed.
Verify the automatically selected radial search boundaries of the LV epicardium, for both the
Stress and Rest Short-axis (SA) datasets. This boundary defines the radius of search used for
the formation of myocardial maximum pixel count profiles. If you wish to change either of
these: use the slider bars located at the top of the window, to redefine the size of the
epicardial boundary. Ensure that the new boundary region encompasses the entire LV
myocardium, but excludes non-myocardial activity, i.e. liver and bowel.
Verify the LV apex and base as the program defines them. These apical and basal
boundaries are shown on both the Stress and Rest Vertical Long-axis and Horizontal Long-axis
images. Either boundary can be changed by using the mouse cursor on the Vertical Longaxis reference images.
Review the study using the display and analysis tools: Slices, Polar Maps, PerfSPECTive,
Functional Analysis and Summary Page.
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Export/Print options:
The Export/Print button, in the permanent button set, provides several options for printing or
saving the current screen, or part of it, as a file on disk.

The options are:
Save Screen as: allows the currently displayed
screen to be saved to disk for later review. The
type of file to be saved can be selected from the
drop down list to the right of the button. Types
include DICOM Secondary Capture, and standard graphics file-types such as BMP (Windows
bitmap) and TIFF.
Print Screen: allows the currently displayed image screen to be printed on the default printer.
It is recommended that a high quality color printer be used to produce color hardcopy
images from the ECToolbox application.
Save Screen as AVI: allows the entire image area of the current screen to be saved as a
movie file in AVI format. If this option is selected, the user will be presented with a dialog that
allows a choice of compression methods to be used. Note that if the “no compression”
option is selected, the resulting file will be much larger. In addition, it may take several
seconds for the save operation to complete. This option is available from the Slices window
and the Functional Review window.
Save Cine as AVI: Allows the current cine display to be saved as a movie file in AVI format. If
this option is selected, the user will be presented with a dialog that allows a choice of
compression methods to be used. Note that if the “no compression” option is selected, the
resulting file will be much larger. This option is available from the
Slices window, the Functional Review window and the Gated
PerfSPECTive window.
A review file is saved by ECToolbox when a patient study is
processed. This file can be selected at a later time as the sole
input for the program. The file contains all data necessary to
review the study.
Emory Cardiac Toolbox Review
To load the saved results from the database, use the oasis
patient browser to select the processed datasets and drag
them into the bucket.
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12.11 PET-CT Cardiac
Input Data Loading
The patient Load procedure is as follows:
 Choose the Patient by clicking on the row in
the patient browser in the upper section
 Choose the application (e.g. “Cardiac PET
CT”) from the list
 Drag the required series from the patient
detail section into the Application Inputs
Section or just click on Auto-Load
 Click the [Go] button to start the Cardiac PET
CT application

STRESS PET_CT Display Page






The 3 pages under the STRESS PET_CT tab
initially displays the PET, CT, and Fused slices in
the transverse, sagittal, and coronal views.
To reorient these orthogonal views, select the
Re-Orientation Stress page, and using the
Reorient tool, rotate the images to the
Cardiac orientations – Short Axis, Horizontal
Long Axis, and Vertical Long Axis.
For any gated viewport, the user can control
the speed at which the images move by
hovering the mouse over the cine control, at
which time the cine menu expands.
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The viewports are all equipped with cross hairs for triangulation. The mouse wheel can be
used to scroll through the slices.
The W/L and LUT can be
adjusted by clicking on the
W/L button on the Oasis
toolbar or choosing it from
the Context Menu.
Use the [+] and [-] buttons to
increase or decrease the
number of slices.

REST PET_CT Display Page
The 3 pages under the REST
PET_CT tab initially display the
PET, CT, and Fused slices in the
transverse, sagittal, and coronal
views.
The viewports are all equipped
with cross hairs for triangulation.
Also the mouse wheel can be
used to scroll through the slices.





To reorient these orthogonal views, select the Re-Orientation Stress page, and using the
Reorient tool, rotate the images to the Cardiac orientations – Short Axis, Horizontal Long
Axis, and Vertical Long Axis
The W/L and LUT can be adjusted by clicking on the W/L button on the Oasis toolbar or
choosing it from the Context Menu
Use the [+] and [-] buttons to increase or decrease the number of slices
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Re-Orientation STRESS Display Page






Use the Reorient Tool
from the Oasis toolbar
Menu or choose it from
the context menu to
adjust the orientation of
the both the PET Stress
plus CT Stress Fusion
slices and PET Gated
Stress slices.
The W/L and LUT can be
adjusted by clicking on
the W/L button on the
Oasis
toolbar
or
choosing it from the
Context Menu.
Right click to save orientation.

Re-Orientation REST Display Page




Use the Reorient Tool from the Oasis toolbar Menu or choose it from the context menu to
adjust the orientation of the both the PET Rest plus CT Rest Fusion slices and PET Gated
Rest slices
The W/L and LUT can be adjusted by clicking on the W/L button on the Oasis toolbar or
choosing it from the Context Menu. Right click to save orientation
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STRESS Cardiac Display Page
Displays Short Axis, Vertical Long Axis, and Horizontal Long Axis Views of the PET Stress plus CT
Stress Fusion slices
 The W/L and LUT can
be adjusted by clicking
on the W/L button on
the Oasis toolbar or
choosing it from the
Context Menu
 Use the [+] and [-]
buttons to increase or
decrease the number
of slices
 The viewports are all
equipped with cross
hairs for triangulation.
Also the mouse wheel can be used to scroll through the slices
REST Cardiac Display Page
Displays Short Axis, Vertical Long Axis, and Horizontal Long Axis Views of the PET Rest plus CT
Rest Fusion slices
 The W/L and LUT can be adjusted by clicking on the W/L button on the Oasis toolbar or
choosing it from the
Context Menu.
 Use the [+] and [-]
buttons to increase or
decrease the number of
slices.
 The viewports are all
equipped with cross hairs
for triangulation. Also the
mouse wheel can be
used to scroll through the
slices.
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STRESS vs REST – Cardiac
Displays Short Axis, Vertical Long Axis, and Horizontal Long Axis Views of the PET Stress plus CT
Stress Fusion slices in comparison to the PET Rest plus CT Rest Fusion slices
 The W/L and LUT can be
adjusted by clicking on the
W/L button on the Oasis
toolbar or choosing it from
the Context Menu
 Use the [+] and [-] buttons
to increase or decrease the
number of slices
 The viewports
are all
equipped with cross hairs
for triangulation. Also the
mouse wheel can be used
to scroll through the slices
Quantification
If a third party Cardiac application was purchased, such as Cedars or Corridor4DM, the user
can right-click and select Quantification, then the third party application.
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13.

CARDIAC GATED PLANAR (MUGA)

13.1 Input data
Saved Results
If the data has been previously processed it
may be loaded along with all previously
created ROI to reproduce the previous results.
Note that this bin is compatible only with Oasis
Results files created with Oasis Client version
1.9.4.0 or higher. Do not load a saved results
file and original data together.
LAO 40-45 View for LVEF
Load up to six planar gated series. Each series
in this bin will be quantified for ejection
fraction.
All Other Gated Views
Load up to six additional series. Each series in
this bin will be displayed but not quantified for
ejection fraction.
Secondary Capture
Load previously stored Secondary Capture
(SC) series here for display.
When all series are loaded press [Go] to launch the MUGA application.
NOTE: Accurate quantification in the MUGA application depends on DICOM data
containing correct information regarding pixel size. Data from certain manufacturers,
especially older gamma camera systems, may report incorrect pixel size. If there is any
uncertainly regarding the accuracy of the pixel size reported, an external
measurement/calibration of camera pixel size is recommended.

13.2 Processing
In most cases no user interaction is required.
 Review the results on the LV and RV (optional, disabled by default) RESULTS pages.
 If necessary, modify or redraw the ED and/or ES regions of interest on the QC page. The
results will automatically be updated on the LV and/or RV Function page.
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13.3 Redraw Regions of Interest
Although the automatic edge detection of the ventricle is more reproducible than manually
drawn regions there may be instances where it is necessary to adjust the size or position of
the ROI. Regions of interest may be redrawn on the QC-DRAW ROI page or after selecting
the ROI tool on the LV RESULTS page. The QC page provides derivative and enhanced
frames that make manual drawing of ROI easier.
All computations are immediately recalculated when a
change is made to the ROI. The ED and ES frames are
linked; redrawing the ED ROI will automatically cause the ES
ROI to be recreated. The ES ROI may be further modified at
this point. The ROI tool is automatically activated on the QC
page.
 To adjust the position of the ROI left click and drag the
ROI to a new position in the viewport.
 Right click on the ROI to be adjusted and select an
action from the menu.
 Select Redraw to erase and redraw the
selected ROI. Choosing delete from the
menu will delete the ROI completely.
When a region has been deleted the
next ROI drawn will cause the ROI
Creation Manager to appear. Select the
correct identification for the region and
press OK. If the correct label is already
selected simply press [Enter] on the
keyboard to accept the identification.
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The movement of the cursor is synchronized on all viewports. The ROI may be drawn on any
of the available viewports. Each viewport provides differently enhanced images to make it
easier to visualize the edges of the ventricle. When it is difficult to differentiate between the
atrium and ventricle the phase image may be useful. When there is poor target to
background counts the derivative and enhanced frames are particularly useful.

13.4 Results Summary Report
The LV Function and RV Function pages summarize
the results of the quantification of the loaded data
and show the following elements:
 End Diastolic Frame
 End Systolic Frame
 Filtered Sequence
 Filtered Cine
 Amplitude Frame
 Phase Frame
 Phase Histogram
 Volume Curve
 Derivative Curve
 Quantitative Results
The ED and ES frames are determined from the highest and lowest points of
the LV volume curve. Click on the cine viewport to access the cine control
bar.
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The filtered sequence viewport displays each single frame of the sequence, smoothed by the
Fourier Transform filter. The sequence is used for the comparison with the ED and ES frames as
a quality control measure.
The amplitude frame viewport describes the magnitude of the rate of change of activity in
the image. The phase histogram viewport quantifies pixels that are moving together across
the entire series of frames, including atrial and ventricular movement.
Each volume curve viewport maps the counts
within the ventricle across the entire cardiac
cycle, beginning with the R wave trigger and
continuing for the specified number of frames
per R-R cycle. The data used to produce volume
curves are used to calculate PER, PRF, for display
in the Quantitative Results area of the display.
The derivative curve viewport can be used to
identify the areas of peak ejection and peak
filling, and the exact times of their occurrence.
The curve is generated by applying a Fourier
Transform to the LV or RV Volume curve.

The following table describes the statistics in the Quantitative Results page:
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Name

Description

Ejection Fraction (EF
and
RVEF)

The ratio, expressed as a percentage, of the amount of blood
moved through the left ventricle.

End Diastolic Volume
Index (ED Volume and
RVED Volume)

EdVol is based upon the counts inside the End Diastolic ROI It
expresses the volume in cubic centimeters.

End Systolic Volume
Index (ES Volume and
RVES Volume)

EsVol is based upon the counts inside the End Systolic ROI It
expresses the volume in cubic centimeters.

Peak Ejection Rate (PER
and RV PER)

A measure of the maximum speed at which blood is pumped
through the left ventricle, in milliliters per second. The results are
expressed as a rate, in the units edVol/sec. PER is calculated from
End Diastole through End systole. The steepest (downward) slope
of the Volume Curve is used to derive the Peak Ejection Rate. The
event time appears in milliseconds.

Peak Filling Rate (PFR
and RV PFR)

A measure of the maximum speed at which blood fills the left
ventricle, in milliliters per second. The results are expressed in the
units edVol/sec. PFR is calculated using the second half of the
cycle shown in the Volume Curve. The steepest (upward) slope of
the Volume Curve is used to derive the Peak Filling Rate, in the
same manner as PER. The event time appears in milliseconds.

First Third Filling Rate
(1/3 FR)

The filling rate during the first third of diastole. Expressed as
EdVol/sec. LV only. The event time appears in milliseconds.

Left and Right Ventricle
Modes (LV Mode, RV
Mode)

Expresses the exact chronological peak of the ventricular cycles in
milliseconds (the greatest number of data points are clustered
about the peak of the cycle, and represent the most frequently
occurring value in that data set: the Mode).

Left and Right Ventricle
Averages (LV Average
and RV Average)

The average of the intensity found in the ROI associated with the
ventricle during the cycle, expressed in milliseconds. Normal
averages would be closely associated with the peak; when the
average is at a greater distance from the peak (LV or RV Mode)
than normal, it may be indicative of a pathological state.

Left and Right Ventricle
Standard Deviations (LV
StdDev and RV StdDev)

The StdDev value, expressed in milliseconds, provides information
on intraventricular synchrony. Based on the Phase Histogram,
StdDev measures the dispersion of the data, where a close
association of data points reflects symmetrical and synchronized
movement. Such movement would be reflected in the Phase
Histogram as a single narrow peak. A StdDev result greatly in
excess of a nominal reading (e.g. 50 ms rather than 18 ms),would
suggest asymmetrical and unsynchronized endocardial motion.

RV Full Width at Half
Maximum (RV FWHM)

FWHM - The full width of the Phase Histogram peak at 50% of its
maximum. Measured in ms. FWHM = 2√ 2ln2δ
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13.5 Display Pages
A variety of display pages will be created, depending on the data loaded. When multiple
series for LVEF calculation have been loaded a comparison page showing all series and EF
will be shown. Other pages showing both raw and filtered cine views, as well as phase and
amplitude images will be created.

13.6 Clinical Background-Principles of the Algorithm
Planar equilibrium radionuclide angiocardiography (ERNA) is used to determine global and
regional measures of ventricular function (primarily left ventricular [LV] function) at rest
and/or during exercise stress or pharmacologic intervention. These measures of ventricular
function may include evaluations of ventricular wall motion, ejection fraction (EF), and other
parameters of systolic and diastolic function.
The patient’s red blood cells (RBC) are radiolabelled, or alternatively another
radiopharmaceutical that remains within the blood compartment may be injected. Imaging
in the 45° Left Anterior Oblique (LAO) projection is performed; in addition other views
acquired may include Right Anterior Oblique (RAO), Anterior (ANT), LAO 70°, or Left Lateral
(LL). The gated acquisition technique uses the R-wave of the patient electrocardiogram to
trigger the acquisition. Data is acquired over the course of many heart cycles (beats). Each
heart cycle is divided into a number of intervals, or time bins. Counts from corresponding
intervals of each heart cycle are added together to build up composite images for each
interval. The composite image from each interval is stored as a separate frame in the image
file.
The data may be acquired at rest, during exercise or after pharmacologic or mechanical
interventions. Aspects of cardiac function that may be evaluated with ERNA may include;
ventricular ejection fraction, wall motion, emptying, filling and volumes.
Data Processing in Oasis
The Oasis clinical application MUGA may be used to analyse and quantify data from a wide
variety of ERNA protocols, regardless of the matrix size, type of framing or number of frames
acquired for each R-R interval. The application provides fully automatic processing, including
detection of ventricular contours and background. The automated nature of the application
eliminates the variability in results associated with manual interventions, especially those
related to choice of background correction regions.
Data Prerequisites
A human left ventricle is approximately 10 cm long and 5 cm in diameter in its short axis, and
has an internal volume of the order of 120 cm3; it is a small object and it stands to reason that
if the pixel size of an image of the heart is 1 cm, it is practically impossible to perform any
geometrical analysis on a 5-pixel wide object. Even at 0.5 cm per pixel, the location of the LV
contour is defined only with 10% accuracy; therefore, we recommend using 0.25 cm per pixel
for the acquisition, i.e. a zoom factor of at least 3 with a 64×64 matrix, or 1.5 with a 128×128
matrix. Zooming after the fact is not a good solution, as it will blur the images.
The ventricles should be reasonably centered in the frame and the septum should appear
vertical, as the edge-detection algorithms will make such assumptions. The LAO view is
optimized to visualize the septum (best septal view—usually the 45_ LAO, but the angle will
depend on body habitus and cardiac orientation) In the LAO view, the orientation should be
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such that the long axis of the ventricle is approximately vertical, with the apex pointing down
and left ventricle on the right side of the image.
Finally, there should be enough counts to support the various operations required by the
processing – of the order of one million counts total inside the ventricles, all frames
combined. The pixel size must be known and must be the same for all frames in a given
sequence. The time per frame must be known and must be the same for all frames in a given
sequence. Other input parameters may include: average cardiac cycle time; lower time
window limit; higher time window limit; number of cardiac cycles accepted; number of
cardiac cycles rejected. This information is extracted from the DICOM image file by the
application when it is available. Some files may also record information about the cardiac
cycles acquired in the form of a beat histogram. When available this information will also be
used by the Oasis MUGA application.
Data Preprocessing
Geometric: The images are converted to 64×64 matrices, regardless of their original format; if
the pixel size is larger than 0.35 cm, the sequence of frames is re-centered, using the center
of gravity of the amplitude image as new center, and a zoom is applied such that the new
pixel size is 0.3 cm.
Tail-drop correction: Some datasets will originate from acquisition systems which do not
provide for tail-drop correction. When tail-drop is present, which is a normal circumstance,
solely due to the fact that the duration of the heart cycle varies by as much as 10 to 20% in
healthy individuals, the last frames in the sequence are under-populated to a varying
degree, getting worse as the frame index increases
First, there is no correction at all for the first two thirds of the time bins (10 of 16, 20 of 32 etc.).
Then for the last one third of the bins if the number of counts is less than 50% of the maximum
number of counts we reject the bin entirely and adjust the number of frames and cycle time
(and thus heart rate) accordingly. We strongly believe this is an important and very necessary
correction; as far as we know, no one else has ever thought of making that adjustment and,
consequently, our results may differ from (read: be more correct than) those obtained with
other programs.
If the number of counts is more than 50% of maximum we apply a correction factor to the
number of counts in each of the last one third of the bins. The correction factor is equal to
max counts in curve / current counts in bin. In addition a weighting factor is used, more
correction is applied to the last time bin than to the one before it, and the one before that
one. This takes into account the fact that the tail drop usually gets worse as the frame index
increases.
Fourier analysis: First, the average frame is generated from the sequence and median
filtered. A 10% background is subtracted from that frame – and, therefore, from every frame
of the reconstructed sequence; see below.
Then the sequence is filtered with a mild 5×5 kernel; the first 4 harmonic (sine and cosine
images) are calculated; harmonics 1 through 4 are filtered with a 9×9 kernel - twice for
harmonic 4. The first sine and cosine are used to create the “Amplitude” image and are then
interpolated to 256×256 in order to create a high-resolution “Phase” image (the reason for
the high resolution is to avoid interpolation during display of the phase image, which would
create artifacts.)
The phase image is masked with a threshold. A phase histogram is also generated, as a
256×256 image. Finally, a 8% background is subtracted from the amplitude frame.
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Then, the average frame and the 4 harmonic pairs of sine and cosine are used to regenerate
a time-filtered sequence; weighting factors of 1.2, 0.8, 0.5, 0.3 are applied to, respectively,
the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th harmonics in order to dampen high-frequency noise. This new
sequence will be used for the rest of the processing.
Edge Detection - Finding the edge of the LV
The edges of organs in nuclear medicine planar images are generally estimated to lie at the
points of inflexion (where the rate of decrease starts petering out) of activity profiles
measured on radial vectors emanating from the center of the organ. A point of inflexion on a
curve corresponds to a maximum of the second derivative of the curve. The edge finding
algorithm consists, therefore, in deciding on a good estimate of the center of the organ and
finding maxima of the second derivative of activity profiles along radii issued from that
center. To estimate the location of the LV center, we calculate the center of gravity (COG)
of the amplitude image, then eliminate all pixels to the anatomical right of that point and
recalculate the COG.
The single most difficult task involved in the search for a left ventricular edge is getting a
rough idea of which region of the image contains the LV and obtaining a good first guess of
the location of its center; a decision process that will seem obvious and immediate to most
human observers with minimal training, is a surprisingly difficult thing to model in the
computer world.
Why can’t we use classical edge finders, such as the Sobel filter? These work on images with
sharp edges, like photographic documents. Nuclear medicine images are much too blurred
for that kind of algorithm. In addition, we need a continuous, convex, closed line always onepoint wide. Edge finders on photographic images give a very good
visual rendering of edge, but not a perfect contour which could be
used to isolate any particular object.
Is the second derivative the best choice? One could argue that the
minimum (maximum negative) value of the slope would be just as
valid a criterion for the edge, albeit one that would delineate a tighter edge. The advantage
of the second derivative is that it reaches a maximum at the “watershed” lines, such as the
septum between right and left ventricles; experimentally, it also seems to yield reasonable
edges. We selected it over the first derivative for those two reasons.
Using Laplachian: Rather than finding a center and analyzing radial
activity vectors, one can find all edge points in an image by
computing the Laplacian of the image matrix with “A” being the pixel
counts value(Figure 1). The problem with that approach is the same as
for Sobel-like operators: the image is full of local edges all over the
place – the main challenge is finding the area of interest and the
center of the organ. However, the Laplacian operator has its uses, for
example to sharpen edges in an image by subtracting the Laplacian Figure 1
from the original image. Twenty years ago, Dr. Goris, at Stanford,
noticed that if one defined the Laplacian not as the sum of 2nd derivatives in X and Y, but as
the sum of those and of the 2nd derivatives along each diagonal, one obtained a much
more regular edge image, with a better chance of having closed contours around the
ventricles. Therefore, in all our algorithms involving a Laplacian, we are, in fact, using this
modified operator, which we call pseudo-Laplacian.
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Figure 2

Using Gradient: the gradient is a measure of the variation of activity around each point of
the image; it is defined by (Figure 2). Adding its gradient to an image will emphasize the
areas of maximum slope, which can make the image easier to interpret. The gradient image
being much less sharp than a Laplacian does not benefit much from using diagonal
derivatives; we are using the regular gradient equation in the few places where we need it.
Edge Detection - Finding the edge of the LV at ED
The actual implementation of the above principles is divided into several steps described
below.
General location of the ventricles: In order to get some idea of where the LV lies, we will first
find a group of pixels that most likely belong to either ventricle and to nothing else. We can
obtain such a cluster of pixels by generating an amplitude image, reduced to areas that
move in phase with the ventricles (thus rejecting the atria.) We call this image “pseudoamplitude” and we obtain it as the sum of |-sin1| + |+cos1|, i.e. we eliminate all positive
values of the first harmonic sine image and all negative values of the cosine image and
create the pseudo-amplitude as cos1-sin1, with some fairly heavy smoothing.
Select ED frame and generate 2nd derivative images: A rough contour of both ventricles
together is obtained from the pseudo-amplitude image and used to generate a time-activity
curve from the gated sequence; the point of maximum activity on that curve determines the
index of the ED frame in the sequence. That frame is then enhanced by adding its gradient
to it. Then, all 4 2nd derivative images of the ED frame are generated, along X, Y and both
diagonals, and they are summed together to form the pseudo-Laplacian image.
Finding the septum: A first approximation of the septum is obtained by combining a map of
local minima along X and a map of maxima of the 2nd derivative along X: points present on
both maps belong to the septum. This determination is further refined, when there are more
than 1 point on a given line, by privileging points toward the middle of the line. This skeleton
of a septum does not go all the way to the top and to the bottom of the frame; we prolong it
up and down by lines at a 60 degree angle with the horizontal. This completed line is used to
generate a mask that will eliminate the RV and all points to the (anatomical) right (left, on
the screen) of the LV.
Eliminating pixels above the ventricles: In a similar manner, we want to eliminate all the
points above the ventricles; this is somewhat easily done with the help of the pseudoamplitude image. We find the center of gravity of that image and trace a line, slightly above
this COG, through the whole matrix; then, all points under that line and all points originally
inside the pseudo-amplitude image, are set to 100 – all others are zero. This gives us a mask
that will eliminate all points situated above the ventricles, which we call “bi-ventricular” mask.
Finding the center of the LV: Masking the pseudo-amplitude image with the septum mask, we
obtain a reasonable approximation of the LV; then, the COG of that image gives us a very
good estimate of the position of the center of the LV.
Creating an edge-enhanced LV frame: Starting from the enhanced ED frame (ED frame plus
gradient), we apply the septum mask and the bi-ventricular mask and subtract the sum of
2nd derivatives, thus obtaining an LV image with accentuated edges, with pixel values along
the edge often going down to 0. This image is further masked by the 20% isocontour of the
original ED frame, to make sure we do not include any non-cardiac areas.
Performing the radial search: Using the coordinates of the LV center found above, and the
edge-enhanced ED frame, we perform a radial search for the first local minimum along each
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radius. Since we subtracted the 2nd derivatives from the LV image, we are not looking for the
maximum of the 2nd derivative anymore, but for the local minimum caused by that
subtraction. If there is no local minimum, we stop at the first zero. This operation yields a
closed contour, which we smooth with a median filter. Having obtained a good estimate of
the full contour of the LV, we use the geometric center of that closed curve as a better
estimate of the location of the center of the LV and repeat the radial search one more time.
This final contour is then used to create the LVED ROI.
Edge Detection - Finding the edge of the LV at ES
The search for the LVES ROI is much simpler, as we already know where the LV is and where
its center lies. We obtain an enhanced ES frame just as we did for the ED, and perform the
radial search on it exactly as for the ED.
Edge Detection - Finding the edge of the RV
We only determine one automatic ROI for the RV; it is obtained as the exclusion of the
pseudo-amplitude bi-ventricular contour and the LVED contour.
Computing the Ejection Fraction - Measuring ED and ES Counts
Using the LVED ROI created as described above we create an accurate raw LV volume
curve. From this curve we determine the index of the real ED and ES frames. Applying the ED
ROI to the ED frame and the ES ROI to the ES frame, we obtain edCounts and esCounts.
Computing the Ejection Fraction - Background Correction
Gated bloodpool studies typically exhibit a high background level due to overlapping
activity from other sources. In order to obtain accurate ejection fractions, a good
background correction scheme is essential. To avoid operator dependency in the processing
of these studies as much as possible the MUGA application uses an automated algorithm.
The algorithm estimates the background as being 95% of the smallest pixel value
encountered in the ED frame within the ED ROI. The reasoning is that, if there were no
background, at least one pixel (more likely a whole series of pixels) at the very edge of the
ventricle would be very close to zero, for reasons of continuity.
Computing the Ejection Fraction - Computing the EF
The ventricular counts are corrected for background, more background being subtracted
from the ES counts, on the assumption that background is higher near the base of the
ventricle. The computation sequence is:
edCounts = edCounts -.97×bkg×edPixels;
esCounts = esCounts -1.03×bkg×esPixels;
lvStroke = edCounts – esCounts;
LVEF = 100×lvStroke / edCounts;
For esthetic reasons, the curve is adjusted (by scaling and thresholding) so that it reflects the
same EF and stroke volume as the ones just calculated.
Creating a high temporal resolution LV volume curve: gated sequences are usually acquired
with a frame duration of the order of 40 ms, yielding a volume curve with approximately 20
points. This is not really sufficient to calculate accurately parameters such as the time of
maximum filling rate; in order to obtain better precision, we resample the curve using its
Fourier transform, limited to 4 harmonics, and inverse-transformed into N points, such that
each point represents exactly 10 ms, regardless of the original time per frame.
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This new curve is used to compute the fast emptying and fast filling rates, their time of
occurrence, and the time of 25%, 33% and 50% filling.
Computing the LV diastolic volume: using the Massardo method, the volume is computed as:

Computing the Ejection Fraction - RVEF calculation
The Oasis MUGA application also computes a right ventricular ejection fraction (RVEF). Due
to the overlap of other structures it is not possible to obtain an unobstructed view of the right
ventricle. However, with sufficient care, useful numbers can still be obtained. The system
automatically computes a single region of interest for the whole series. The ejection fraction is
computed from the highest and lowest data points in the RV volume curve.
Discussion
It can be seen that the automatic detection of the left ventricular contour described above
is highly dependent upon the specificities of the human heart. In particular, we rely on the
fact that the activity inside the heart changes cyclically during cardiac contraction and
filling – and that the activity outside of the heart is more or less constant. Furthermore, the
variation of activity in the atria is 180 degree out of phase with that in the ventricles, which
allows us to eliminate the atria.
The fact that there is no absolute separation between right and left ventricle (the RV is
shaped like a sock, partially wrapped around the LV) means that the septum is seen as a
very thin line of reduced activity, curving gently around the LV; this is what makes it easy to
delineate with the help of a 2nd derivative along the X axis.
The shape of the LV is fairly regular, usually convex everywhere, generally close to an ellipse:
it lends itself well to heavy geometric smoothing.
Change any of those characteristics and the method will encounter serious difficulties; for
example, a big aneurysm will alter the phase pattern in the LV and may distort the detected
contour – although this is not a serious limitation as aneurysms are not frequent.
The single most important factor in the success of the algorithm we developed is the size of
the LV in the matrix (its long axis should be at least as long as half the matrix dimension); then
comes proper orientation and count rates. With the proper input, the success rate has been
well over 95%.
This application was developed in close collaboration with leaders in the field at Stanford
University. It was originally made commercially available as part of the Segami Mirage image
processing workstation and on that platform the algorithm has been extensively tested at a
variety of institutions domestic and abroad, to make sure that the application meets the
specific requirements of many departments across the globe. Since its commercial
availability in 1998, the program has been put to routine clinical use in many departments
with excellent results. The ease of use of this application is especially well received in
specialized nuclear cardiology settings, as high quality results can be obtained quickly with a
single, integrated application.
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14.

RENAL ANALYSIS

A suite of applications is provided for the quantification and display of renal studies.











Renal – Relative uptake; kidney curves and T-max, T½ , % remaining at 20 min. Vascular
analysis; Lasix and Captopril comparisons. Geometric mean or Taylor depth corrected
relative uptake. Bladder emptying analysis.
Renal GFR – Camera based GFR Gates method.
Renal ERPF – Mag-3 ERPF using camera based method.
Renal ERPF(plasma sample) – Mag-3 ERPF using either manual input of plasma and
standard counts.
Renal Transplant –For single kidney, anterior studies. Renal vascular and clearance
analysis, Hilson Index, Perfusion Index.
Renal Morphology – DMSA studies. Absolute and relative uptake, SPECT display.
Renal DMSA – Update application which supplants Renal Morphology. This application
allows users to use the Save Results feature.
Renal_Bubeck – this is the legacy version of the Renal application. It is provided primarily
for use with Bubeck calculations but may also be used for basic routine renal analysis.
Renal (Duplex Kidneys) – This application allows additional ROI (left upper, left lower, right
upper, and right lower) to accommodate patients with Duplex Kidneys, that is, a kidney
with duplicated collecting systems with duplicated ureters.

14.1 Data Loading Options
Saved Results
If the data has been previously processed and
saved a single result file containing the data and
all user created ROI may be loaded to replicate
the original display. Note that this bin is
compatible only with Oasis Results files created
with Oasis Client version 1.9.4.0 or higher.
Base Dynamic Posterior
Baseline dynamic series. May be a single
multiphase series or two single phase series
corresponding to flow and clearance. The
application will extract a vascular phase from
multiphase series and create a global series that includes the first phase normalized into the
second phase. When two separate series are loaded the vascular phase will be determined
and a global series will be created by normalizing and adding the flow and clearance series
together. If loading separate vascular and extraction series BOTH series must be loaded. This
bin is also used for loading post-Lasix flow and clearance series, when Lasix has been injected
prior to or simultaneously with the radiopharmaceutical.
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Base Dynamic Anterior
If the acquisition has been performed on a dual head camera, the anterior series may be
loaded. It will be used to create a geometric mean composite image used for calculation of
relative kidney uptake. The anterior data is not used in calculation of other parameters such
as clearance half time.
Base Static Post 1
This bin is intended for a posterior static image taken following the initial dynamic series. The
image may be a pre-void image for miction analysis, or it may simply be a delayed image.
The amount of activity remaining in the kidney ROI (compared to peak activity in the
time/activity curve) will be calculated and shown with the image on the Renogram Results.
Base Static Post 2
This bin is intended for a posterior static image taken following the initial dynamic series. It
may be a post-void image or it may be a second delayed image. If both Static Post 1 and
Static Post 2 are loaded, pre/post void comparison of activity in the kidneys and bladder will
be calculated. The amount of activity remaining in the kidney ROI (compared to peak
activity in the time/activity curve) will be calculated and shown with the image on the
Renogram Results page.
Lasix Dynamic Post (single phase)
For Lasix protocols that contain a
separately acquired post-Lasix single
phase dynamic series after the initial
baseline dynamic/static series. If Lasix is
injected during the initial baseline
acquisition this bin is not required.
Captopril Dynamic Post and Ant
These bins correspond to the Base
Dynamic Post and Base Dynamic Ant
bins above. Load either one two phase
or two single phase dynamic series
(flow/clearance). Data in these bins will
undergo identical processing as the
baseline data, and will be displayed for
comparison with the baseline data.
Static Series for display only
Static images loaded here will be displayed on a separate static images page, as well as on
the page that shows both vascular and clearance phase splash displays of the dynamic
series. No calculations will be performed on this data.
Secondary Capture
Load previously stored Secondary Capture (SC) series here for display.
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14.2 General Processing Workflow
Motion Correction
If necessary the flow and clearance or dual phase flow/clearance series may be motion
corrected using the Motion Correction application prior to launching the Renal application.
As vascular ROI may be positioned separately from other ROI it is not necessary to correct
motion if there is a shift between the flow and clearance phases of an acquisition.

Regions of Interest
For detailed instructions on the ROI drawing interface see Regions of Interest (ROI). The
composite image on this page may be adjusted to best visualize whichever structure is of
interest for drawing ROI. Adjusting the ROI drawing frame has no effect on the composite
frame used for quantification. The summed frame on this page is used only for ease of
drawing regions of interest.













Enter patient height/weight, age, and injected dose in the Patient/Study Info table
(optional).
Adjust the ROI Composite Start Time and End Time sliders to get the best kidney view.
Draw left and right kidney ROI. Adjust or redraw background ROI as needed.
Adjust the ROI Composite Start Time and End Time sliders to get the best bladder view.
Draw a bladder ROI (optional). Alternatively, draw bladder ROI directly on the pre-void
static image and adjust the ROI position on the post-void image.
Adjust the ROI Composite Start Time and End Time sliders to show the early flow phase.
Draw the aorta ROI (optional).
Adjust the Start Time and End Time sliders to show the renal collecting system (pelvis).
Draw right and left cortical ROI (optional).

Begin the ROI inside of the existing kidney ROI, outlining the renal pelvis then continuing
to follow the outline of the existing kidney ROI for the outer edge of the cortical ROI.
Alternatively copy and paste the existing kidney ROI as a cortical ROI then use the
Modify feature to remove the collecting system from the ROI.
Draw an additional ROI if desired (optional). A corresponding curve will be created.
Adjust position of ROI on delayed static images (if loaded).
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To modify a region, place the cursor directly on the ROI on the Posterior view and right
click. Select Modify, Delete, or Redraw.

NOTE: Always review the ROI manager dialog to ensure that the ROI are correctly identified
and labeled. Incorrect results may be obtained if the ROI are not identified correctly.

Quantification – Renogram Results
 Adjust the yellow % remaining/excreted marker (placed at 20min after start of flow series
by default) if desired.
 Adjust the time frame used to calculate uptake (120 sec to 180 sec by default). Adjusting
these markers will affect the relative uptake result, the composite image used for
quantification is defined by the start and end time.
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To apply an exponential fit to the clearance curves, press the
[Fitted Curves] button on the ROI drawing page and select the
exponential fit page from the Quantification tab.

Quantification – Cortical Renogram Results
 Adjust the cortical peak markers if needed.
Quantification – Vascular Results
 Adjust or draw the aorta ROI as needed.
 Adjust the position of the aorta peak marker (yellow) as needed.
 Adjust the position of the right and left kidney peaks as needed.
Quantification – Miction Results
Available only when a pre and post void static image have been loaded.
 Adjust positions of kidney and background ROI as needed.
 Adjust or draw the bladder ROI on the pre void image as needed.
Image Display – Flow and Clearance with Statics
This page shows the flow (vascular) phase extracted from the loaded data and reframed to
2 seconds per frame for display purposes. It also shows the flow/clearance series created by
combining all phases of a loaded multiphase series, or by adding together separately
loaded phases and reframing it to 1 minute per frame for display purposes. Any loaded static
images are shown as well.
 Adjust the image intensities as desired and capture the screen for later review (optional).
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Image Display – Renal Flow and Clearance Frames
This page shows the flow/clearance series created by combining all phases of a loaded
multiphase series, or by adding together separately loaded phases and reframing it to 1
minute per frame for display purposes.
 Adjust the image intensities as desired and capture the screen for later review (optional).
 Modify the time per frame in seconds if desired.
Image Display – Renal Vascular Frames
This page shows the flow (vascular) phase extracted from the loaded data and reframed to
2 seconds per frame for display purposes. It also shows the flow/clearance series created by
combining all phases of a loaded multiphase series, or by adding together separately
loaded phases and reframing it to 1 minute per frame for display purposes. Any loaded static
images are shown as well.
 Adjust the frame time seconds by clicking the time and changing the value if desired.
 Adjust the page layout and image intensities as desired and capture the screen for later
review (optional).
On the image display pages, the clearance series is shown scaled to 1.2 times the maximum
of the frame at two minutes to avoid scaling to a full bladder later in the series. The vascular
series is scaled to 1.2 times the maximum in the last flow frame to avoid scaling to the
maximum in early frames where the activity is in the arm or at the injection site.

14.3 Lasix (Diuretic) Processing Workflows
There are three different workflows for Lasix analysis, to accommodate three different
imaging protocols. These protocols are:
F + 20
Diuretic is injected at 20 min or later after the radiopharmaceutical when the entire dilated
system is ﬁlled with the tracer.
F – 15
Diuretic is injected 15 min before the injection of the radiopharmaceutical.
F–0
Diuretic is injected simultaneously with the radiopharmaceutical.
Separate Lasix Series Acquisition Workflow
In this workflow for F+20 protocol, after the initial renal flow and clearance series, Lasix is
injected and a new dynamic series is
acquired. This second series is a single-phase
acquisition, typically 30 to 60 sec/frame for
approximately 20 min.




Load the Lasix series into the Lasix Dynamic loading bin.
Draw ROI as previously described.
Adjust the position of the previously drawn ROI
Processing/QC- Adjust ROI Lasix page.
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the

Lasix – Lasix Results
The initial renogram results will be shown, as well as the clearance half-time and curves from
the Lasix series for comparison. If cortical ROI have been drawn, the cortical results pre and
post Lasix will also be shown.
 Adjust the position of the cursor on the Post Lasix Kidney Curve to determine the
%remaining (or %excreted) at the time indicted by cursor position.
 On the Post Lasix Cortical Curve adjust the position of the cursor to determine the
%remaining (or %excreted) in the cortical regions at the time indicted by cursor position.
Lasix – Lasix Clearance Frames
This shows the loaded Lasix series reframed to 1 minute per frame for display purposes.
 Adjust the image intensities as desired and capture the screen for later review (optional).
 Modify the time per frame in seconds if desired.
Single Lasix/Renogram Series Acquisition Workflow
This workflow is used when Lasix is injected either before (F – 15) or at the same time as (F – 0)
as the radiopharmaceutical. For F – 15 and F – 0 the entire renogram result is also the Lasix
result, either one of the Quantification - Renogram Results or the Lasix – Lasix Renogram
Results pages may be used for reporting purposes.
Processing/QC – Draw ROI
 Draw all ROI as described previously.
 Adjust the position of the previously drawn ROI on the
Processing/QC- - Adjust ROI Lasix page.
 Press the [LASIX Pages] button to enable the LASIX tab containing Renogram and
Cortical results pages.
Lasix – Lasix Renogram Results
 If using the Lasix Renogram Results page move the cursor to time 0 on the curve to
indicate that Lasix was injected before or at the start of the acquisition.
Single Lasix/Renogram Series Acquisition Workflow F + 20
This workflow is used when Lasix is injected after the radiopharmaceutical (F + 20) during the
initial renogram acquisition, without acquiring a separate post-Lasix dynamic series.
Processing/QC – Draw ROI
 Draw all ROI as described previously.
 Press the [LASIX Pages] button to enable the LASIX tab containing Renogram and
Cortical results pages.
Lasix – Lasix Renogram Results
 Adjust the orange marker on the curve to correctly indicate the time after the start of
acquisition at which the Lasix was injected.
The regular renogram analysis is performed on the entire curve. The T-half max of the portion
of the kidney curve occurring after the Lasix injection time is also calculated.

14.4 Captopril Workflows


Load baseline posterior and anterior (optional) dynamic series.
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Load post-Captopril posterior and anterior (optional)
dynamic series.
 Draw ROI as described in General Processing Workflow
on Processing/QC – Draw ROI page.
 Adjust the position of the previously drawn ROI on the
Processing/QC – Adjust ROI Captopril page.
NOTE: Use the [SAVE PRE AND POST CAPTOPRIL ROI/RESULTS] button on this page to save the
ROI for both pre and post Captopril series.


Renogram quantification and image display for Captopril series will be performed as it is for
the baseline renal dynamic series. Adjust and capture image and result screens as described
previously.
An addition result screen showing the basic renogram results, comparing pre and post
captopril series will be created.

14.5 Transplant Workflow
Load either a single multiphase anterior dynamic series or separate flow and clearance
single phase series. Load one or two static images (optional). This application allows a single
left, or single right or both left and right ROI for evaluating multiple grafted kidneys or upper
and lower sections of a kidney with dual drainage.
Processing steps are similar to the General Processing Workflow.
 Draw a ROI around the transplanted kidney. Select the left or right ROI from the ROI
manager dialog depending on the location of the transplant.
 Adjust the composite frame sliders to isolate the vascular phase and draw the aorta and
iliac artery ROI.
 Adjust composite frame sliders and draw
cortical, pelvis and bladder ROI (optional).
 Adjust the position of the ROI on the static
images.
Quantification – Vascular Results and Perfusion
Index
 Modify the kidney ROI by removing the portion
of the kidney ROI that overlaps the iliac artery,
or by redrawing the ROI.
 Adjust or draw the aorta ROI.
 Draw an iliac ROI distal and close to the
transplanted kidney. The ROI should be entirely
within the artery.
 Adjust the position of the aorta (yellow) and
iliac (light blue) peak markers as needed.
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Adjust the position of the right and left kidney peaks as needed.

14.6 Renal Morphology (DMSA or
Gluco) Workflow
In this workflow the differential uptake is
calculated in the same manner as for all
other workflows using a loaded static
image instead of a summed interval of a
dynamic series as input.
 Load posterior or posterior and
anterior static series.
 Load pre and post injection syringe
images (optional, for absolute uptake
quantification)







Load other static images for display only.
Load dynamic series (optional)
Load tomo and/or recon tomo and axial series for multimodality display.
Draw or redraw left and right kidney and background ROI.
Enter injected dose for display, and patient age/height if desired.
On Dynamic Curves page, draw up to four ROI.

SPECT and SPECT/CT
If a tomo series is loaded without a recon tomo series the reconstruction workflow will be
initiated.
 Motion correct tomo if needed.
 Set reconstruction masking limits.
 Press [Reconstruction], select the reconstruction type and parameters and reconstruct.
 On the post-filter and reorientation page filter the volume if desired and reorient. Press
[Apply Reorientation].
 On the volume review page ensure that the volume is acceptable and save the volume
to the image database if desired.
If both tomo and recon tomo data are loaded the recon tomo will be the volume used for
display. No reconstruction will be available. A QC to evaluate the quality of the tomo data
will be available.

14.7 Glomerular Filtration Rate (GFR) Workflow
Oasis implements the Gates camera-based GFR evaluation. In addition to the baseline flow
and clearance dynamic and any desired static images, static images of the pre and post
injection syringes and a static image of the injection site must be loaded.
 Select the Renal GFR application
Imaging the Injected Dose
There are many different ways to measure the
injected activity. Typically the syringe containing the
patient dose is imaged for one minute prior to the
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injection, then again immediately after the first part of the acquisition (typically about 30 min.
later).
To avoid countrate overload on the imaging system the dose syringe may be wrapped in a
thin lead foil of know thickness to reduce the countrate. If this is done the measured counts
must be corrected for the attenuation of the shield. Oasis Renal GFR may be configured with
the thickness of the lead shield to automatically correct. Both the pre and post injection
syringes must be imaged in the same manner.
Another method is to use a ‘standard’ syringe in place of the actual patient dose syringe. In
this case both the patient dose and the ‘standard’ dose are measured in a dose calibrator
and a multiplication factor is calculated and used to correct the counts in the syringe image.
Oasis Renal GFR may be configured to use this method instead of the lead shield method.
If the full patient dose syringe is imaged then the shield thickness value may be set to 0 to
disable any correction of the counts.
Regions of Interest/Curve Markers/Motion Correction
For detailed instructions on the ROI drawing interface see Regions of Interest.
 Adjust the ROI Composite Start Time and End Time sliders to get the best kidney view.
 Draw left and right kidney ROI. Adjust or redraw background ROI as needed.
 Adjust the ROI Composite Start Time and End Time sliders to get the best bladder view.
Draw a bladder ROI (optional). Alternatively, draw bladder ROI directly on the pre-void
static image and adjust the ROI position on the post-void image.
 Adjust the ROI Composite Start Time and End Time sliders to show the early flow phase.
Draw the aorta ROI (optional).
 Adjust the Start Time and End Time sliders to show the renal collecting system (pelvis).
Draw right and left cortical ROI (optional). Begin the ROI inside of the existing kidney ROI,
outlining the renal pelvis then continuing to follow the outline of the existing kidney ROI
for the outer edge of the cortical ROI.
 Draw an additional ROI if desired (optional). A corresponding curve will be created.
Adjust position of ROI on delayed static images (if loaded).
 On the injection site image draw a
ROI around the site of injection and
any activity that remains in the
hand or arm near the injection site.
 The patient age, height and weight
are automatically derived from the
DICOM header when it’s available
OR can be manually input in the
table.
 The thickness of a shield used when
imaging the syringes can be
manually input, or alternatively a
syringe multiplier may be used. The
application must be configured to use one method or another, by default a syringe
multiplier of 5.0 is enabled.
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NOTE: Always review the ROI manager dialog to ensure that the ROI are correctly identified
and labeled. Incorrect results may be obtained if the ROI are not identified correctly.
Quantification – Renogram GFR
 Adjust the yellow % remaining marker (20min after start of flow series by default) if
desired.
Quantification – Cortical Renogram Results
 Adjust the cortical peak markers if needed.
Quantification – Vascular Results
 Adjust or draw the aorta ROI as needed.
 Adjust the position of the aorta peak marker (yellow) as needed.
 Adjust the position of the right and left kidney peaks as needed.
Quantification – Miction Results
 Available only when a pre and post void static image have been loaded.
 Adjust positions of kidney and background ROI as needed.
 Adjust or draw the bladder ROI on the pre void image as needed.

14.8 MAG3 Clearance Workflow (Camera-based)
The workflow for studies acquired with MAG-3
is exactly the same as that for Renal GFR.
There are no differences in the processing
steps performed. The result page will show
the calculated MAG-3 ERPF value.
 Select the Renal ERPF application.
 Load pre and post injection syringe images and injection site image.

14.9 ERPF (Plasma Sampling) Workflow
This application is an extension of the Renal application that includes the manual input of
plasma sample and standard counts for calculation of ERPF.
 The workflow is the same as described in General Processing
Workflow with one additional step.
Processing/QC-ERPF Data/Result
 On this page enter the counts in the standard and plasma
samples obtained from a well counter.
 Modify the values in the ERPF Info table only if necessary.

14.10 Saving Results Files



To save all ROI and other entered information for later review press the [SAVE STUDY
RESULT] button provided on PROCESSING/QC pages.
Do not save the result file until ALL aspects of processing have been completed and
verified in order to ensure that ALL information is saved.
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A new result file will be created each time the [SAVE STUDY RESULT] button is pressed,
previously created result files will not be overwritten.
The created result file may be loaded into the Oasis Result File loading bin in the same
application in which it was created, this will recreate the displays exactly as they were at
the time of capture, with full interactivity enabled to modify ROI, adjust markers or modify
entered information if needed.
Note that these result files are only compatible with Oasis 1.9.4.0 and higher applications.
They may not be used in other manufacturer’s workstations, nor will they be displayed in
PACS systems. To save results for review outside of Oasis create screen capture files.

14.11 Bubeck Analysis
Select the Renal_Bubeck application from the application list. This application will perform
basic renogram analysis, as well as Bubeck analysis based on user-entered dose and blood
sample information.







On the Optional Pages tab select the Bubuck Page.
Right click over the composite frame and select Renal Options.
Enter dose MBq and measuring time.
Verify the Calibration Factor.
Enter blood sample counts and sample time.
Click on Apply button, then save and Close to proceed

14.12 Customization of the Renal Applications
Loading bins should be customized based on site-specific protocols. For example, if anterior
data is not routinely acquired and used for geometric mean relative uptake then the anterior
loading bins should be disabled. This is done using the Customizer utility.
Display pages can be customized, and unused pages disabled using the Oasis Display Script
Editor. This is performed by application support specialists.
Background Regions of Interest (ROI) may be configured in either one quarter, one eighth or
total kidney shapes. The thickness and distance from the kidney in mm may also be set in the
application script.
Various constant values may also be set as defaults in the application.
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14.13 Renal Applications Calculated Clinical Parameters
Differential (Relative) Uptake
Differential uptake is based on the relative counts in left and right kidney ROI in the
composite image created during the 120-180 second interval. This interval may be adjusted
as needed. Counts in kidney ROI are background corrected, with the counts in the
background ROI being normalized to the same area as the corresponding kidney ROI.
If patient age and height and weight are provided in the image header or by manual input
a kidney depth calculation will be performed and used to correct the kidney counts for tissue
attenuation prior to calculating the relative uptake.
If both posterior and anterior dynamic series are loaded the application will create a
geometric mean dynamic series and will create the composite image used for calculation of
relative uptake from this series. The anterior data will be used ONLY for relative uptake and
not for any other quantification of renal function. This method will be used in place of kidney
depth correction, even if height and weight have been provided.
If height and weight are not provided kidney depth cannot be calculated, if, in addition no
anterior series has been loaded then the relative uptake will be calculated without
correction for attenuation/kidney depth.
Kidney Depth Correction
Equations for left and right renal depth with weight in kilograms and height in centimeters:
left renal depth (mm) = 161.7 (weight/height) + 0.27 age - 9.4
right renal depth (mm) = 151.3 (weight/height) + 0.22 age - 0.77
35. Andrew Taylor, Curtis Lewis, Andrea Giacometti, E.C. Hall,and Kaye P. Barefield
Improved Formulas for the Estimation of Renal Depth in Adults J Nucl
Med 1993 34:1766-1769
36. Taylor, A. Formulas to estimate renal depth in adults [Letter to Editor] J Nucl Med 1994
35:2054-2055
Time to Peak/Clearance T1/2
Time from the beginning of the acquisition, i.e. the start of the time/activity curve. May be
adjusted manually as needed. Clearance T1/2 is measured from the time/activity curve
directly, without curve fitting, and may be extrapolated to beyond the end of the curve.
Excretion Fraction
This is the ratio of activity that appears in the urine to that disappearing from the blood, so
that a ‘normal’ value is 1. Low values may indicate retained activity either in renal
parenchyma or in collecting system. In Oasis the Excretion Fraction is a fraction of the
bladder curve and the total curve at a time of bladder maximum activity. Right kidney, left
kidney, and bladder curves are smoothed with a Parzen filter. The total curve = sum of all
filtered curves (left, right, and bladder. The TMax = time of maximum value in the bladder
curve. If it is > 35 min, it will be set it to 35 min. The ExcretionFraction = (value of Bladder Curve
at tMax/ value of total curve at tMax) x 100.
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Static Images % Remaining/% Excreted
The loaded static images are decay corrected to the time of peak of renogram curve.
Results are relative to the peak of the renogram curve.
Miction Analysis
Pre and post void images are decay corrected to the time of the post void image. Results
are relative to each other.
ERPF (Plasma Sample)
Based on the procedure validated at University of Alabama Hospital and Nuclear Medicine
Service:
37. Charles D. Russell, Andrew T. Taylor and Eva V. Dubovsky Measurement of Renal
Function with Technetium-99m-MAG3 in Children and Adults J NuclMed1996;37:588593
MAG3 Correction Factor: 0.563
38. Charles D. Russell, Brett L. Thorstad, Michael V. Yester et. al. Quantitation of Renal
Function with Technetium-99m MAG3. J NuclMed 29:1931-1933,1988
Camera-based MAG3 Clearance
Based on the procedure described by Taylor et.al. Oasis does not implement the table
attenuation correction, specialized attenuation coefficient, or camera start time correction.
The formula implemented is for the 1 to 2.5 minute post injection period, assuming that the
camera is started at the time of injection.
Regression formula:
MAG3 Clearance = 10.8(%uptake at 1-2.5min)(BSA/1.73m2)-2.5
39. Andrew Taylor, Jr., Patti L. Corrigan, James Galt, Ernest V. Garcia, et.al. Measuring
Technetium-99m-MAG3 Clearance with an Improved Camera-Based Method J
NuclMed1995;36:1689-1695
Glomerular Filtration Rate (GFR)
Regression formula:
GFR = -6.82519 + 9.8127*(%Renal Uptake)
40. Gary F. Gates. Computation of Glomerular Filtration Rate with Tc-99m DTPA: An InHouse Computer Program. J. Nucl. Med. 25: 613-618, 1984.
Geometric Mean for Relative Uptake
A geometric mean image is created from the summed frames of the anterior and posterior
dynamic sequence. The relative uptake value is calculated from this summed image. All
other calculated parameters are based on posterior summed intervals only.
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Body Surface Area
BSA (m2) = 0.007184 x Height(cm)0.725 x Weight(kg)0.425
41. DuBois D, DuBois DF. A formula to estimate the approximate surface area if height and
weight be known. Arch Int Med 1916;17:863-71.
Bubeck Clearance
42. Bernd Bubeck, Rolf Piepenburg, Ulrich Grethe, et. al. A new principle to normalize
plasma concentrations allowing single-sample clearance determinations in both
children and adults. EurJ Nucl Med 19 (1992), S. 511-516
Formula for calculating tubular extraction rate MAG3:
TER(MAG3) =A + B ln (ID/cnt) (ml/min * 1.73 m 2)
-0.00*t

A= -517 e
B=295 e -0.016*t
ID = injected dose (MBq)
t = time of blood sampling postinjection (min)
cnt = normalized plasma concentration at time t (kBq/ml * 1.73 m 2)
Hilson Perfusion Index
The Hilson Perfusion Index is calculated using the following formula on the vascular curves:
Perfusion Index = Area under arterial curve to peak X 100
Area under renal curve
The renal curve is generated using a ROI drawn around the whole kidney, but not including
any portion of the kidney that overlies the iliac artery. The iliac artery ROI should be drawn
distal to the transplanted kidney and be entirely within the artery. The peak of the iliac curve
is manually selected, and an additional cursor may be set at the start of the curve. Both
curves are background corrected and normalized.
43. Hilson AJ, Maisey MN, Brown CB, Ogg CS, Bewick MS. Dynamic renal transplant
imaging with TC-99m DTPA supplemented by a transplant perfusion index in
management of renal transplants. J Nucl Med. 1978;19:994–1000.
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15.

THYROID AND PARATHYROID

The thyroid application may be used for both display and quantification of thyroid images.
For certain integration types, the application – Thyroid_Ex is available. This application follows
the same workflow as Thyroid, but provides 2 additional Thryoid ROI.

15.1 Data Loading Options
Saved Results
If the data has been previously processed and saved a single result file containing the data
and all user created ROI may be loaded to
replicate the original display. Note that this
bin is compatible only with Oasis Results files
created with Oasis Client version 1.9.4.0 or
higher.
ANT Thyroid Image
This image will be used for both quantification
of relative and absolute uptake, as well as for
display with markers superimposed on the
image.
ANT Thyroid Image 24hr
This image will be used for both quantification
of relative and absolute uptake at 24 hours.
ANT Thyroid Image 48hr
This image will be used for both quantification
of relative and absolute uptake at 48 hours.
Marker Image for Overlay
This image will be used to create ROI
corresponding to markers in the image, these
ROI will be superimposed on the anterior
thyroid image.
Full Syringe/Empty Syringe
These images will be used to determine total counts injected for absolute uptake
calculations.
Injection Site Image
This optional image will be used to subtract counts from the total injected counts for absolute
uptake calculations.
All Static Images
In this bin load oblique images as well as other static images that are to be displayed but not
quantified.
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Secondary Capture
Load previously stored Secondary Capture (SC) series here for display.

15.2 Display Only Workflow
If no quantification of thyroid uptake is required most pages in the application may be
ignored.
 Perform the marker workflow if appropriate.
 Go directly to the Image Display tab to view all loaded images on a single page, with
markers superimposed when appropriate.
Markers Workflow
Use this workflow when an image containing markers only, or
markers that are significantly higher in counts than the anterior
thyroid image, has been loaded.
Processing/QC – Marker QC
 Adjust the Marker Detection Threshold until the markers in the image are outlined tightly.
 Alternatively, delete and redraw the ROI at the position of the markers.
 Press and hold [Ctrl] while drawing to create additional ROI.
 Select any ROI to adjust the position of all ROI at the same time.
 Select any ROI and press [Ctrl] while adjusting a single ROI.

15.3 Relative Uptake Workflow
This uptake quantifies right lobe vs. left lobe uptake.
Processing/QC – Draw ROI
 Draw right and left lobe ROI (optionally configure the use of automatic isocontour ROI).
 Adjust or redraw the automatically created background ROI as needed.
 Perform the marker workflow if appropriate.
The Quantitative Results – Relative Uptake Result page will show the loaded images, ROI and
markers and the relative uptake and area of each thyroid lobe.
Processing/QC – Adjust ROI Position 24 Hr.
Adjust the position of the previously drawn ROI to match the position of the lobes in the 24 hr.
image.

15.4 Absolute Uptake Workflow
This workflow will quantify the uptake in the thyroid relative to the administered dose. The
administered dose is may be quantified by imaging pre and post injection syringes or by
entering dose information from a dose calibrator manually.
With Syringe Images Loaded
At minimum, a full (pre) syringe image must be loaded. Empty (post) syringe and injection site
images are optional, they will only be displayed if a pre injection image has been loaded.
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Processing/QC – Draw ROI
 Draw right and left lobe ROI (optionally configure the use of automatic isocontour ROI).
 Adjust or redraw the automatically created background ROI as needed.
 Optionally draw a ROI around the dose on images of pre and post injection syringes and
injection site image.
 Verify that the correct isotope and half-life are displayed. If the isotope is missing or
incorrect enter the correct isotope in the following DICOM standard format:
Tc-99m
I-131
I-123
The Quantitative Results – Absolute Uptake Result page will show the loaded images, ROI and
markers and both relative and absolute uptake of the thyroid lobes, along with the area of
each lobe.
Processing/QC – Adjust ROI Position 24 Hr/48 Hr.
Adjust the position of the previously drawn ROI to match the position of the lobes in the 24 hr.
or 48 hr. image.
Manually Entered Dose Information
Processing/QC – Draw ROI
When no syringe images have been loaded the Processing/QC – Draw ROI page will allow
manual entry of various dose parameters.
 Enter the dose MBq for pre-injection syringe.
 Enter the hour at which the
dose was measured.
 Enter the minutes of the
hour at which the dose
was measured.
 Perform the same for the
post injection syringe.



Verify that the correct isotope and half-life are displayed. If the isotope is missing or
incorrect enter the correct isotope in the following DICOM standard format:
Tc-99m
I-131
I-123
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The Quantitative Results – Absolute Uptake Result page will show the loaded images, ROI and
markers and both relative and absolute uptake of the thyroid lobes, along with the area of
each lobe.

15.5 Measurement, Volume and Mass Workflow
All measurements, either area of ROI or ruler measurements are dependent on accurate
pixel size information being present in the DICOM header. If this information is not present or is
incorrect (as is the case with older camera systems) the values obtained will not be
accurate. In addition, the pixel size information is only valid when imaging with parallel hole
collimators. Since thyroid imaging is often performed with pinhole collimators to provide
image magnification with high sensitivity take care to ensure that measurements are valid
prior to reporting results.
Quantitative Results - Measurement
This page shows the anterior thyroid image at two different zoom settings.
 The measurement tool will be activated automatically,
use the tool to place measurement rulers on the image.
 Create screen capture files to save the measurement
results.
Quantitative Results Volume and Mass Calculation
The Measurement/Volume/Mass page calculates the volume and mass of the thyroid gland
using a variety of configurable methods.
Area method – for this method the volume of the gland is derived from the area as
measured by the right and left lobe regions of interest.
Height and Width method – for this method the height and width of each lobe is measured.
The volume is then calculated using the formula for volume of a cylinder. Optionally the
formula for oblate ellipse may be used.
Special methods – methods and formulas used in specific geographic areas are available in
Oasis.
All the methods (other than area method) require the identification of
the long and short axis of each lobe.
Quantitative Results – Measurement/Volume/Mass
 The ROI tool will be activated automatically with ROI type set to
Point.
 On the zoomed anterior thyroid image place the tip of the cursor at
the top of the right lobe and left click.
 Select rightLobeTop from the ROI creation dialog.
 Position the cursor at the bottom of the right lobe and left click.
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Select rightLobeBottom from the ROI creation dialog.



Continue to identify the right and
left sides of the right lobe.
Place a point ROI at the top,
bottom and each side of the left
lobe.



15.6 Saving Results Files










To save all ROI and other entered
information for later review press
the [SAVE STUDY RESULT] button
provided on PROCESSING/QC
pages.
Do not save the result file until ALL
aspects of processing have been
completed and verified in order to
ensure that ALL information is
saved.
A new result file will be created
each time the [SAVE STUDY
RESULT]
button
is
pressed,
previously created result files will
not be overwritten.
The created result file may be loaded into the Oasis Result File loading bin in the same
application in which it was created, this will recreate the displays exactly as they were at
the time of capture, with full interactivity enabled to modify ROI, adjust markers or modify
entered information if needed.
Note that these result files are only compatible with Oasis 1.9.4.0 and higher applications.
They may not be used in other manufacturer’s workstations, nor will they be displayed in
PACS systems. To save results for review outside of Oasis create screen capture files.

15.7 Customization of the Thyroid Application
Various settings may be configured in the parameters file:








The default value for counts per second per megabequerel.
The background ROI size, shape and distance to lobe.
Automatic isocontour ROI may be enabled/disabled.
Dose entry in mCi/MBq or counts.
Counts per mCi/MBq calibration factors.
Volume calculation method.
Constants for volume calculations and conversion of volume to mass.

Display pages may be easily enabled or disabled using the Script Layout Editor application.
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15.8 Thyroid Application Calculated Clinical Parameters
Relative Uptake
No decay correction or background correction is used for the relative right vs. left lobe
uptake calculation.
Absolute Uptake
Counts in background ROI are normalized to the area of the corresponding thyroid lobe ROI.
Pre and post injection syringe images, and injection site image are all decay corrected to
the time of the anterior thyroid image. Manually entered dose information is converted to
counts using the entered calibration factor, and decay corrected to the time of the anterior
thyroid image.
Volume – Area Formula

V = c*O3/2
V: volume in g
O: thyroid surface in cm2
c: constant determined in an empirical manner by different research groups:
o Allen Goodwin (Radiology 58, 1952) : V = 0.32 * O3/2
o Himanka & Larsson (Acta radiol. 43, 1955): V = 0.33 * O3/2
o Doering&Kramer (Strahlentherapie 105, 1958): V = 0.326 * O3/2
The desired constant may be configured in the parameters file. The default is 0.32.
Volume – Cylinder Formula

V = π r2 h
h= height in cm
w = width in cm
r = width / 2 in cm
Calculated for each lobe using the height and width measured by the position of the point
ROI.
Volume – Ellipse Formula

V = 4/3 π r2 h/2
h= height in cm
w = width in cm
r = width / 2 in cm
Volume – Special Formula 1
This formula, used most often in China calculated the volume of the entire gland rather than
for each lobe.

V = ½ (Hright + Hleft) * Area * c
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H = height in cm
c = constant, usually 0.28~0.32. Default is 0.32
Volume – Special Formula 2
This formula is used most often in Germany.

V = h*w*w /2
h= height in cm
w = width in cm

15.9 Parathyroid Application
The parathyroid application is suitable for both dual
isotope subtraction and dual phase protocols. In
addition SPECT or SPECT CT studies may also be
loaded.
The Parathyroid Dual SPECT application is designed to
compare early and late SPECT acquisitions for dual
phase studies.
SPECT_CT Parathyroid is a variant of the general
SPECT_CT application; it has been optimized for
display of dual phase parathyroid studies.
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Fusion + Subtraction
 When
loaded,
images
are
registered
automatically;
however,
if
reregistration
is
necessary, it can
be performed by
left clicking and
holding the mouse,
and dragging the
overlay image to its
proper
position
using
the
Reorientation/Registration Tool
 You are also able to adjust the threshold by moving the scroll bar
 To redraw a ROI, select the ROI tool. Delete or modify the original ROI, then redraw.
When completed, a dialogue box appears, click OK.
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Fusion Page
 This page displays a
large-format view of the
combination
of
reference image and
subtraction
image
overlay. The viewport
can be used to adjust
the
position
and
orientation
of
the
subtraction
image.
Changes on this page
are propagated to the
other
pages
automatically.

All Images Page
This page provides a
viewport for each
dataset
that
has
been loaded.
The
derived subtraction
image
is
not
reproduced, nor is
the fusion viewport.

Recon
The projection cine is equipped with “limit lines” which can be used to mask the spurious
activity occurring outside the thyroid and parathyroid glands
A triangulated TCS display can be navigated with triangulation cross hairs
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Tomo Projections
This page displays a MIP and a splash-style display

SPECT
This page displays transverse, sagittal, and coronal views. Use the mouse wheel to scroll
through the slices.
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Slices
This page shows Transverse,
Coronal, and Sagittal slices
Use the mouse wheel to scroll
through the slices
Click on Apply Post Filter.
Choose the Post Filter and
click apply.
Click on Save to save the
reconstructed volumes.

SPECT/CT Fusion
Displays the Volume Slices in
Transverse,
Coronal,
and
Sagittal Views
Displays the CT Slices in
Transverse,
Coronal,
and
Sagittal Views
Displays
Fusion
Slices
in
Transverse,
Coronal,
and
Sagittal Views
Use the mouse wheel to scroll
through the slices

CT
Displays the CT Slices in Transverse, Coronal, and Sagittal Views
Use the mouse wheel to scroll through the slices
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CT Axial/Coronal/Sagittal
Displays the CT Transverse Slices. Use the mouse
wheel to scroll through the slices

Reference Dynamic
This page will appear
when
a
dynamic
acquisition has been
performed
during
injection of the thyroid
reference image (Tc99m).
The page displays the
dynamic dataset using
three viewports.
Cine
Viewport,
Summed
Composite
Viewport,
and Splash Viewport.
A Dynamic Total Activity
Curve is also displayed.
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15.10 Parathyroid Dual SPECT
This
application
is
very
similar
ventilation/perfusion SPECT display.

to

the

lung

Load SPECT data from both the early and late (delayed)
acquisitions.
Perform registration of the two series, after which
triangulation in both volumes will be linked for easy direct
comparison of uptake in each phase.
Additional static, dynamic and x-ray series may also be
loaded and displayed in this application.

15.11 SPECT_CT Parathyroid
This application is similar in function to the general
SPECT_CT application.
For both early and late (delayed) acquisitions a full set of
data may be loaded:







Tomo
Recon tomo AC
Recon tomo NAC
CT axial
Static Series
Secondary Captures

Display pages are similar to those found in SPECT_CT;
however they are optimized for comparison of the early
and late data.
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16.

GASTROINTESTINAL APPLICATIONS

Multiple types of data may be loaded:
 For Solid Gastric acquisitions,
multiple
statics,
individual
dynamic acquisitions, or delayed
static images may be loaded
into the [Solid Tc99m] loading
bins. Both anterior and posterior
acquisitions can be loaded.
 For Liquid Gastric acquisitions,
multiple statics or individual
dynamic acquisitions may be
loaded into the [Liquid Tc99m]
loading bins. Both anterior and
posterior acquisitions can be
loaded.
If the Liquid Gastric
study was acquired using Indium111, load either the static or
dynamic data into the [Liquid
Indium] loading bins.
 For Esophageal studies, load the
dynamic
data
into
the
[Esophagus
Dynamic
Series]
loading bin.

16.1 Drawing Regions of Interest
Regardless of the number and type of
series loaded, the first page that will
appear is the Redraw ROI page. The ROI
tool will automatically be selected.
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Draw anterior and posterior(if loaded) ROI on this page.
To draw the region of interest, click once inside the viewport, and then begin drawing
the ROI.
Rt-click to choose what type of ROI to draw (Hand drawn, Rectangular, or Ellipsoid).
Once the region is completed, a dialog box will appear.
Click OK to confirm the ROI.
A background region is automatically drawn at this point and the user can drag the
background region, if necessary.

16.2 Quality Control – Motion Correction
The Dynamic Solid/Liquid pages display an animated cine whose frames are synchronized
with all other dynamic images on the page. One page will appear for each loaded series.




Background subtracted curve – a time activity curve corrected for background,
which appears immediately to the right of the cine.
Splash image – the individual frames of the dynamic acquisition, in a scrollable
splash style view.
Each dynamic image is overlaid with the gastric and background ROI.

Click [Motion Correction] to manually correct motion using the planar dynamic motion
correction module.
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16.3 Report Pages
Solid Dynamic Report
This page calculates quantitative results for the solid gastric datasets. It displays the
orientations for each study (anterior and posterior) with ROI overlaid, and plots both the
geometric means of each study and a fitted curve, below.
Using a linear curve fit method, half emptying time, emptying percentage, and retention
percentage are calculated out to 240 minutes. There is an additional page provided using
an Elashoff fit method for quantification.

Solid Dynamic Report with Delayed Statics
This page calculates quantitative results for the solid gastric datasets. It displays the
orientations for each study (anterior and posterior) with ROI overlaid, and plots both the
geometric means of each study and a fitted curve, below.
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Using a linear curve fit method, half emptying time, emptying percentage, and retention
percentage are calculated out to the last time the static was acquired.

In the instance a static is acquired after the initial dynamic, and the acquisition time falls
short of the major time points, this static will appear below the primary Emptying/Retention
table.
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Liquid Dynamic Report
This page calculates
quantitative results for
the
liquid
gastric
datasets. It displays the
orientations for each
study
(anterior
and
posterior)
with
ROI
overlaid, and plots both
the geometric means of
each study and a fitted
curve, below.
Using an Elashoff curve fit
method, half emptying
time,
emptying
percentage,
and
retention
percentage
are calculated.

16.4 Esophageal Analysis
DYNAMIC.1_Static Report
This page consists of:
 Dynamic
Summed
Viewport – A static
image which is the
summed result of the
individual dynamic
images, overlaid with
ROI
 Compressed
Function Viewport –
a
compressed
image in which each
individual image of
the dynamic dataset
is compressed into a vertical line, and joined with the compressed images of every other,
forming a single image
 Segments Activity Curves Viewport – a group of time activity curves derived from data
present within the ROI
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Dynamic Summed Viewport
The individual images of the dynamic
data are combined into one by summing
the activity values of each pixel for each
coordinate location.
The result is an
image which shows total activity
recorded over time as the radioisotope
tracer moved through the esophagus
The five segmental ROI correspond to the
following regions:
 Mouth
 Proximal Esophagus
 Middle Esophagus
 Distal Esophagus
 Gastric

Compressed Function Viewport
The
compressed
function image is
similarly composed
of
the
entire
dynamic dataset
Each “frame” in the
dynamic dataset is
likewise compressed
into a single line,
and then assembled
beside the previous
line
as
a
new
column. The image
is rendered column
by column, left to
right, mapping out
the values of the
dynamic sequence
into a single static
image.
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Segments Activity Curves
Each of the segments which are inscribed by the ROI are used to produce a corresponding
Time Activity curve in the “Segments Activity Curves” viewport. The curves plot intensity
(counts) found inside the ROI (on the Y-axis) over time (on the X-axis).
For each time activity curve, the color of the data line corresponds to the color of the ROI.
Also, the time
activity
curve
appear in the
same sequence
as the ROI in the
Dynamic
Summed
viewport.
Esophagus.1_Dynamic Report
The Dynamic Report page substitutes a cine viewport of the Esophageal dynamic summed
viewport on the
previous page.
Control the speed
and direction of
the cine loop by
invoking
“Show/Hide Cine
Control” from the
Context
Menu
with a right click,
then clicking on
the buttons on the
floating control.

Esophagus.1_Redraw ROI
Adjust or redreaw the ROI over the Esophageal Dynamic Summed image on this page.
When completed, the ROI will be immediately updated on all the application pages, and
the time activity curves will reflect their changed position. To adjust the size and shape of the
rectangular region grab the lower right corner of the ROI.
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16.5 Gastric Emptying-Statics
This application is optimized for studies performed by acquiring static images at various time
intervals.
Load all anterior images in one loading bin, and posterior images in a separate loading bin.
The application may be used with anterior only or both anterior and posterior data. A
maximum of 12 images can be loaded into each anterior and posterior static bins.
When both anterior and posterior data are loaded the calculation of emptying rates will be
based on the geometric mean.




Load the data and press [Go].
Draw a ROI over the first anterior image. The ROI will automatically be copied to the
posterior image.
Draw a background ROI (optional)

The anterior and posterior ROI will then be copied to the anterior and posterior images for
other time intervals. All ROI will be linked to the original anterior/posterior ROI; manipulations
performed on these will be reflected on the other ROI. At any time an individual ROI may be
moved or redrawn, at this point the ROI will become independent, no longer linked to the
original ROI.
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Two report pages are created, with Emptying Half Time calculated for point-to-point, Linear,
and Elashoff methods.

A special page will be displayed on the APPLICATION SUPPORT tab that describes the use of
the application.
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16.6 Salivary Gland Analysis
This application displays summed frames of a dynamic sequence over a specified time
range, allows the drawing of multiple ROI on the summed frame, and provides quantitative
analysis for the functionality of Salivary glands as well as that of the Oral cavity.
Salivary imaging is performed with 99mTc
Pertechnetate. The radiopharmaceutical is
extracted from the bloodstream by the salivary
glands, the thyroid gland and by certain other
cells in the body.
Regions of Interest Placement
 Draw a parotid ROI, adjust the placement of
the contralateral ROI.
 Draw a submandibular ROI, adjust the
placement of the contralateral ROI.
 Draw a ROI around the oral cavity.
 Place a background ROI near one of the
parotid glands.
 Place a second background ROI near both

the oral
glands.

cavity

and

submandibular

Curve Markers
 Define the uptake range by positioning
the curve markers (a, b) in the diagram.
 Define the ejection range by positioning
the curve markers (c, d) as shown in the
diagram.
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Position the markers on the oral activity curve (x, y) as shown in the diagram.

Glandular Parameters
The selected interval (i.e. with Uptake
Range Marker) of the time-activity
curve that is already background and
decay corrected and smoothed is
used to calculate the glandular
parameters for each gland:





 The total counts /Uptake values
for each gland is extracted from the integral frame.
The relative uptake percentage for each gland is calculated, expressed as a
percentage of the integral.
The Maximum accumulation (MA) for each gland is calculated as MA = (pre-stimulation
maximum count – perfusion peak count) / (pre-stimulation maximum count).
The Maximum Secretion (MS) for each gland is calculated as MS = (pre-stimulation
maximum count – post-stimulation minimum count) / (pre-stimulation maximum count).

Oral Activity indices
The selected interval (i.e. with Oral Activity Range Marker) of the oral cavity time-activity
curve that is already background and decay corrected and smoothed is used to calculate
the oral activity indices:
 The pre-stimulatory oral activity index (PRI) is calculated as PRI = (pre-stimulation
maximum count – perfusion peak count) / (pre-stimulation maximum count).
 The post-stimulatory oral activity index (POI) is calculated as PRI = (post-stimulation
maximum count – perfusion peak count) / (post-stimulation maximum count).
 The time interval between perfusion peak and prestimulated maximum oral activity point
(TI) is the time interval between points X and Y) (min).
References
44. Aung et al, Study of Quantitative Oral Radioactivity in Salivary Gland Scintigraphy and
Determination of the Clinical Stage of Sjogren’s Syndrome; THE JOURNAL OF NUCLEAR
MEDICINE • Vol. 42 • No. 1 , January 2001
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16.7 SeHCAT Retention
The SeHCAT Retention application can be configured to
quantify studies based on image counts or manual entry
of counts.
This can be configured in the file parameters.ss, located in
C:\Oasis\Scripts2\SeHCAT Retention.
By default, the
application performs image based quantification,
allowing the user to use 2 time points (Day0 and Day7), or
3 time points (Day0, Day3, and Day7).
For image based calculations, load the
appropriate series and click GO.
There are no ROIs to draw, counts are derived from the
entire image, minus the background images.


Selenium-75 is the isotope used for SeHCAT studies.



To configure for manual entry of counts, remove
the # next to ‘condition enterCounts’ in
parameters.ss.



To use the application configured for manual entry of counts, open the SeHCAT
Retention application and click GO. Enter the counts and the application calculates
Retention.
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When loading two time points, Day0 and Day7, the results appear as follows:
When loading three time points, Day0, Day3, and Day7, an additional results page is created
containing a Time Activity Curve.
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To save results, click either the Save Study Results, or Screen Capture buttons.
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16.8 GiBleed application
The GiBleed application can be used to load:
 A dynamic anterior and posterior series for
gastrointestinal research.
 Other dynamics series for basic display.
 Static series for basic display.
 A SPECT/CT acquisition including SPECT-AC,
SPECT-NAC and CT scan for basic display.

The series loaded in the Dynamic Series ANTERIOR bin is processed to obtain the Maximum
derivative image which is a composite of the anterior dynamic series. This is created to assist
in locating active bleeding.
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The series loaded in the Dynamic Series ANTERIOR and Dynamic Series POSTERIOR bins are
processed to obtain a summed image of the blood pool and then summed image at for
each 5 minutes portions of the dynamic acquisitions. These summed images make the
localization of the gastrointestinal bleeding easier.
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17.






HEPATOBILIARY

Displays flow and clearance phases of either dual phase or separate single phase
acquisitions.
Automatic reframing of clearance phase to 5 min. images.
Display of additional single phase dynamics (morphine or delayed series)
Calculation of gallbladder ejection fraction and ejection rate following stimulation using
either dynamic series or sequential static images as input.
Sphincter of Oddi analysis – clearance from liver parenchyma and common bile duct.

17.1 Data Loading Options
Saved Results
If the data has been previously processed and saved a
single result file containing the data and all user created
ROI may be loaded to replicate the original display.
Note that this bin is compatible only with Oasis Results
files created with Oasis Client version 1.9.4.0 or higher.
Liver Flow/Clearance
A single dual phase series containing both initial vascular
and later clearance phases.
Liver Flow Only
A single phase vascular series.
Liver Clearance Only
A single phase series comprising the clearance or
functional phase of the study.
POST Dynamic for SOD
Either a dual phase or a single clearance only phase
series in the posterior projection. Will be used to create a
geometric mean series for use in the Sphinter of Oddi
workflow.
GBEF Dynamic Series
A single phase dynamic
stimulation.

series

after

gallbladder

GBEF Static Images
Sequential static images after gallbladder stimulation.
Static Series for Display
Any number of static images, these will be displayed but not used in any particular workflow.
Secondary Capture
Load previously stored Secondary Capture (SC) series here for display.
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17.2

Basic Display Workflow

No particular user interaction
is required. The loaded data
will
automatically
be
displayed in a variety of
layouts
which
can
be
selected from the page tabs.

17.3 Gallbladder Ejection Fraction Workflow
If either a dynamic or a series of statics have been loaded into the GBEF loading bins the
GBEF processing and results pages will automatically appear.
Draw ROI
 Adjust the ROI Composite start and End sliders to adjust the summed image for best
visualization of the gallbladder.
 Draw a ROI around the gallbladder.
 Reposition or redraw the liver background ROI.
 Review the cine, if motion correction is required press the [Motion Correction] button.
 Enter the intervention dose, the time of administration (09:30 in the format 9.30) and the
duration of infusion.
 The intervention type label may be configured in the
Hepatobiliary/Parameters file.
 Adjust the Start EF and End EF cursors, by default they will be
placed at the maximum and minimum of the background and
decay corrected gallbladder curve.
 Press the [Save] icon and select Save Study Results to store the
ROI and entered information for later review.

17.4 Sphincter of Oddi Dysfunction (SOD) Analysis








To begin this workflow, press the [Start Sphincter of Oddi Analysis] button on the function
phase display page. The button is not available when a gallbladder EF series has been
loaded. After initiating the SOD workflow the Processin-Draw ROI and Results pages will
appear automatically.
Adjust the ROI composite start and end sliders for best
visualization of the liver parenchyma.
Draw a ROI around the liver, excluding the hepatic
ducts, gallbladder fossa and common bile ducts.
Adjust the composite start and end sliders for best
visualization of the common bile duct.
Draw a ROI around the common bile duct/region of
Sphincter of Oddi.
Review the cine. If motion correction is required press
the [Motion Correction] button. Following motion
correction adjust the ROI as needed.
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On the results page, the time of maximum and half maximum for liver and common bile
duct ROI will be marked with cursors on the curve.
An additional cursor (yellow) may be moved to any position on the curve to show the
percent emptying value at that time.
Press the [Save] icon and select Save Study Results to store the ROI and entered
information for later review.

SOD Analysis with Geometric Mean
 If a posterior dynamic series has been loaded the workflow is essentially the same as
when using anterior only data.
 Draw liver and common bile duct ROI on the anterior composite frame, adjusting the
start and end sliders as required.
 Review the cine for anterior, posterior and geometric mean series. If there is significant
motion exit from the application and restart using only the anterior data. Motion
correction is not available when both anterior and posterior series have been loaded.
 Press the [Save] icon and select Save Study Results to store the ROI and entered
information for later review.

17.5 Hepatobiliary Calculated Clinical Parameters
Gallbladder Ejection Fraction
Gallbladder ejection fraction is calculated using the following formula:

45. Mark Tulchinsky, Brian W. Ciak, Dominique Delbeke, Andrew Hilson, Kelly Anne HolesLewis, Michael G. Stabin, and Harvey A. SNM Practice Guideline for Hepatobiliary
Scintigraphy 4.0 J Nucl Med 2010 38:210-218
Gallbladder Ejection Period and Rate
The gallbladder ejection period is the time between the gallbladder ejection start and end
markers. The ejection rate is the ejection fraction in percent divided by the ejection period.
SOD Analysis – Liver and Common Bile Duct Emptying
The percent emptying at various points on the curve is calculated using the following formula:
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SOD Analysis – Common Bile Duct (CBD) Ratios
The CBD (60)/Liver (60) Ratio is the ratio of activity in the CBD ROI at the 60 min point of the
graph compared to the activity in the Liver ROI at the same time.
The CBD (60)/Liver (15) Ratio is the ratio of activity in the CBD ROI at the 60 min point of the
graph compared to the activity in the Liver ROI at 15 min.
46. I. Sostre S. Kalloo A, Spiegler El, Camargo EE, Wagner HN Jr. A New Noninvasive Test of
Sphincter of Oddi Dysfunction in Postcholecystectomy Patients: The Scintigraphic
Score. JNuclMed 1992:33:1216
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18.

SENTINEL NODE

Sentinel Node Imaging provides a “road map” showing the direction of lymphatic drainage
from around the site of a cancer. The Sentinel Node study demonstrates more clearly and
precisely the path of lymphatic drainage. This allows the surgeon to take out the specific
node (or nodes) that are the first to receive lymphatic drainage from the area around the
tumor. If these sentinel nodes do not show any microscopic evidence of tumor, it is very
unlikely that any other nodes would contain any tumor cells. Since fewer nodes are
removed, the surgery is less extensive and recovery is faster.

18.1 Input Data Loading
Several kinds of image may be present in the
dataset loaded for this application:
 Static Series
 SPECT Recon Tomo Series
 CT Axial Series
 Secondary Captures (ScreenSaves)
The Patient Load procedure is as follows:
 Choose the Patient by clicking on the row in the
patient browser in the upper section
 Choose the Application (e.g. “Sentinel Node”)
from the list.
 Drag the required series from the patient detail
section into the Application Inputs Section or just
click on Auto-Load
 Click the [Go] button to start the Sentinel Node
application
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18.2 Image Data Scaling
Sentinel Node data is often difficult to display because of the high dynamic range of counts
in the images. Scaling to image maximum, as is common practice with NM data, does not
work well because it does not show any of the background which may essential for
localization purposes and because issues with count overload in the pixels may occur.
Oasis applies a unique logarithmic display algorithm to planar and SPECT sentinel node data.
This “Log10” image is the log of the image (scaled to its own max). The images below show
the same data displayed with and without the “Log10” scaling.

18.3 Display Pages
Each loaded static image will be displayed on a separate page with two different window
level settings.
SPECT and SPECT CT data will be displayed with standard display pages. The “Log10” scaling
will be applied to the display of SPECT data.
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SPECT vs. CT
This page displays the
SPECT MIP on the left and
the Transverse, Sagittal,
and Coronal Views of the
SPECT in the top viewports
and the corresponding CT
views
in
the
bottom
viewports.
Use the cross hairs or
mouse wheel to scroll
through the slices.
The W/L and LUT can be
adjusted by clicking on the
W/L button on the Oasis toolbar or choosing it from the Context Menu.
SPECT/CT FUSION DISPLAY
The fusion images are displayed in the bottom viewports. If needed, the image may be
manually registered using the Reorient tool.
 On fusion images, selecting the W/L tool gives the user access to the Alpha Blending tool.
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19.

GAMMA CAMERA QC UTILITIES

Oasis provides utilities for measuring the performance of both planar and SPECT gamma
camera systems.
 Flood field uniformity (intrinsic/extrinsic) image display
 Flood field uniformity with NEMA quantification
 Bar phantom image display
 Center of Rotation (COR) evaluation
 SPECT Phantom with ACR analysis of uniformity, contrast, and spatial resolution.

19.1





Uniformity Image Display and Quantification

Double click on the QC application
Load Uniformity or Flood images into the
“Uniformity” Series bin.
Alternatively, load Bar Phantom images
into the Bar Phantom series bin.
Press GO

Display Only Workflow
Uniformity may be evaluated either intrinsically
(i.e., without collimation) or extrinsically (i.e., with collimation). A low-count extrinsic or intrinsic
flood should be performed daily on all camera heads for visual assessment of camera
uniformity. Intrinsically, a point source of 99mTc is placed 5 crystal dimensions away from and
centered over the uncollimated detector to provide a near-uniform photon flux impinging on
the detector. Extrinsically, a uniform flood, or sheet source of 57Co is placed directly on the
collimated detector.
For planar imaging, the general rule is that images for small-field cameras must contain at
least 1.25M counts, large-field circular, 2.5M counts and large rectangular field cameras, 4M
counts. Alternatively, the manufacturer’s recommendations can be used. These images can
then be visually inspected for non-uniformities.
Integral and Differential Uniformity Quantification
Processing for both CFOV and UFOV is done automatically in Oasis and the values are
displayed at the bottom of the screen. It is recommended to keep a daily log of the CFOV
and UFOV uniformity % values for both Integral and Differential Uniformity. If the camera
uniformity for any radionuclide is greater than 5%, it is recommended that the uniformity (or
sensitivity) correction table of that radionuclide should be updated by performing a highcount flood Image.
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Descriptions of CFOV, UFOV, Integral, and Differential Uniformity can be found at the end of
this chapter.

19.2 Bar Phantom Display
The 4-quadrant bar phantom offers a fast and convenient method for visually assessing the
spatial resolution and spatial linearity. The bar phantom consists of 4 sectors of radiopaque
lead bars and intervening radio-lucent plastic strips 2, 2.5, 3, and 4 mm in width. Spatial
resolution and spatial linearity should be checked with a bar phantom at least weekly.
Bar Phantom Imaging Protocol (General Protocol)
 Use a point source of Tc-99m (preferred) or Co-57 sheet source.
 Set the appropriate energy and acquire an intrinsic image with the bar phantom placed
directly over the detector.
 Use a 512 x 512 matrix (or the finest matrix that is available).
 For large rectangular field cameras (longest dimension > 32 cm), acquire 5 million counts
 For large and small circular detectors and small rectangular field cameras (longest
dimension < 32 cm), 3 million counts are satisfactory.
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Upon completion of the acquisition for both detectors, the images should be visually
inspected. Most importantly, the two coarsest quadrants (i.e., with the 3- and 4-mm-wide
bars) should be visually resolvable. All bars should appear straight. Example of Bar Phantom
image below.

19.3 Center of Rotation (COR) Evaluation
In the reconstruction of images from projections, it is assumed that the image matrix
representing the activity distribution in a section has a constant relationship to the data
acquisition matrix. If one matrix shifts with respect to the other for different angles of data
acquisition, then image reconstructed from back projecting the data will be blurred because
of the relative motion of the two matrixes. A simple test may be performed which involves a
radioactive point source. For a 360 degree acquisition the count rate versus pixel number of
the point should be in a straight line along the axial direction and should have the shape of a
sine wave along the other camera axis. Deviation from this suggests that the center of
rotation is being altered during the acquisition. Causing the images to be blurred, resulting in
a loss of image resolution.
Each camera manufacturer supplies a recommended protocol for their systems. These
protocols check that the mechanical and electronic COR’s are aligned i.e. COR offsets are
within limits of acceptability, in the X and Y directions. In the event that COR offsets are out of
the acceptable limits, a COR calibration should be performed (per the camera
manufacturer’s recommendations).
According to ACR guidelines Center of Rotation should be performed monthly. Some
manufacturers may prefer weekly COR testing.
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SPECT COR Imaging Protocol (General Protocol)
 Fill syringe with 500 umCi – 1 mCi (18 MBq – 37 MBq) of Tc99m.
 Place syringe on the patient table 4 to 8 inches away from the axis of rotation.
Note: SPECT data are acquired over 360 with equally spaced projections with a circular orbit.
The same angular orientation, collimation, zoom, matrix size, and energy window employed
for the patient study should be employed for the COR acquisition.



Five to ten seconds per frame for 64 views over 360 is sufficient.
This procedure should be completed for both 90 degree and 180 degree camera
configurations.

COR Analysis Workflow
 Double click on the COR application
 Load the COR 90 degree or the COR 180 degree series into the Point Source Tomo Series
bin.
 Press [GO]
Processing is done automatically. Simply record the X Offest and Y deviation values (in mm)
or create a screen capture. The offset and deviation may vary depending on the camera
manufacturer’s recommendations. In addition, users will have the ability to visually inspect
the projection image and reference the Sinogram for motion. If the semisinus form of the
sinogram is preserved, this would indicate that no motion has occurred. The X-Motion and YMotion graphs are provided to give the user a graphical analysis. Offset and deviation
normal values will vary, follow the manufacturer’s guidelines.
Below is an example of a COR acquisition of a 90 degree camera configuration.
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Below is an example of a COR acquisition of a 180 degree camera configuration.

19.4 SPECT Performance Testing
A comprehensive performance testing program is an
essential ingredient of high-quality single photon emission
computed tomography (SPECT). On gamma cameras that
acquire clinical SPECT images, it is recommended that each
camera head undergo SPECT performance testing quarterly
(U.S. guidelines set by ACR).
This is done by acquiring a Jaszczak phantom SPECT study,
then processing the images. Many manufacturers have
vendor specific procedures and protocols, which should be
followed.
SPECT Phantom Imaging Protocol
 Fill phantom with ~20-25 mCi 99mTc for high resolution
collimators (too much activity causes excessively high
count rate and possible artifacts. Too little activity takes a
long time to image). Keep count rate < 30kcps.
 Center phantom in field of view.
 Acquire SPECT phantom studies with 2-3 times counts
obtained clinically (24 million for ACR).
 Use 128 X 128 matrix, 120 or 128 views over 360 degrees
 Use a radius of rotation as close to 20 cm as possible.
 For a large field of view camera, set the zoom between
1.33 and 1.46
 Reconstruct with the highest resolution filter possible. Use FBP for ACR accreditation data.
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Phantom images are scored for:
 Resolution
 Contrast
 Uniformity
Analysis and Quantification Workflow
 Select the QC application and load the Jaszczak phantom
Tomographic series then click [GO].
 Once the application launches, a dialog box will pop-up
prompting the user to confirm the attenuation coefficient for the
isotope used.
 The default for
Tc99m is .12, click
[OK].



Ensure the upper and lower vertical limits are placed above and below the rotating cine
image.
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The Sinogram, Linogram, and Summed image may be reviewed to evaluate the quality
of the acquired data.




On the ‘Attenuation Correction’ page adjust the attenuation coefficient if necessary.
Click [Save Reconstructed Volume] to save the reconstructed tomo volume.

On the ‘Reconstructed Slices’ page, the axial slices are displayed.
 To view a different portion of the volume, roll the mouse-wheel.
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The ‘ACR Analysis’ page has 5 buttons on the left: [Resolution], [Uniformity], [Contrast], [Profile
1], and [Profile 2].







Click the [Resolution] button first. Select the best 16 slices from the rods section. Once
completed, click [Accept and Continue].
Click the [Uniformity] button next. Select the best 6 slices from the from the uniformity
section. Once completed, click [Accept and Continue].
Click the [Contrast] button next. Select the best 2 slices from the spheres section. Once
completed, click [Accept and Continue].
Click the [Profile 1] button next. Position the line profile so that it does not intersect the
spheres. Once completed, click [Accept and Continue].
Click the [Profile 2] button next. Position the line profile through the largest sphere. Once
completed, click [Accept and Continue].
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SPECT Resolution
Because of the importance of spatial resolution in SPECT studies, it is essential to periodically
verify that there has been no deterioration in this parameter.
Viewing the resolution image and noting the smallest size of rods visible is a qualitative
technique for evaluation resolution. This can be compared with prior studies.
Spatial resolution is commonly quantified from the full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of the
line spread response function. In SPECT, additional factors affect resolution because the
information is gathered over multiple angles. Precise positioning of the gantry, detector, and
table and calibration of the center of rotation (COR) is required. In addition, the
reconstruction matrix size, filter, and use of pre and post-processing procedures can affect
the measured spatial resolution.
An optional quantitative measure is the Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM).
 Right click on the image and select ‘New Profile Line’.
 Position the line profile through the center of the image.
The dialog box displays the line profile, as well as the FWHM (Full width half maximum).
Options can be adjusted, such as, smoothing the FWHM and applying a Gaussian fit curve.
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Uniformity
The uniformity of reconstructed images is very sensitive to scintillation camera field uniformity.
Energy shifts and spatial non-linearities can contribute to non-uniform images. To visually
evaluate the uniformity image, the user should evaluate the image for artifacts. A line profile
placed through the uniformity section of the phantom should show a uniform distribution of
counts, a level line rather than a curve.
Contrast
On the ‘Contrast Report’ page, the contrast quantification is displayed, along with the image
that was selected. Quantification includes: Estimated Average Counts, Minimum Counts,
and Contrast, which is defined as (Avg Cts – Min Cts)/(Avg Cts).

The last ‘Report’ page gives a comprehensive summary of Resolution, Uniformity, and
Contrast.
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19.5 ACR Scoring Criteria
Nuclear Medicine Planar Only Images
(4-quadrant bar phantom) Tc99m or Co57:


Intrinsic spatial resolution images:
 Satisfactory: 2.5 to 2.9 mm bars are resolved in one quadrant of a four quadrant
pattern and they have low contrast
 Marginal: 3.0 to 3.4 mm bars resolved in one quadrant of a four quadrant pattern





System spatial resolution images:
Satisfactory: 3.0 to 3.4 mm bars are resolved in one quadrant of a four quadrant pattern
Marginal: 3.5 to 3.9 mm bars resolved in one quadrant of a four quadrant pattern

Tl201, Ga67, or In111:


Intrinsic spatial resolution images:
 Satisfactory: 3.0 to 3.4 mm bars are resolved in one quadrant of a four quadrant
pattern and they have low contrast
 Marginal: 3.5 to 3.9 mm bars resolved in one quadrant of a four quadrant pattern



System spatial resolution images:
 Satisfactory: 3.5 to 3.9 mm bars are resolved in one quadrant of a four quadrant
pattern
 Marginal: 4.0 to 4.4 mm bars resolved in one quadrant of a four quadrant pattern

ACR Phantom Spatial Resolution Tc99m using the ACR-approved SPECT Phantom
General purpose parallel hole collimators:
 Satisfactory: 9.5 mm rods resolved with high contrast
 Marginal: 9.5 mm rods resolved with low contrast
High resolution parallel hole collimators:
 Satisfactory: 7.9 mm rods resolved with high contrast
 Marginal: 7.9 mm rods resolved with low contrast
ACR Phantom Spatial Resolution Tl-201, Ga-67, or In111 using the ACR-approved SPECT
Phantom
General purpose parallel hole collimators (Tl201) or Medium energy general purpose parallel
hole collimators (Ga-67 or In111)
 Satisfactory: 11.1 mm rods visible
 Marginal: 12.7 mm rods visible
High resolution parallel hole collimators (Tl-201)
 Satisfactory: 9.5 mm rods visible
 Marginal: 11.1 mm rods visible
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19.6 References and Calculations
CFOV and UFOV
Central field of view (CFOV) is the area defined by scaling all linear dimensions of the useful
field of view by a factor of 75%. Useful field of view (UFOV) is the area of the detector that is
used for imaging gamma rays. It is defined by a dimensioned figure supplied by the
manufacturer.
Integral and Differential Uniformity
Integral uniformity is defined as the largest variation (maximum - minimum) in counts over the
useful field of view, while differential uniformity is a measurement of the worst case rate of
change of uniformity over a limited distance (~5 pixels).

47. National Electrical Manufacturers Association: NEMA NU 1-2007: Performance
measurements of scintillation cameras. National Electrical Manufacturers Association,
2007
48. American College of Radiology (ACR):Nuclear Medicine Accreditation Program
Requirements, 2014
49. American Association of Physicists in Medicine: Quality Assurance Testing of Gamma
Camera and SPECT Systems, Sharon L. White, University of Alabama at Birmingham,
2009.
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